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SUMMARY
The motivation for undertaking th is  study o f drag b its  for  
use in  tiard rock applications was provided by ongoing f ie ld  t r ia ls  
o f rockcutting nuchines a t gold mines o f  the Witwatevc.ran system.
Investigations were carried out to  determine the mode of L lure o f .
b its  used a t these t r ia l  s i t e s  and laboratoiy experiments we e
conducted to  id en tify  the w'Vik aspects o f  the b it  design. I was
estab lished  that a major cause o f  fa ilu re  o  ^ the b it s  in  se; . ic<'
undei^ground was thermal d eterioration  of the tungsten car’ .de b it
in ser ts  and o f the b it  braze jo in t . A further se r ie s  o f t e s t s  was
then carried ou t, both in  the laboratory and underground, with
modified b its  in  an attempt to  improve the b it strength.
.
In add ition , a su ite  o f experiments was conducted with the aim 
o f improving the rate o f cu ttin g  by reducing the mean force acting  
on the b it during the cu ttin g  operation. Three d ifferen t methods 
were evaluated as a means of achieving th is  o b jec tiv e , these being, 
reducing the irea of the b it  w earflat in contact with the rock, 
impacting the b it  during the cu ttin g  operation, and d irectin g  a 
high pressure water je t  immediately ahead of the b it  during the 
cu ttin g  stroke. Each o f these methods did resu lt in  decreases in  
at le a s t  one component o f  the b it  force , but the technique that was 
selected  as presenting the most premising direct ion for further  
in vestiga tion  was the use o f water j e t s .
Laboratory exoeriments showed that when coherent w a tc  je t s  at 
f i f t y  megapascals pressure were directed  towards the com ers o f the
b it  in se r ts , approximately two m illim etres ahead o f  the leading face 
o f  the b i t ,  s ig n if ic a n t reductions o f  the forces actin g  on the b it  
were achieved. 1he ) . cu tting  force was reduced by a fa cto r  o f
about two and the b it  pcnetrai. g force by a factor o f  about three. 
The b it  penetrating force was found to  be co n sis ten tly  se n s it iv  to  
changes both in  the pressure o f  the water je ts  and in  the point o f  
impingement o f  the je ts  r e la t iv e  to  the b it .  On the other hand, the 
reduction in the b it  cu ttin g  force was for the most part unaltered  
desp ite  changes in these parameters, except when the je ts  wo"o 
directed ten m illim etres or more ahead o f  the leading face o f  the 
b it .
In order to  in v estig a te  the influence on the rock breaking 
process o f  high pressure water je ts  directed ahead o f  a drag b it ,  
in i t ia l  experiments were carried out to  e s ta b lish  the mechanism by 
which the b it  cut the rock when water je ts  were not used. I t  was 
shown that in hard rock a drag b it  broke the rock in  a fashion  
sim il :■ ' that of a f la t  indentor. A th eoretica l an a lysis  was
employ i id the s tresses  in  the rock adjacent to an indentor, 
together with s tr e ss  tr a je c to r ie s , were calcu lated .
A se r ie s  of indentation te s t s  demonstrated that cracks were 
in it ia te d  along lin e s  of calculated maximum principal s t r e s s . I t  
was shown that when high pressure water je ts  were d irected  ahead o f  
the b it  the indentation force required to  form a rock chip was 
reduc ed by a factor o f approximately two. I t  was inferred from 
these experiments that water was in jected  in to  cracks which were 
formed in  the rock by the b i t .  The pressure o f the water then 
cause! the e r a . to  propagate and form a rock chip.
The discovery that high pressure water je t s  can reduce s ig ­
n if ic a n tly  the forces actin g  on a drag b it  cu ttin g  in  hard rock nay 
lead to  a more widespread use o f th is  cheap e f f ic ie n t  to o l in  hard 
rock ap p lica tion s. In ad d ition , i t  i s  p ossib le  that water je ts  
could be use.l to  a s s i s t  other methods o f rockbreaking, for example 
d isc  cu tters on various types o f boring machines.
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CHAPTER I
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 General
The Chamber o f Mines Mining Technology Laboratory is  engaged in 
a number o f projects aimed at mechanising sloping operations on the 
gold mines o f  the Witwatersrand. The project which has received the 
most a tten tion  i s  "rockcutting” , using drag b its  to  cut a s lo t  in 
c lose  proximity to  the gold r ee f . P ilo t  production tr iad s to  assess  
the mining p oten tia l o f  a number o f  rockcutting machines operating 
in  the underground environment on a long term b a s is , were cccinenced 
in  1973.
The study described in th is  th e s is , which was started at the 
beginning o f 197u, was 'undertaken to improve the performance o f drag 
b its  used for cutting hard rock.
1 .2  Geological Background o f the Witwatersrand gold deposits
The Witwatersrand gold deposits and i t s  associated host rocks 
Delong to the Witwatersrand System, (Stokes 1961). This System 
co n sists  o f a succession o f arenaceous and argillaceous rocks 
deposited in a sedimentary basin with a periphery measuring some 
800 kilom etres, (Borchers 1961). The dominant rock-types o f  the 
Witwatersrand System are a lternations o f  sh a les , q u a rtz ites , g r its  
and conglomerates. The gold deposits arc found at some o f these 
conglomerate horizons and are known as "reefs". - thickness of 
the gold reefs varies from a few metres down to  a few m illim etres 
and much o f  the ore currently being mined i s  from narrow r e e fs ,
typically of the order of a few centimetres thick.
Seme o f reefs  outcrop, and th is  led to  the o r ig in a l discovery  
o f vhe conglomerate gold deposits in Johannesburg. These shallow  
d ep o sits , however, are largely  worked out and the major ity  o f the 
gold mined today i s  from reefs  which sub-outcrop at , . th. With 
the exception o f  the Evar.der Golc f ie ld  whe: ,  ,ai ' ^  -.es place at 
r e la t iv e ly  sha ’ ow le v e ls ,  rhe average depth o f the workings on many 
c  "he minei i s  approximately 2 000 metres. Western Deep Levels, 
the deepest mine in the world, i s  currently mining at 3 500 metres 
:elow surface.
The quartzites and conglomerates in these deposits are strong, 
highly abrasive rocks and typi a lly  the un iaxial compressive 
strength varies between 150 MPa and 300 MPa while the quartz 
content f a l l s  in  the range from 30 per cent up to 98 per cent. The 
rocks in  the deposit are layered, beinp, sepiarated by planes o f  
weakness which run approximately p a ra lle l to  the plane o f the reef  
and are known as parting planes. Weak sh a les , varying in thickness 
from a few m illim etres to  a e^w centim etres, are found often  along 
these parting planes.
1.3 Motivation for s e le c tiv e  mining
Current mining practice in the South African gold mines i s  
extraction  of the reef from underground stopes using the d r i l l  and 
b la st technique. A minimum working height o f approximately one 
metre i s  necessary in the stopies and thus, with b la stin g , massive 
d ilu tio n  o f the ore by country rock Occurs in the narrow r e e fs ,  
which account for at lea st 50 per cent o f  the known reserves
(Jdger 1576).
A study was conducted by Cook ot a I (1969) to  in vestigate  
p oten tia l improvements in the mining operations on deep-level South 
African gold nines which would enhance the p r o f ita b ility  o f these  
mines. A hypothetical gold mine of the Witwatersrand System was 
considered and improvements were based on p ossib le  developments in 
mining technology. Marginal improvements in the rate o f fin an cia l 
return on investment were computed when r e a l is t ic  reductions in  the 
time or cap ita l expenditure required to  reach f u l l  production were 
estim ated. A lso, possib le reductions in the working costs  or  
improvements in labour productivity indicated only small fin an cia l 
gains. In con trast, a marked increase in the rate o f return was 
demonstrated for the case whereby fur tonnage tra iw d  from the stupe 
• lialved. A further substantial improvement of the fiik incial 
return was calculated for the s itu a tion  where the tranming width was 
"educed by a factor o f two and to compensate, so that the volume o f  
rock m illed was not decreased, the rate o f mining was doubled.
One proposa, fo> halving the tramming width for increased
p ro fita b ility  o f the gold mines, was to  develop a . cu ttin g
tht rock, as opposed to  b la^ .in g , to  eivible manual separation of
xjef from the waste rock. In such a system the reef vaxild V''
trammed from the stope and the country rock packed into a stone
,  « .
uehind the working face as roof support.
In addition to  the calculated economic advantages o f se le c t iv e  
mining, i t  was claimed that a numb • o f technological b en efits  would 
be rea lised . The most important of these would be derived from the
packing o f the waste area. This would improve the stra ta  control by 
reducing the e f fe c t iv e  stoping width and therefore, the amount of 
gravitational energy released per unit area mined would be pro­
p ortion ally  reduced. This parameter has been shown by Joughin (1966), 
and other workers to  be o f great importance in minimising rockhursi->. 
Stonewall packing a lso  would reduce the heat pick-up and cons'quen. ly  
the v en tila tio n  requirements, since by waste f i l l in g  of the worked 
out regions the exposed surface area, f^om which heat could be 
radiated, would be decreased su b sta n tia lly . In addition a l l  o f  
the v en tila tio n  a ir  would be channelled through the working p laces, 
which would a lso  reduce the volume o f a ir  required.
The resu lts  o f th is  report (Cook e t  <il, 1969), prompted the 
Chamber of Mines to  in vestiga te  in d e ta il the f e a s ib i l i ty  o f 
developing a s e le c tiv e  mining system by employing a method of  
cu ttin g  the rock.
1 . 4  Choice o f a s e le c tiv e  mining system
1 .4 .1  Rockbreaking considerations
In order to  enc»vle a method o f cutting rock to be chosen, a 
measure o f the e ffec tiv en ess  o f the availab le rockbreaking 
techniques is  required. One method o f measuring the e :fic ien cy  oi 
a rockbreaking process i s  to  consider the energy required to  b '^eak 
a unit volume o f rock. This i s  defined as the spe #u energy. 
R ittinger (1867), demonstrated that the sp e c if ic  energy required to  
fracture rock i s  inversely  proportional to  the s iz e  o f the rock 
p ir t ic le s  produced. The resu lts  o f  a study by Cook and Joughin 
(1970), where d ifferen t primary rockbreaking techniques in rocks o f
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sim ilar uniaxial compressive strength were compared with the s iz e  of 
p a rtic le s  produced, is  illu str a ted  in Figure 1. A section  o f the 
conclusions contained in th is  study noted that the r e la t iv e  e f ­
f ic ie n c y  o f the breakage methods, measured in terms o f * he s > - i f i c  
energy, i s  fa ir ly  constant. Thus in order to  minimise the to ta l  
energy requirement, the only e f fe c t iv e  method is  to  minimise product 
ion o f small rock fragments.
In another report (Cook e t a l , 1968), i t  was argued that from 
considerations o f sp e c if ic  energy, a mechanical method o f rock 
excavation would o ffe r  the most immediate prospect for success in  
the search for a se le c t iv e  mining method. The authors conducted 
laboratory experiments to assess the c u tta b ility  o f Witwacersrand 
q u artzite . A strain-gauge instrumented tungsten carbide tipped 
drag b it  was used to  cut s lo t s  in  q u artzite  blocks and force 
measurements were made during the cu ttin g  operation. These t e s t s  
showed that tungsten carbide drag b its  could cut th is  strong, 
aarasive rock at a rate which, when converted for the mining 
s itu a tio n , would give an acceptable rate o f mining. The wear o f  the 
n its  was found not to  be p roh ib itive , but i t  was recognised that the 
design o f any machine that would use th is  type o f b it  u .Jerground, 
houid make allowance for the b its  to  be changed e a s ily .
1 .4 ,2  Rockcutting system
Following these laboratory te s t s  (Cook e+ a l , 1968), a inird"<j 
system was proposed where drag b its  would be used to  cut tw 
in  the stope fa ce , one immediately above and the other belew the 
r* c i. The machine then would be moved to  an adjoining panel md
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other workers would break out the rock between tne two s lo t s  and 
remove i t  from the stope. The waste rock then could be removed 
and packed in  convenient s iz e  blocks in the worked out area. It was 
proposed to  u .^act-driven wedges to  a s s is t  with these operations 
to  remove the iv  from the stope face. The rock -slo ttin g  operation  
was termed rockcutt; r p, and the rock removal using impact-cirive 
wedges was termed secondary breaking.
1.5 Development of rock cu ttin g  inach_.ies
A prototype rockcutting fra chine designed to  work in underground 
stopes was manufactured. The cu ttin g  action  o f th is  protot /pe, 
illu s tr a te d  in  Figure 2 , used a drag b it mounted on a toolblade  
which in  turn was attached to  a s l id e ,  or saddle, by a feedscrew.
The b it  was traversed through the rock by activa tin g  a hydraulic ram 
which moved the saddle along the fixed  guide. The bit was advanced 
in to  the rock by turning the feedscrew. The anchors at each end of  
1 lie machine were hydraulic jacks which were extended to  support the 
hangingw. 11 and foctw all ( roof and floor) o f the stope. A d etailed  
account the concepts a*> p rin cip les involved in the design and 
operation o f th is  prototype rockcutting machine, much of which 
a implies to  the modem machines, i s  found in the paper by Hojem 
et a l,(1 9 7 1 ).
Operation o f th is  prototype rockcuttur demonstrated that the 
basic mining concept o f cu tting  s lo t s  in c lo se  proximity to  the reef 
and bre.iking, the rock from the face into the s lo t  using d r i l l s  and 
wedges was fea s ib le . To a s s is t  with the development o f machines 
which would operate e f f ic ie n t ly  and re lia b ly  in the h o s t ile  deep- 
le v e l mining environment, the Chamber o f Mines entered into develop-
loo I blade
Anchors f-71
Fixed guide
Constant depth
of cut
FIGURE 2 : Diaptunuric representation o f a m ckcuttinf, machine.
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ment contracts with three manufacturers and a se r ie s  o f prototype 
rockrutters was produced. This prx)p,miime continued for two years 
with a n c illia r y  equipment such as hydraulic power1 Mck , a patig-in 
e le c tr ic a l  system, conveyors and ortdaty r ckhrtiakers 
d ev e lo p ed  in  p a ra lle l with the ix^krutt ing niachine . By the end of 
1 9 7 ? d to ta l o f about 10 000 cvx.tarer, Usi been mir - d by roukr ut * inp 
nachines at various underground t< ; s i t e s ,  (Joughir , 1 ' •*)•
1.6 P ilo t production t r ia ls  o f mining, by rocki'u~" ing
rhe successfu l r e su lts  achieved by the prototype nocko .t u.r 
machine5 during underground t e s t s ,  encouraged the Chamber c r Mines 
during 1973 to  in it ia te  two separate t r ia ls  at IXximfontein ana 
S t i l l  ntcin  Gold Mines, using two se r ie s  ol rx>r h d t mg nu- r n< 
b u ilt to  two standard designs. The nuin obj« t iv. "i «!• -e tr ia ls  
was to  esta b lish  whether the stope tr.ytnung width euuJ : 1-' halv.d  
co n sisten tly  over a long period o f tim e, using a mining sy em has* d 
on rockcutting machines and by packing the waste rock in the worked 
out area. I f  th is  ob jective  was achieved, the cost e ffec tiv en ess  
the rockcutting system was to be assessed .
M ajor differences in  the depth of operation and geological 
conditions ex isted  between the two rockcutt ing s i t e s .  The Doom- 
fontein t r ia l  s i t e  was at a depth o f approximately 2,4 kilcn* "n - and 
the face length was about 250 metres. The rate o f energy re lea se  in 
the stope, which a ffe c ts  the exten o f fracturing o f the rock at the 
working fa ce , varied from 10 MJ/centare to  35 MT/centare . The 
rock above the reef was a very hard, g lassy  quartzite a:,d ihat 
below i t  was a s lig h t ly  arg illaceou s quartzite ot medium hardners.
\
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At S tilfo n te in  the t r ia l  s i t e  v.as at a depth of 1,5 k ilom etres, the 
face length was 200 metres and tlic average r i t e  of energy re,case  
in  the slope was 5,f) Mf/(«?ntatv. Ai«>v<• the ri-et the n <■ w a  
Soft argillaceous q u a rtz ito , while Uie rix.k Ix.-jow the reef was a 
s lig h t ly  arg illaceous quart z i t e .  An imjx:rtant part o f the exp riment 
was to assess  how these d ifferen t geological and rock s tre ss  con­
d itio n s a ffected  the rockcutting operations.
A review o f the progress o f the p ilo t production t r ia ls  with 
rockcutting machines a fter  approximately one year of operation, 
demonstrated that the eighteen machines at the two t r ia l  s it e s  had 
succeeded in halving the stope tramming width, (Joughin, 1 47'*). 
Detailed analysis o f the stoping c o sts  revealed that th< ckrutting 
co sts  wer'e only s lig h t ly  higher than stoping c o s ir with inventional 
mining. Since stoping costs  represent only between a quarter and <, 
th ird  of th<v to ta l working co sts  on most gold mines (Joughin, 1974), 
a snvill increase is  not s ig n ifica n t when compared to the ubstantial 
improvement o f the fin an cia l return which i s  rea lised  by a mining 
system with the stope tramming width halved, (Section 1 .3 ) .
Because of the depth at which these t r ia ls  were conducted, the
stre ss  on the stupe face generally exceeded the compressive ..trvngth
o f  the rock and therefore the rock on the face was fractured. It was1
fourd during these t r ia ls  that because the rock was in th is  
fractured condition , the reef was read ily  removed fmni the fact- 
when only one s lo t  was cut in c lo se  proximity to  the r e e f . Con­
sequently the mining operation was carried out cutting one s lo t  
only.
1 \
Both the extent of fracturing of the rack <md the strength of 
the rock were found to be important parameter:; which influenced the 
rate o f cu ttin g  and rate of wear of the bit:..
Following th is  review o f  progress in mid-19'74 the t r ia l  s i t e  at 
S t ilfc n te in  Gold Mine was c lo se d . For th is  reason, the te s t s  con­
ducted underground during, the research prog) unme described in  th is  
th esis  were a l l  cat ried out at Doomfontein Gc^ ld Mine.
CHAPTER I I
2. PREVIOUS WORK WITH DRAG BITS
Drag b its  are widely used in weak to  medium strength rock- 
cu ttin g  applications; for example, v ir tu a lly  a l l  coal gettin g  
machines and many ooal roadneading machines use a form o f drag b it  
as a cutting to o l. The mechanics o f  penetration of crag b its  into  
the weak and medium strength strata  has beer, the subject of 
extensive stu d ies. Laboratory and f ie ld  experiments which defined  
basic p rincip les for the e f f ic ie n t  cu ttin g  o f  coal have been out­
lin ed  by Evans (1962), Pomeroy (196ft), and Pomeroy and Brown (1968), 
*if>ngst other workers. Experiments using drag b its  for cutting  
other r e la tiv e ly  low strength rocks have been conducted by Roxborough 
(1973), Roxborough and Rispin (1973), and Hewitt (1975). Two o f the 
most important theories o f the mechanism o f rock fracture caused by
drag b its  were proposed by Evans (1962), for b r ir t . material: and
by Potts atxl Shuttleworth (195ft), for e la s t ic -p la s t ic  rrnt<T in J 
This la tte r  theory was a development of the Ernst - Merchant theory 
o f metal cu ttin g  (19^5). Both o f  these theories assume that a b it 
with a wedge shape is  used to  penetrate the m aterial.
The conventional design o f drag b it  which i s  used to cut in the
weaker rock types i s  wedge shaped, (Figure 3). These b its  are
provided with a clearance angle underneath the b it  to  minimise the
area o f contact between the tool and the ruck. The usual desigr o f
b it  is  with a zero or a p o sitiv e  rake angle, that i s ,  th" b it
v
included angle plus the b it clearance angle is  equal to or le s s  than
\
ninety degrees ( Figure 3 ) ,  (Roxborough, 1 9 7 3 ) .
Direction  of  c u t t i n g
Bit rake angle
Bit included angle
Bit c learance  angle Rock
7IGURE 3 : Diagivmetic represent it'on o f a w .Iri' shaped drag b it .
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2.1 Evans rrvxlel
Witwatersrand quantzite behaves .r; ,ui e lu stin -h r it  t ie  mater'ial 
(Wag.ier and Schumann, 1971), therefore ii  is  instruct ive to examine 
the fm cture theory proposed by Evans, (1962). This author con­
sidered a sharp wedge with an included angle 70 which was pressed 
in to  a b r it t le  material with an applied force P. The wedge was
i
applied c lo se  to  a right-angled corner in the material and i t  was 
assured that fa ilu re  o f  the material occurred due to a te n s ile  crack 
which developed along a lin e  c -  d , ( figure 4 ). Thus, a diagram o f  
the forces acting in  th is  model shew that :
I
( i )  A reaction force R i s  applied to  the material by the
wedge, normal to  the face of the wedge.
( i i )  A resultant of the t e n s ile  toivos that acted (x-rperi-
d icu lar to c  -  d. This was termed T.
( i i i )  A third force is  required to maintain lim iting
eouilibrium in the m aterial. I t  was shown by experiment 
that the chip that formed tended to  rotate aboul point d. 
Thus a force S was assumed, acting through the point d, 
(Figure 4).
Two further assumptions were made in the development of the 
sim p lified  theory :
(a) That there was zero fr ic t io n  between the wedge and the 
b r it t le  m aterial.
(b) That the depth o f penetration by the wedge into the material 
was n eg lig ib le  when -ompared with the depth o f cut d.
Thus h « <  d.
Wedgt*
Then by taking moments about point d uid using a mi', urn wr;rk 
hypothesis, Evans derived the equation
2 td s in  0P %
1 -  s in  0
where t  i s  the te n s ile  strengtn of the m aterial.
The variation  o f P with fr ic t io n  was calcu-^ted by assuming an ang^e 
o f  fr ic t io n  0 between the wedge and the n r it t le  m ateria l, :hen
P = 2 td s in  (0 + 0) 
1 -  s in  (G + 0)
Evans, (1962) conducted experiments cutting in two d if f e r  ..'l types 
o. 2o a l, and the forces that were measured correiared well with tr.is 
theory.
2.2 Drag b its  used to cut in stron, rocks
'rf/hen the uniaxial compressive strength o f rock exc 'ocs 100 MP.-i 
the rx ck may be defined ■’-n  ng. Beotius' of high "ate_, o; w ar 
and areakage, drag b its  ave found l i t t l e  application  in s itu a tio n  
whiere i t  i s  required to  cut strong rock. Consequently the majority 
o f  strong rock m  Ting i s  carried out using some form of r o lle r  
cu tter , these generally have a lower instantaneous cutting rate  than 
drag b its  and the unit cost o f  th is  type o f  cu tter is  much higher. 
However, they do achieve an acceptable l i i u ,  ii. terms o f the amoun 
o f  rock cut before the cu tter  i s  discarded. One of the few 
applications in  current practice /here drag b its  used to  cut 
strong rocks i s  in rotary d r il l in g  applications.
i •
A review o f the fracture mechanisms resu ltin g  f:om the variou: 
methods of d r il l in g , including rotary d r il  ing, was presented-by
Maurer, (1966).
In th is  review i t  was s ta te s  that d ifferen t authors had four ; 
that the r ictors which a ffected  the forces act in,' on the b it - -rir. 
the cu ttin g  operation were :
( i)  Depth of out (defined as the advanr e r  sit
the b i t ) .
( i i )  Bit raKe angle.
( i i i )  Extent >f bluntness o f  the b it .
( iv)  Type 0 1  rock.
A ' fu ll-fa ce*  turinell in g  machine and a smal- nvich i mini 
fulu-fac. r*, manufactured by a Swedish conpony, en;,.^oy Iraj;, b i ' s  
mounti 1 on ro tiry  he a , which machine he rock using an un or- 
cu ttin g  pr in c ip le , (Earendsen, 1970). L it t le  deta ; : in f  nrnt i ‘ n 
re la tin g  tv b its  t&ad teen published by th it company for n.-usoi. of 
mrmtr exxnt- ‘t i t io n .  These Swedish machines, togeth* w tr. the
ro ch cittii ; machines produced by manufacturers in  c o l l .-hora . with 
the Chamber o f Mines, are the only examples o f equiprr-ni wnich haw 
been b u ilt  in order to  cut strong rocks With drag bi t s  arid h n -  bee 
subjected to  extunsiv-' f ie ld  t r ia ls .
Thus, throughou* the world, t i t t l e  wor h«is been c, rrii . out in 
th is  f ie ld ,  and where studied have been nw , generally tliese have 
been sponsored by c<.mn»*rcial organi .ations and -he resu lts  have ot 
been published.
2.2.1 Studies conducied by t:/.- M.im
The basic parameters affectir^g drag b its  which .ire used to cut 
in  strong rock, have been studied by previous research worxer at th< 
Chamber o f Mines. Much of th is  work has .xmained unpublished. The 
early  experiments, using tungsten carbide tipped to o ls  to  cut in  
q u artzitu , demonstrated that the wear o f the tungsten carbide was 
related to  a c r it ic a l  cu tting  speed. The .u te  o f wear of t.tc b its  
was found to be almost independent o f the cu tting  speed below th is  
c r it ic a l  va lu e, but at greater speeds the b it  wear increased suddenly, 
(Cook ?t a l , 1968). I t  was deduced that drug b its  could only be u c<; 
to  cut strong, s ilic e o u s  rock at r e la t iv e ly  low cutting  spee^ .
The orig in al design o f b its  used tor the ear ly expeilmenl.il 
programme with rockcutting machines is  illu s tr a te d  in  Figiuv 6a,
(Hojerr. et ^1, 1971). The tungsten carbide in sert with zero rake 
angle was brazed in to  a notch in  the s te e l  b it  body. Clearance 
angles were provided in the in sert on the front arid side faces of 
the in sert. The early  experiments carried out at the Chamber of  
Mines showed that when cutting strong abrasive quartzites a high 
rate o f wear of the tungsten carbide in serts  v. i experience. 1. Thus, 
a fte r  only a few traverses o f the rock by the b i t , the front faceI
o f  the too l had worn to  form a f la t  and the too l e f fe c t iv e ly  was 
blunt. It was recognised that the b its  would have to operate in  
a blunt condition and the b it  de.ugn was modified so that the 
clearance angle behind the face o f the b it became zero. The area 
o f  th is  front face o f the b it  that was in contact with the rock was
termed the b it  w earflat, ( Figure 5b).
\
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These experlm^-nt; slow-id a lso , tlia t th<- tungsten  carb id e  bit. 
in s e r ts  crocked al ■.,* th e  rn u r t< e of the ;n:. • - r t s , ( F i f l x t * ' -  •
Theje cro.'kt, were a fr ib u te il  t< ttie high penetrat ing force gen- r it<xj 
during the cu ttin g  ,-ei it I- 11 whi • -h imiu- ••xl ter il< trx't.sec in the: 
tungsten carbide insert since the leading face of the in sert was not 
supported. A n o th e r  major cause of fa ilu re  of these b its  was at ’:he 
broze jo in t , when th< tungsten carbide brok< away completely from 
the s te e l  L it body. Tbit, type of fa ilu n  -  red e ith er  during th  
return s tr ik e , when the tungsten carbide fo u le . the rock wh^ch put 
the broze in tensi >n» >r when excessive s id e lo a d . were applied  
tV.e in sert causirg the braze jo in t to shear.
Additional expei iments : bowed th.it t un> *n « n bid- b it inm rt 
.ad i tendency to flake pice -s from thie leaoing fa, - c,f 'he Lit wn," 
a p o sitiv e  take angle or a zero mke .ingle was empl iyt'<l. n o r )■ 
to  over orrr these various weakness.e: , tfte hit was r -a*
(Figure 5b) .  The tungsten carbide insert was angled to r e s is t  the 
resu ltant force on the b it  through the base o f the in se r t . A 
negaxiv' rake angle was adopted to increase the strongrh of the 
leading face o f tungsten carbide. The front of the insert was 
buttressed by the s te e l  b it holder in order to reduce te n s ile  
s tr e sse s  along the rear face o f the tungsten carbide. In addit I , 
thi: increased the braze area which enhanced the strength of the 
braze jo in t . The ty p ica l modes of b it  fa ilu re  that hid b  on 
experienced with the orig in al design of b it wer- r.ov 'csstu 1 ly 
elim inated by these m odifications. Therefore in < i r dm, bit 
to  work su ccessfu lly  in  strong rock , three main on- 1 is ions w- n 
drawn, these were :
Rock
Clearance angle
Side lace Rear face
□ Leading face
Front face
Original des ign  of rockcutting bit
( a )
- F H 3
Wearflat width
Zero clearance angle  
of tungsten carbide 
^Jront face
Dose of tungsten 
carbide insert
Negative rake 
angle
Leading face
Thickness! 
of bit j
Wearflat area
FIGURE 5.
Modified design of rockcutting bit
( b )
i) Original design o f  rockcutting b i t .  - 
b) Modified design o f  rockcutting b i t .
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( i )  The b its  must operate at r e la t iv e ly  low cu ttin g  
speeds.
( i i )  Because o f the high loads imposed on the b i t s ,  a
negative rake angle i s  necessary to  give su ff ic ie n t  
strength . <*
( i i i )  As a re su lt  o f high rates o f wear oi the tungsten
carbide in se r ts , t ie  b its  must be able to  cut when
no clearance angle i s  provided on the front face of 
the b it .
2 .2 .2 . Investigations with blunt b its
Previous experimentation concerned with drag b it  cu tting  or 
rotary d r ill in g  conducted by other workers, has concentrated 
largely  on the mechanism of rock breakage assuming that sharp b iis  
are used to cut the rock. In order to  r e f le c t  more c lo se ly  the 
performance of actual b its  in the mining s itu a tio n , Fairhurst and 
Lacabanne (1957), trade a study of a blunt, rotary d r ill in g  drag 
b it ,  (Figure 6 ). In th is  work the authors propose that tne forces  
acting on the b it  are :
'  ’  ,
Thrust force = p.a
Torque force = (Cutting forces) + p .p .a
where 'a' i s  the area o f the b it  wearflat
•p* is  the contact pressure underneath the b it  and
V  is  the c o e ff ic ie n t  o f fr ic t io n  between the b it
and the rock.
D irec t io n  of  cu t t in g
Fracture path
Tool
FrictionRock
Thrust
Resultant
FIGURE 6 : A blunt rotary d r il l in g  drav. b it  (a fte r
r. - : burr t and Larabanne, 1957).
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In addition i t  was proposed that the thrust i s  d irec tly  
proportional to  the contact area and the torque r’cniairi.i only partly  
(iffe c te d . It was suggested by these nutlior ttvit the angle or ?h" 
resu ltant force applied to  the bit. during the cu tting  operation was 
affected  by the b it  rake angle. They postulated that fracture occurs 
at some constant angle with the resu ltant fo rce , (Figure 6 ). Thus a 
change o f the n it  rake angle would a lte r  the angle o f the resultant 
force. This in  turn would cause the length o f the fracture path to  
vary (Figure 6 ) ,  arri a ffe c t  the forces to  cause the rock to fracture.
Using a n od ifica tion  o f  h is  o r ig in a l theory (Evans 1962), Evans 
derived equations to  ca lcu la te  the cutting force required to  cut coal 
with blunt wedges, (Evans, 1965). No explanation o f  the high normal 
forces that were measured during experiments cu ttin g  coal with Mura 
wedges was given in th is  paper.
The parameters re la tin g  to the geometry o f the b its  which 
a ffe c t  tne forces acting on blunt b its  when cutting in strong rex.ks, 
were defined by Riemann (1974). A number o f d ifferent roc I- ty}>es
were ,>sed by th is  author during the course o f h is  in v estig a tio n s , but
s \ ,
most o f the experimental work was carried out using blocks of 
W itvitemrand c .u rtz ite  and n o r ite . The uniaxial compressive 
strength o f these two rock types i s  s im ilar , but whereas the former 
i s  highly abrasive, the la t te r  has a very low quartz content and 
: nsfccucntiy has low abrasive q u a lit ie s ,  (Section 4 .1 .1 ) .
Riemann (1974) conducted experiments where he resolved the 
resu ltant force acting on the b it  during the cu tting  operation in to  
two components, a force in  the d irection  o f cu ttin g , ca lled  the b it
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cutting fo rce> and the force nomvil to  th is  d irec tio n , ca lled  the b it  
penetrating force, (Figure 7 ). The re su lts  obtained by Riemann 
showed that values o f the b it  penetrating force were s ig n if ica n tly  
higher than those o f  the b it  cutting force. This resu lt was d ire c tly  
the opposite o f measurements taken when cu tting  in weaker rock types 
using wudge shaped b it s ,  where the b it cu tting  force was greater 
than the normal or penetrating force. (Evans, 1965). When using a 
nineteen m illim etres thick tungsten carbide tipped too l to  make a 
cut s ix  m illim etres deep in strong q u artzite , Riemann (1974), found 
that typ ica l mean values o f these forces were :
penetrating force 130 kN and 
cutting force 80 kN.
The resu lts  from Rienunn’s experiments showed that
( i )  A large increase in the thickness o f the b its  required 
a r e la t iv e ly  snail increase in the applied b it  force.
This resu lt contradicts the findings o f Fairhurst and 
Lacabanne (1957), and ind icates that the fracture 
mechanism when cu ttin g  in  strong rocks such as Witwatersrand 
q u a rtz ites , nay be sub stan tia lly  d ifferen t to  the mechanism 
when cutting in weaker rock types.
( i i )  The width o f the b it  w earfla t, ( Figure 5b), was shown to  
a ffe c t  s ig n if ic a n tly  the forces acting on the b it.
( i i i )  The b it  rake angle was varied within a wide range, from 
plus twenty degree ; to  minus twenty degrees, arxi changes 
o f th is  parameter were found not to  a ffe c t  the b it forces.
r
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This finding i s  in  narked contr a it to experiments that 
have been conducted cu ttin g  in coal rnd otner weak rock 
types (Whittaker, 1967) (Evan , 196.>) (Evans, 1965), where 
the bi+ rake angle has b  en shown to  be one o f the most 
important parameters which influence tne uesign of b it s .
Rierann concluded that the fiucture merahanism which had x>en 
suggested by Evans (1962) and other wtrr'k. r: for cu ttin g  weax rocks 
with drag b its  did not apply for strong rod- s itu a tio n s . He proposed 
that in  the strong rock types, f r e  ture was in itia ted  vrdemeath the 
b it  wearflat and that crad-t 1 ant 1 in th is  region causa 1 the rock 
to  sp a ll ahead o f  t f -  le/*!"ag face o f the b it .  Therefore, i t  was 
suggertcd that the treason the b it  angle w.iu found not to  influence  
the b it forces during the cuttirig operation was be, ausr the leading 
face of the b it  usually was not in  contact with th< rock, (Figure 8).
2 .3  TTie development of b its  for the p ilo t  production t r ia ls
In order to be economically viab le in the mining s itu a tio n , 
research workers at the Chamber o f Mines calculated that the area o f  
the s lo t  cut by each b it  would need to  average three centares,
(square m etres). Therefore, during the period when prototype 
nachines were being developed (Section 1 ,5 ) ,  an experimental program­
me was carried out by these workers to develop th*' b its  in order to  
achieve th is  required b it  l i f e .  D etails o f  these experiments wt n 
not published, but the reasons for undertaking certa ii t e s t s ,  the 
t e s t  prugranme and a summary o f the resu lts  arc describe ‘ in th is  
Section.
D irec t ion  of  c u t t i n g
Blade
Tungsten carbide 
insert
Rock breaking in front of 
leading face
Broken rock
Rock breaking underneath 
wearflat
(after Riemann 1974)
9. Diagram I llu stra tin g  method o f  rock fracture using a blunt 
drag b it to  cut hard rock.
A number o f d ifferen t m aterials which could be used ac the 
cu ttin g  element were assessed . Diamond was rejected on ground o f  
cost; i t  was estimated that the cost o f  b its  which u t i l is e d  diamonds 
as the cu ttin g  element would exceed the cost o f  b its  that used 
cemented tungsten carbide by approximately two < xjers o f  magnitude. 
Ceramics were considered too b r it t le  for use in rock cu ttin g  
s itu a tio n s . Titanium carbide, which is  a surface coating applied  
to  tungsten carbide and which has shown advantages in metal cu ttin g  
ap p lica tio n s, i s  not used for cutting rxjck as th is  causes the 
surface layer of the too l to  be eroded tap id ly . Therefore,cemented 
tungsten carbide was se lected  as the only practical m aterial to  use 
for  the cu ttin g  element and experiments were d irected  towards fin d ­
ing the grad* o f tungsten carbide which would give optimum per­
formance in  terms o f lew rates o f wear and low incidence o f b r i t t le  
fracture. A large number o f d ifferen t grades o f tungsten carbide 
were investigated  system atically  at various underground te s t  s i t e s .  
The resu lts  o f  these t e s t s  showed that a tungsten carbide grade 
normal > used for percussive d r il l in g  with approximately 9 per cent 
cobalt gave the best overall performance. Cobalt acts as the matrix 
for the tungsten carbide grains. When the cobalt fraction was 
reduced below 9 per cent, b r it t le  fracture o f  the tungsten carbide 
was found to  take, place: whc" the fraction  was increa: xj above 9 per 
cen t, p la s t ic  deformation o f th is  cu tting  element occurred.
Fixing the tungsten carbide element to  a holler by mechanic il
I
means was considered impractical in th«. mining environn* . t  um 
sin ce brazing of tungsten carbide t< s te e l  holder i  -non pm< • , 
for rock d r i l l  b i t s ,  a tten tion  was paid to  th e  c). ' e of u . 
braze metal. Tne most frequent cause of premature removal f  th«
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b its  from service during th is  t e s t  p r o g r a m w a s  because of 
fa ilu re  o f  the b it  braze jo in t . Therefore considerable a tten tion  w.v, 
paid to  th is  problem arid a Lirge number o f  d ifferen t braze metals 
were tested . The thickness o f the braze jo in t wa examined a -o , to  
optim ise the strength o f  th is  jo in t . These experiments were c a r r ie d  
out system atically  at underground te s t  s it*   ^ using a large number of 
b its  fo r  each d ifferen t parameter that was being in vestigated . From 
the many d ifferen t types o f  braze metals that were tb sted , the moot 
successfu l was a compound m aterial con sistin g  o f a s ilv e r  solder  
braze with copper la y ers . This had a r e la t iv e ly  low melting tempera­
tu re , about 680 degrees C elsiu s, and a fa ir ly  th ick braze jo in t , 
about 0 ,5  m illim etres.
It wa.. considered necessary for the s te e l  b it  body to have 
the follow ing properties :
( i )  High strength in the v ic in ity  o f the tungsten carbide cutting  
element. Riemann's experiments (1974), (Section 2 .2 .2 ) ,  had 
shown that high forces were applied to th is  element during 
the cutting operation and adequate s te e l strength was 
required in th is  region adjacent to  the tungsten carbide
to  prevent the s te e l  from exceeding i t s  y ie ld  point and 
deforming p la s t ic a lly .
( i i )  Resistance to  impact loading. Riemrin (1974), shewed that
1 1
the mechanism o f rock breakage caused the b it  to  travel 
through the rock with a ' s l ip - s t ic k ’ motion. This could 
induce impulsive forces at the b it  and i t  was necessary for 
the s te e l b it  body to  withstand fhesu forces.
A grade of s te e l  that sa t is f ie d  these requirements was En .40 
This is  an aii^hardening s te e l with iuph-hcuxier<ability .ue 1" -3 
molybdenum content, and th erefore , provided the b it  was heated to  
above the temperature required to  form m artvnsite, i t  would be 
hardened lo c a lly  around the tungsten c.irbidc cu ttin g  element during 
the brazing operation. A lso , In <0 B is a  illo y  >te* with a 
high n ick le content, about 4,25 p*ir uerv , and th it  g ive i 1 gcxxl 
1 toughness1 ch a ra c ter istic s . A further property of th if grutf 
s te e l  i s  that l i t t l e  d isto r tio n  takes place during the heat trea t­
ment proce s because one o f  the a lloy in g  elem ents, s i l ic o n , reduces 
the expansion during the pnase iron, auntenire to  imj"termite (Kolia on. 
.9 6 8 ). This .ow d isto rtio n  would minimise the s tr e ss  that may be 
applied to the tungsten carbide during the brazing operation, 
thest reasons Fn 30 B i s  widely used by d ifferen t manufacturers for 
.^ p lica tio n s where i t  is  required tw b ia /e a tungsten ( arbidt cutting  
element to a s te e l  b it body. Consequently no exptu iments were 
conducted with other types o f  s te e l  for the cu tting  b its .
Therefore, the design o f  b it  development for  the sta r t o f the 
p ilo t  production tr ia ls ., employed a tungsten carbide in sert twenty 
three m illim etres th ick , with a wear f la t  wicth of s ix  m illim etres 
hen the b it  was new. The in se r t , with a twenty degrees negative 
rake angle, was brazed in to  the b it boay so that the resu ltan t  
force vector was normal to  the base of the in se r t , (Figure 5b).
A s i  1 ver-soIder braze metal was used and the thickness o f the br^.ze 
joint war 0 ,5  m illim etres. The ste< 1 b it  body was machined with a 
"V1 cro ss-sectio n  which muted with a ' t o k e f 1 machined in the blade, 
(Figure 9 ). The b it  was f it t e d  into th i ’blade pocket' -and was
FIGURE 9. Detachable rockcutter b i t ,  23 run th ick , in use at the start ct the p ilo t  
production t r ia ls  o f mining b y  rockcutting.
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CHAPTER 3
3. IDENTIFICATION OF PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED V.TTH THE 3ITC
The work described in  th is  th e s is  was commenced at the Begin­
ning o f  1974 and, a fte r  reviewing tt> previous stud ies relevant to  
th is  sub ject, (Chapter 2 ) , the author set out to  id en tify  the 
problems re la tin g  to  the use o f b its  for the underground t r i a l s . 
D etails o f these problems art d iscussed  in th is  Chapter.
2.1 The strength o f the b its
A study o f the d ifferen t parameters a ffec tin g  the cutting  
operation at the Doo. fontein  t r ia l  s i t e  revealed that the eff- c t iv e -  
ncss o f  the rock breaking process was influenced markedly by the 
extent c f  fracturing o f  the rock on the utopc face and by the 
strength of the :xx:k. The nature arxj extent o f  rock fa ilu re  in a 
stop.', is  a subject currently being stud led by rest inch worker s it  
t « lhamber' o f Mines, Mining Technology Laboratory. These in vest-  
•• uva shiown t ta t  cracks develop in the reck ahead of the 
* fa:--, p a ra lle l to  the fa ce , ( Figure 10). Th-e cracks have
i
an observed a considerable d istan ce, up to 10 metres, ahead o f thv 
.a c e , (van Proctor, 1977).
The ax tent of fracturing on the stope face at the Doomfontc in 
t r ia l  s i t e  ras been c la s s if ie d  by van Proctor (1977) in to  four 
d ifferen t categories :
(a) 'Well fractured' - where the maximum d istance between
fractures i s  le s s  than 20 cm and moi - than 70 per cent
\ \
' Section through ,a ,5 | 9 po
^-Rock fractures
V .
FIGURE 10. Schrnvitic diagram illu s tr a t in g  cracks in the rock surrounding 
a deep-level stopc.
4o f  fractures are separated by a d is ta n t  o f le s s  than IGan.
(b) ' Fractured' - where the nuxirnum distance between fractures  
was 30 an.
(c) 'S lig h tly  fractured' -  with a maximum distance of SO an 
between fractu res.
(d) 'S o lid ' -  indicate:, that no fractm'es were observed for at 
le a s t  1 m ahead o f the face.
Owing these d e f in it io n s , observations rrade of the condition o f  
the rock above the reef at the Doomfontein s i t e  over a four■ month 
peri xi stowed that approximately half o f the face was c la s s if ie d  
as e ith er  'w ell fractured' or 'fra ctu red '. Aixjut 10 per cent o f the 
face was c la s s if ie d  as 'so lid ' and thvruforx the rvrruinder was 
's l ig h t ly  1 m cturv^'. It has Ix.t'n ic i^nd a lso  tint tin lr\ir:tumJ 
c andition o f the rock on the stope face chajiges continuously as the 
face i s  advanced, ('. igure 11).
When these observ. ciomi wen related to  the a b il ity  o f the b its  
' Jt thf rock i t  was showri tnat when the machire moved from a 'w ell 
- ..n  ' region of • nr face to  a 'so lid ' region, then the maximum
sp th  o f c u t , which was defined as t.x idvarce per stroke of the b it ,  
was rt1 iuced by four or f iv e  times for a given machine force. In 
addition , the l i f e  o f the b it s ,  in  terms o f the area o f the s lo t  cut 
oefore the b it  was discarded, was reduced by on order of magnitude in 
these unfractured rock corv it io n s .
t
A further factor which was made an alysis o f the performance oi 
the b its  d i f f i c u l t ,  was the variation  in th« strength o f the rock 
above and below the r e e f , (Section  1 .5 ). This wes found to
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influence narkedly the l i f e  o f  the b its  and the rate o f cu tting .
A serious problem caused by th is  variation  o f  the strength o f the 
rock on the fa c e , was the d eflec tio n  o f the rockcutter blade during 
the cu tting  operation. The weaker rock below the reef o ften  used to  
break up and f a l l  away from beneath the s lo t  that wu-. being machined. 
Tius l e f t  the b it  unsupported on one side o f the s lo t  and severe 
sideloads were imposed on the tungsten carb.de b it  .n ser t. In th is  
s itu a tio n  a shear force was applied to  the b it  braze jo in t . A lso, 
tfte strength o f the 19 nm th ick  blades was in su ffic ie n t  to  r e s is t  
these sideloads and the blades frequently were deflected  past the 
y ie ld  point o f the s te e l .
Because o f  the lim ita tion  o f the strength o f the b i t s ,  the rock- 
cutting  rruchines at the Doom fonteir s i t e  generally  were positioned  
to  cut in the weaker rock below the r e e f , (Section 1 .6 ). Work 
stud ies carried out at th is  s i t e  indicated that i f  the system was 
changed and the s lo t  was cut above the reef, th is  would reduce the 
secondary rockbrcaking operations and a sub stan tia l impruvement in 
the labour productivity in the stope would be achieved. This 
provided further incentive to  improve the strength o f the b its .
A major problem which became apparent during the t r ia ls  with 
rockcutting machi; cs was that the rate of mining was some 40 per 
cent below the projected target value. Work stu d ies si owed that a 
reorganisation o f the system, to  make the machine cutting time, a 
greater proportion o f  the operation cycle  tim e, would give a lim itec  
improvement in the rate o f mining. I t  was six i that a  marked 
increase in  the mining rate would be achieved only by increasing  
the instantaneous rate o f  cu ttin g . I t  was recognised that th is  was
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a fundamental problem since previous experiments (Cook e t  a l , 1968), 
(Section 2 .2 ) ,  had demonstrated that the ra e o f b it  wear became 
in to lerab le above a c r it ic a l  cutting speed. A lso, examination o: 
the b its  that were returned from the p ilo t  production t r ia ) r 
revealed that the majority o f  b its  were dis; urtied from service due to  
fa ilu re  o f  e ith er  the tungsten carbide b it innert or o f the b it  
br^ze jo in t , (Section 6 .2 ) . This indicated that the b its  were 
working c lo se  to  the lim its  o f  these m aterials and therefore increas­
ing the force applied to the b it  in order to increase the maximum 
depth o f cut was not considered ju s t if ie d . Consequently techniques 
were sought to  reduce the mean b it  force during the cu ttin g  operation  
and thereby to  increase the depth o f cut for a given ava, able machine 
force.
3.2 Thermal detorioratior of t>> bi*
A study was conducted to  in vestigate  the most important tactors 
which caused fa ilu re  o f the b its  during the cu ttin g  operation *t 
the underground t r ia l  s i t e s .  The resu lts  o f  th is  wsrk indicated  
that therm ! deterioration  o f both the tungsten carbid* b it  insert 
and the b it  braze jo in t were major causes o f  b it  fa ilu re .
3.2.1 The tungsten carbide
B its that were returned to  the laboratory a fter  serv ice  in the 
machines underground, commonly showed p lu sti deformation o f the 
tungsten carbide b it  in ser t. This i s  i llu s tr a te d  in a magnified 
section  in  Figure 12. This Figure stew. th a . the tungsten carbide 
was deformed ahead o f  the insert adjacent to  the b it  w earflat. A 
b r it t le  m aterial such as cemented tungsten c .abide can be deformed
>
6 mm Bit weart la t
Tungsten
carbide
insert,
Direction of cutt ing
Rock
Plastic  deformation in 
front of lead ing  face  of 
bit in s e r t
Leading fa ce  of bit inser t  
S t e e l  bit body
FIGURE 12 : Magnified section  of a 1 ngsten carbide b it  in se r t , showing p la s t ic  deformation
o f  the in sert ahead of the leading face.
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p la s t ic a lly  only by the application o f heat. Therefore i t  was 
concluded that the heat generated in the v ic in ity  o f the wearflut 
durirg the cu tting  operation, together with the applied forces, 
caused th is  damage to  the b it  cutting element.
The forward d irection  o f flow o f the tungsten carbide provides 
evidence to  support the contention by Riemann ( i97U), th a t, when 
cutting  in strong rock, the leading face of the b it  generally is  not 
in contact with the rock. I f  th is  was not true, and the theories  
which have been developed for cu ttin g  in weak rock by Evans (1962) 
and by Fairhurst and Lacabanne (1957), applied in these strong 
rock s itu a tio n , then the load exerted by the rock on the lead big 
face of the b it  would prevent p la s t ic  deformation from taking 
place ahead o f th is  face.
In addition , wnen cu ttin g  in r e la t iv e ly  unfractured rock under­
ground, i t  was observed occasionally  that black streaks were le f t  on 
the rock surface in the bottom of the s lo t  behind the b it .  These 
s . eaks were studied in  the laboratory, using an < ergy d isp ersive  
X- iy ar ily ser , and a s ig n ifica n t amount o f tungsten, a mineral 
normally not found in the q u a rtz ite , was detected k ith in  the 
samples. This im~1ied that the tungsten carbide insert had melted 
at the in terface between the b it  and the rock. In th is  s itu a tio n  
the b it  in sert was found to  wear rapid ly, reducing the b it  l i f e  
s ig n if ic a n tly . An example o f  one of these b i t s ,  compared with 
a new b i t ,  i s  given in Figure 13,
FIGURE 13. Thermal deterioration producing wear o f tungsten carbide b it  in sert.
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3.2.2 The bit braze joint
Measurements were made in order to  in vestigate  whether the 
strength o f the b i:  braze jo in t was affected  by the heat applied to  
the b it  during the cutting process. The b i t ,  supported by a clamp 
holding the s te e l  b it  body, was mounted in a press and a side fo .oe  
was applied to  the tungsten carbide b it  in se r t , The force required 
to  fracture the braze jo in t between the in sert and the s te e l body 
with a number o f  unused b i t s ,  was compared with the force necessary 
to  cause th is  fa ilu re  with b its  which had been used in the laboratory 
to  cut only a small volume o f rock. This test, showed that a force  
between 100 kh and 150 kN caused the braze jo in t to  f a i1 with new, 
unused b its .  This force was reduced to  between 60 kN and 95 kN for  
b its  which had been used to  cut only a l i t t l e  rock.
A rudy o f tne damage to  the b it braze jo in t as a resu lt of the 
ci -tin g  process was made using a nunoer of b its  from th is  same 
laboratc: \ t 3t s e r ie s . The b its  were sectioned by sawing through 
the s te e l b it  body <. nd then breaking the tungsten carbide from the 
t e e l  along the braze jo in t , (Figures 14, 15 and 16). The braze 
jo in t o f a l l  the b its  which had been used to  cut in the block of 
rock shewed signs o f serious damage, indicated by oxidation o f the 
braze metal which caused a black d iscolouration . By comparison, the 
braze jo in ts  o f b its  which had not been used for cu ttin g , were found 
to  have a uniform copper colour with no blackened areas. The extent 
o f these oxidized areas o f the braze jo in t was le s  narked along the 
front brazed face of the in s e r t , (Figure 15), than along the rear 
face o f the inser" (Figure 16). This wan attributed to the heat 
being generated at the area o f contact between the b it and the reck,
FIGURE W. Itockcutl
FIGURE 15. Oxidation of front braze face.
■N ,»i. ijnua  r i«l«n»' i i x n ■■■'.***'■*>w -  «*
FIGURE 16. Oxidation of rear braze fac-
that i s ,  the b it  w earflat. Since the r v i r  fac< > r the tungsten 
carbide in sert is  adjacent to the b i t  w o-fl it with t h j ? 1< ugri
o f  b i t ,  whereas the front fact of the in ,civ i ;,ever-al millimetre 
away from the w earflat, the mure nevcn larruge wr.-itliJ tx> 1 e<J h
the braze jo in t along the rear of the i n s e r t .
CHAPTER 4
4. TEST EQUIPMENT
4.1 Test fnmie
Laboratory experiments with a fu ll- s c a le  rockcutting machine 
were carried out in a t e s t  frame. This equipment consisted of a 
strong s te e l  framework in  the shape of a rectangular hollow box,
6 m long and 3 m wide with a working height inside a box of approx­
imately 1 m, ( Figure 17). A block o f rock 3 m long with a cross-  
section  o f 0,75 m square was mounted on load c e l l s  within th is  box 
frame. The rock wax cemented in to  a s te e l  t n y  and was then bolted  
with tiebars against a backing p la te . The backing p late was 
suspe.ided by sp igots from four load c e l l s ,  which were designed to  
measure the force applied to  the rock by the b it during the cutting  
operation and to  resolve th is  force into three orthogonal d irectio n s, 
(Section 4 .1 .2 ) .  A r ig id  connection between the rock and the load 
c e l l s  was ensured by f i l l i n g  the space between the s te e l  tray and 
rhe backing p la te  with epoxy resin  prior to  f in a lly  tensioning the 
tieb ars. The rockcutting machine whs set up square against the rock 
and anchored against the roof and the floor o f the box by hydraulic 
staxing jacks,(Figure 18).
*♦•1.] Comparison o f the properties o f norite and 
quartzite
The rock used for experiments carried out using th is  te s t  
apparatus was n o r ite ; th is  is  a strong basic rock that is  quarried 
in the Rustenburg, Transvaal area. Norite was used for these t e s t s ,
Load cells
e bars
Tie bars
J RockcuHing
machine
FIGURE 17 : D^pram o f te s t  fnin^. Plan view illu s tr a t in g  t l*  rocxcuttingny,chine cot up to  rut apainM thr n orite  block.
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as q u a rtz ite , the country rock adjacent to the gold r e e ls ,  was 
fractured as a resu lt o f stre sses  induced by mining (Section 3 .1 ) ,  
and therefore was unobtainable in the large s iz e  of blocks required. 
Q uartzite, sampled from gold mining s lo p es , has uniaxial <empressive 
strength values ranging frcxn 1L0 MPa to  iOO MPa; ’1^0 MPa is  a  
representative mean value. The uniaxial compressive strength of 
norite is  approximately 300 MPa. The indentation strength cf 
q u artzite , using a 10 mm diameter ball to  indent the rock specimen, 
i s  found to  be related  to the quartz content o f the rock, (doughin 
1976). A r e la t iv e ly  constant strength value o f about 20 kN is  
measured when the rock has a quartz content below 75 per cent, above 
th is  the indenta'ion strength r ise s  steep ly  to  over 100 kN at 95 per 
cent quartz content, ( Figure 19). An average value for the indent -  
at ion strength o f no*’ite» wlteh tia:; hun thin 7 |icr oetn quar > z , 
i s  2b kN. Therefore, the major d iilc ten ce  ' ^tween the two ruck 
types is  th a t, although they are rocks o f e s se n t ia lly  sim ilar  
strengths, quartzite is far mure abrasive, which is  important from 
the viewpoint o f b it  v/ear. These figures provide ju stif ic a tio n  fcr  
rela tin g  laboratory resu lts  involving b it force measurements in 
norite to  the b it forces required to  cut unstressed quartzite in 
the mderground mining s icu a tio n , hut they indicate a.oo that ie..tu 
re la tin g  to  wear of the b its  could not be carried out in the 
laboratory.
4 . 1 . 2  Load c e l l s
Five cy lin d r ica l stra in  gauge instrumented s te e l  b i l l e t s  
(Figure 20), were mounted inside each of the four load c e l l s .  Four 
stra in  gauges connected in ser ie s  were attached to each b i l l e t .  The
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FIGURE 20. Strain paupe i ttrumented load c e l l  b i l le t
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b i l l e t s  were retained r ig id ly  against the spigot o f the t e s t  r ig  
backing p late  inside each load c e l l  by pre-tensioned b o lts ,
(Figure 21). The position  of the in .1rumented b i l l e t s  inside the 
load c e l l s  r e la tiv e  to the ro* k is  sikmi in Figure 22. Four of 
the b i l l e t s  from each load c e l l  were mornted in the horizontal 
plane. Two o f these b i l l e t s  had the main axes o f the cylinders  
aligned p a ra lle l to  the cutting d irection . The two remaining 
b i l le t s  in the horizontal plane were mounted at right angles to  
th ese , that i s ,  with th e ir  cylinder axes norral to  the cutting  
d irection . The f if th  b i l l e t  from each load c e l l  was mounted in  
the v er tica l plane, perpendicular to  the horizontal b i l l e t s .
The force acting on the b it  during the ru ttin g  operation was 
resolved therefore into three nri Imgonal rocnixMicnl.fi by the had  
c e l l  b i l l s t s .  Figure 7 shows the component o f b it  force in the 
d irection  o f  cu ttin g , the b it  cu ttin g  force, and the force norral 
to  th is  d irec tio n , the b it  penetrating force. The third force 
component, the b it  side force, was orthogonal to  these two.
The four load c e l ls  were positioned along the length o f the 
backing p late towards the ends o f the block of rock, two at the top 
and two underneath the rock, (Figure 22). The c ircu it  diagram 
showing the methid o f connecting the stra in  gauges from individual 
b i l le t s  in to  bridge configurations given in Appendix ( i ) .
4 .2  Instrumentation o f t e s t  r ig
\
Signals from the load c e l l  s tra in  gauges were am plified and 
displayed on a twelve ch? mel oscillograph . A d iffe r e n tia l input 
am plifier was used and f a c i l i t y  was incorporated within the am plifier
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FIGURE 22 Mounting of load c e l l  b i l l e t s  r e la t iv e  to  t.\
for balancing the three bridges o f  the orthogonal force components at 
zero load. The am plifier frequency response was from zero to 20 kHz, 
the input impede nee was 10 (XX) dim:; .uid the jie.ik output voltage  
swing was 27 v o lts . A gain of 47b times was applied to the s ig n a ls  
from the load c e l l  s tra in  gauges which measured the b it  cutting force  
and the b it  penetrating force. The am plifier gain was doubled to  
850 times when recording the b it  side force s ig n a l, since the number 
o f  stra in  gauge instrumented b i l l e t s  that were used to mea' r e  th is  
force component was only h a lf o f  those used for the other tve  
force components, (Section 4 .1 .1 ) .  The c ir c u it  diagram o f th is  
am plifier i s  given in  Appendix ( i ) .
In order to a s s is t  with the interpretation  o f rlati from the 
flu ctu atin g  traces which represented the b it  cuttin) force and tfie 
b it  penetrating force on the chart recordings, two - lectron ic  
devices were constructed. One of these was a low-pass f i l t e r  from 
which the ’mean fo rce1 values were determined. This f i l t e r  
consisted  o f  a second-order Chebyshev f i l t e r  with a 25 Hz cu t-o ff  
frequency in  ser ies  with a passive twin-T, 45 Hz notch f i l t e r .
7; ; f \  f i l t e r  was included in  order to  elim inate the normd.
:x .en.-y o f o s c il la t io n  of the force traces which was about 45 Hz. 
The output from the notch f i l t e r  was buffered by .an <m p lifier  o f  
variable gain , arranged such that the overa ll D.C. gain o f the 
f i l t e r  and am plifier system was unity. The second electron ic  
device was a half-wave r e c t i f ie r  with a storage capacitor and an 
output buffer am plifier; th is  was used as a 'peak-level detector' 
to  determine the mean of the peak force values. The negative feed­
back potentiometer on the output buffer am plifier of th is  'peak- 
le v e l  detector' was adjusted during the ca lib ration  procedure to
-  35 -
give the same gain as the unprocessed s ig n a l, and the 'decay1 
potentiometer was adjusted to cause the output waveform to  follow  
accurately the input voltage peaks. The c ir c u it  diagrams of both 
th is  device and the low-pass f i l t e r  ire given in Appendix ( i ) .
Therefore the b it  cu tting  force ind b it penetrating force  
s ig n a ls , were displayed on the oscillograph  using three connections 
from each o f  the two output terminals o f "he am plifier channels 
which corresponded to  these two forces. )ne of these three signals  
from each am plifier channel was connected d ire c tly  through the 
galvanometer am plifier to  the oscillograph (Figure 23),  th is  was 
termed the unprocessed sig n a l. The secon 1 signal was connected 
through the low-pass f i l t e r  and from there to the galvanometer 
am plifier and oscillograph . The third signal was connected 
through the 'peak-lev  detector' and the galvanometer am plifier  
to  the oscillograp h , (Figure 23). The three oscillograph  
galvanometers corresponding to e ith e r  the b it  cu tting  forct or the 
b it  penetrating force, were brought to a common zero prior to  s ta r t­
ing the t e s t s .  am plifier gain o f tf* . i fcral to  each galvano­
meter was adjusted as a part o f the ca lib ration  procedure,
(Section 4 . 2 . 1 ) ,  so that the galvanometer d eflectio n s from the low- 
pass f i l t e r  and the 'peak-level detector' were the- same as the 
galvanometers d eflectio n  connected d irectly  through the am plifiers 
to the stra in  gauges.
1
A typ ica l extract from a chart recording using th is  equipment 
i s  given in Figure 24. The mean peak valves and the mean values o f  
both the b it  cu tting  force and the b it  penetrating force are sliown 
in  th is  Figure superimposed on the unprocessed sig n a l. The b it
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j id e  fo rce , unprocessed, i s  a lso  shown.
P iezzo resistiv e  pressure transducers were used for measuring 
hydraulic pressm'e on both sides of the p iston  in the uairi cylinder  
o f the rockcutting machine, (Section 4 . 3) .  Cormercially available  
pressure transducers and transducer am plifiers were employed. The 
manufacturers sp e c ifica tio n s  of th is  pressure measuring equipment 
showed a frequency response of 10 kHz and an accuracy of better  
than 0 ,5  per cent; these figures were b etter  than the measuring 
accuracy o f the oscillograp h , which had galvanometers with a frequency 
o f 5 kHz, and the degree o f resolution  which was p ossib le  from the 
chart recordings.
Chromel-alume1 thermocouples were used for the experiment to  
measure temperatures at the b it  braze jo in t during the cutting  
operation, (Section 6 . 1 .1 ) .  The thermocouples were sheathed and 
ungrounded with a 1,6 m illim etres outside diameter. I t  was found 
necessary to conduct sig n a ls  from the thermocouples through an active  
low-pass f i l t er  with an attenuation o f 70 db at 50 Hz prior to 
disp lay on the oscillograp h , to  remove o sc illa to r y  interference  
induced in the r e l a t i v e /  long transducer leads by the c lo se  
promimity o f machine to o ls . This was aggravated by e le c tr ic a l  
impedance matching problems.
An instrument to measure tl'ie instantaneous v e lo c ity  of the b it  
was constructed, in order to  observe and quantify the vibration of 
the b it  during the cu ttin g  operation. The v e lo c ity  readings were 
obtained by measuring the displacement o f  the blade -and then
I
d ifferen tia tin g  th is  signal e lec tro n ica lly  using a simple
• i . : ■
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d ifferentiating c ir c u it ,  (Appendix i ) .
A rotary potentiometer was used to neasure the blade d is ­
placement . The drive spindle o f the potentiometer was mounted on a 
pulley at one end o f  the te s t  frame. A high y ie ld  strength w ire, 
connected to  the blade, was wound over th is  pulley and over one 
sim ilar at the other end o f  the t e s t  frame. Thus a movement o f  
the blade caused the pu lleys to  rotate and th is  provided the drive 
for  the notentiom eter, (Figure 25).
The oscillograph and the galvanometer am plifier used for th is  
instrumentation were corrmerc‘a lly  availab le u n its . The^a galvano­
meters have a frequency range from zero to 5 kHz with an updamped 
natural frequency of 8 kHz. The overa ll system voltage s e n s i ’ ivi  y 
was 2,08 v/cm, to  an accuracy o f plus or minus 5 per cent.
4 .2.1 Calibration o f te s t  r ig  instrumentation
The load c e l l s  which were used to  measure the b it forces 
during the cutting operation were calibrated  by applying a se r ie s  
o f  known s t a t i c  loads to  the reck in the three orthogonal d irection s  
which corresponded to  the components o f the resultant b it  force. 
D eflections o f the oscillograph galvanometers were measured with 
known loads applied separately to  the mid-points on three orthogonal 
faces o f  the block o f  rock using a pre-calibrated  300 kN hydraulic 
jack. Calibration curves o f  applied load p lotted  against 
oscillograph  galvanometer d eflectio n  are given in <vpendix 
The jack was precalibrated by conducting a compression te s t  using an 
accurate strain-gauge instrumented load c e l l  in ser ie s  with the jack
FIGURE 25. Pulley-driven potentiometer for v e lo c ity  transducer
to  obtain force values for given jack hydraulic p ressures,
(Appendix i i ) .
The nressure transducers were calibrated  u:-ing ■& BuJenberg 
dead-weight pressure te s te r  and measuring d eflec tio n s o f  the 
oscillograph  galvanometers at known pressures. Calibration of  
the thermocouples was achieved by heating each of these rransduc* jts 
separately to  known temperatures in a furnace and recording the 
d eflectio n s that were produced on the oscillograph  galvar.omt ers.
The measured ca lib ration  points for these transducers were found to  
conform to  the manufacturers sp e c ifica tio n s . These were, accuracies 
b etter  than 0 ,5  per cent for the pressure transducers, and better  
than 3 per cent for the thermocouples.
The v e lo c ity  transducer was calibrated using a stopwatch to  
time the movement of the machine saddle over a known d istance, from  
th is  t e s t ,  a calculated value of blade v e lo c i t y  was obtained and 
th is  was related to  the displacement o f  the oscillograph  
galvanometer. A lin ea r  relationsh ip  between blade v e lo c ity  and 
galvanometer displacement was asnjmed. Accurate re< /e lo c ity
, n ' required for the exp :>'in ert; the main purposv ,r th is  
transducer was to show the extra vibration that was superimpo: ed  
on the blade when the compliance of the rockcutter hydraulic d i i .  
was in creisod , (Section 6 . 3 . 3 ) .
Calibration curves of these transducers are given in 
Appendix ( i i ) .
4.3 Rockcutting machine and hydraulic power packs
A double acting lin ear  rockeutting machine, (Figure 26) was 
used for laboratory experiments. The p rin cip le  o f  operation o f the 
machine was sim ilar to  that of the prototype described in Section  
1 .5 ,  with a cu tting  b it  fixed  to  a too l blade mounted on the machine 
saddle. The double acting machine hiad been oesigned to cut two s lo t s  
one above the gold reef and one below i t  although th is  f a c i l i t y  was 
not used during the underground t r ia ls ,  ( Section 1 .6) .  The non­
productive return stroke o f the saddle was elim inated by using two 
b its  to  cut one s lo t ,  the one b it  cutting in one d irection  o f  saddle 
travel and the other b it  cu tting  in the opposite d irection . This 
rockeutting machine therefore was equipped with four blades, tws for  
each s lo t ,  ( f igure 26).  A screw mechanism was employed to feed the 
blade and b it  towards the rock fa ce .
This rockeutting machine was designed to  work within a stoping  
width o f about one metre. The height o f the machine with the 
staking jac^s fu lly  retracted was 0,55 m. The overa ll length of 
the machine, which included the staking jacks at both ands, was 
approximately 5 m. The length o f  the fixed  guide on which the 
saddle moved, and therefore the lengths o f the cut made by the 
machine, was 4 m. The width o f the rockcu t ing machine was about 1,4m.
The machine main ram and the staking jacks were powered 
hydraulically frcm an external power pack, (Figure 27),  using  
f l e x ib l e  hydraulic hoses to  connect fhe power pack ta  the machine.
A fixed d eliv ery , ax ia l p iston pump operating at 14 MPa pressure 
with a flew rate o f 2,1 1 /sec , connected to  a 30 kW e le c tr ic  motor,
FIGURE 26
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was used as the driving unit o f the power pack. In adait_on th is  
unit was equipped with a 300 8. tank for the hydraulic f lu id , a ISpm 
c t."'-•♦■‘•'r to  remove extraneous p a r tic le s  from the flu id  and a heat 
e> . nger which used a continuous flow o f water to  cool the
hydivu ic  f lu id . An emulsion, 95 per cent water with 5 per cent
soluble .1  was used as the hydraulic flu id  for th is  system.
The machines that were operated using these power packs had a 
th eoretica l maximum cutting  force o f 169 kN. In practice th is  was 
reduced by fr ic t io n  lo sse s  along the s l i c e  to  about 150 kN. The 
cutting  speed o f the saddle was fixed  at 150 mn/sec.
4 . 3 .1  Power packs used for high-pressure water je ts
The experiments which were carried out using a 'f la t - fa n ' water 
j e t  directed towards the drag b it  (Section 6 . 3 .4 ) ,  employed a fixed  
d elivery , three-throw, in - lin e  piston pump driven by a 7,5 kW 
e le c tr ic  motor. The experiments which were conducted using coherent 
water je ts  (Section 6 . 4 ) ,  used a larger version o f the same design  
o f pump. A 30 kW e le c tr ic  motor was used to drive th is  larger pump, 
and these, together with a bank o f 15 um f i l t e r s ,  were assembled into  
a low p ro file  unit (Figure 28),  to  enable i t  to be used in  narrow 
gold mining stopes.
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CHAPTER 5
5. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND PRCVEDi
5.1 L.aboratcr'y experim ents .ing, t r u ;  t> : t r i g
A factor which a ffected  the control of experiments carried out 
using the te s t  apparatus was the la te ra l s t if fn e s s  o i the rockcut ing 
machine during the cu tting  operation. The machine :rame was 
anchored at both ends o f the staking jacks (Section 4 . 3 ) ,  and 
la te r a l d eflec tio n  o f the machine was caused by the b it penetrating 
force. This d eflec tio n  o f the machine could be calcu lated  by 
considering the machine f  ame as a beam, r ig id ly  supporter at both 
ends, with a moving concentrated load applied to the beam. 
C alculations and te s t s  showed that th is  compliance o f  the machine 
caused the depth o f cut to  change continuously over the length of 
the s lo t  by up to  2 rrm. I t  was shown by experiment that th is  
machine d eflectio n  was constant a fter  about four cu ts. Therefore 
thro jfiout the t e s t  prograirme using th is  apparatus, these 
preliminary cuts were taken in order to  e sta b lish  at even depth of 
cut along the length o f the s lo t ,  prior to  recording measurements 
of the parameters that were being investigated .
Each parameter was tested  ind iv idually  during the experimental 
programme and ten cuts were made at each depth of cut where 
measurements were recorded. This enabled representative mean value, 
o f  the measurements to  be tabled. The parameters ol in terest for a 
particu lar te s t  were recorded at a given depth of cut whic. was then 
increased incrementally  up to a value where the b it  cutting force
approached the maximum availab le force o f the machine. The majority 
o f  the experiments were conducted in th ii, fashion and the resu lts  
were p lotted  with the depth o f  cut measurements along the abscissa  
o f  the graphs.
5.2 Experiments conducted underground
Control o f the rockcutting b its  which were tested  at the 
Doomfontein t r ia l  s i t e  was exercised by using a comprehensive 
syst'-m o f numbering for each individual b it and blade. The machines 
that used the b its  were numbered a lso  and d eta iled  records o f which 
b its  were used in the various machines were kept by a clerk  who 
worked in an underground store . In addition , th< number o f benches, 
or s lo t s ,  cut by the m chine was recorder. Evvry rrnnth the amount 
o f  rxck cut by each machine was measured by surveyors, in terms o f  
advance o f  stope face m ultip lied  by the length of the panel where 
the machine was stationed . Therefore, th is  measurement w^s given in  
terms o f an area, and a nominal one metre stoping width was assumed. 
Thus area cut per month was related back to  individual b its  by 
iv in n g  the area cut on a machine panel by the to ta l number of  
benches cut o n -that panel during the month. This figure was then 
m ultip lied  by the number of benches cut by a particular b i t ,  ^o 
give the area cut in termfe o f square metres, or cent a res , par b i t .
The b its  that were used underground were removed from the 
machines e ith er  because o f :
( i )  excessive wear o f the tungsten carbide insert
( i i )  fracture of th is  in sert
( i i i ) fa ilu re  o f the b it  braze jo in t
- 4 3  —
(iv) failure of the steel bit body.
5.  ?.  1 Bi; i a i luf"'
The most comnon types o f fa ilu re  and wear suffered by the 
b its  during te s t s  undeiignound were c la s s if ie d  by the author in to  
the follow ing ca teg o r ies . These are illu str a ted  in Figure 29.
The ’ in se r t’ fa ilu re  c la s s if ic a t io n  define , i group of bits 
which wei*i discarded because the tungsten carbide in sert fractured  
during t i e  cutting operation. The ’braze' fa ilu re  category 
refers to  b its  where the strength of the b it  braze jo in t had been 
exceeded, possib ly due to  thermal deterioration  of thi s  jo in t  
(Section 3 . 2 . 2 ) ,  and the in sert had been removed completely from 
the s te e l  b it  body. The ' insert and braze' fa ilu re  c la s s if ic a t io n  
applies to  b its  where parts o f the broken tungsten in tent remained, 
toge' her with evidence o f a braze jo in t fa ilu re . The category 
'unknown' represents b its  where a l l  traces o f the or ig in a l tungsten 
carbide in sert and braze jo in t were destroyed leaving only the worn 
s te e l  b it  body. With these b its  the machine operator had not 
recognised the fa ilu re  and continued to use the b i t ,  thereby 
destroying a l l  evidence as to  the orig in a l cause of failun. . The 
term 'no fa ilu re ' im plies that the reason for discarding the 
b it  was excessive wear' o f  the tungsten carbide in sert which caused 
the area o f  the b it w earflat to  be inert used. Laboratory experiments 
conducted by both Riemann (1974) and by the author (Section 6 . 3 . 2 ) ,  
showv I that the force required to  cut the rock was i icreas. i as the 
area o f the b it  wearflat was increased. Therefore ,.s the wear of 
th is  in sert progressed during the cutting operation, the maximum
I n s e r t  f a i l u r e B r a z e  f a i l u r e
r e r t  a r a  B r a z e  f a i l u r e U n k n o w n  f a i l u r e
No failure
FIGURE 29 : C t egories o f b it  fa ilu re .
1 W W I  ,  W  r ,  i T I T f t l l i i i h ' i i  I I n  I “ i f  . .  . m  l u M t t i i T l i l i l l  i
depth o f cut, which was lim ited by the maximum availab le machine 
force , was reduced to the point where the h it  no longer wa 
e f fe c t iv e  as a cu ttin g  to o l.
The b its  were returned to  the .aboratury, a fter  service in the
'
nx-Jecutting machines underground, for examination ud to  enable the 
b it  fa ilu re  c la s s if ic a t io n  recot i: tr h< completed. A computer 
program was developed by the Chamfx-r- o f Mine: , Mining Ope rat i n  
Laboratory in consultation with the ruthor, in order to pn eess the 
above data and to a s s is t  in  a ssessin g  th* m erits of d ifferen t types 
o f  b its .
& V-. - ry W ■ -  I#*
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6 .  EX PER IM LN'rA L. THCX-RAMMl
The ob jectives of the research project described in th is  th e s is  
were twofold. F irstly  to  improve the l i f e  of the drag b its  used in  
the f ie ld  t r ia ls  and secondly to in vestiga te  the p o s s ib i l i t ie s  o f  
increasing the rate o f cu ttin g  by decreasing the *\ a  '6 
the b it  during the machine cutting stroke.
A programme was undertaken to  improve the strength of the bi ts  
and thereby to  increase the b it l i f e .  Previous tudiei. had su >wn hat 
thermal damage to  the tungsten carbide in serts  and to  the bit bray- 
jo in t was a major cause o f  fa ilu re  of the b its  underground,
(Section 3 .2 ) . Consequently in vestiga tion s wen anducced to  
esta b lish  the temperatures generated in the bit: during • hr 'utting  
operation and to  determine methods o f con tro llin g  th e tempera uree . 
In au d ition , system atic t e s t s  with an a ltern a tiv e  grad of uungs 
ca r b iie , d ifferen t braze m etals, and with b it. o f u modiA ^ed 
geometry were carried out.
The in vestigation  to  reduce the forces acting cn 1 \v b it v r. 
pi* med by co:ducting four ser ies  of experiments. The f i r s t  o f these 
involved cha ing the geometry of th< tungrt ■ irbidt cutting  
element by decreasing the a r e i - -f the n it w earfla t. Thu. the v tr  
required to  cause the rxxzk to  f a i l  was induced with lower forces 
applied to  the rock by the b it .  The second ser ies  of t e s t s  was 
conducted with the b it  subjected to  vibration during the cu tting  
operation. In addition experiments w-ax* carried out to determine
the extent r f  lam ge caused to  the nock by heat using a je t  channel­
lin g  torch. F inally  .xperiments were conducted in which the rock 
was cut with drag b its  a ss isted  by h i,’h pressun water j e t s .
6.1 Investigations into th> heat ^erierat.ti d .rirg th»- 
cu ttin ,, operation
6 .1 .1  Temperatui'e .t^asur’enc .■ it:
The ob jectives o f th is  experiment were to letem inc tempemt ires 
generated at the b it  braze joint during the cu tting  operation when no 
water cooling was used, and to  in vestigate  whether these temperatures 
could be reduced appreciably when the b it was i bxxied with water.
These experiments were carried out using the V s t  r ig  apparati^;; 
the t'srpe; atureis were measured using thermocouples that were insertev: 
in to  thti braze jo in t at the p osition s marked in Figur 0. Three b its  
werv instnimented with themccoupler but linfortunately the them a- 
cc ;ples ' ' -'h were inserted /t p osition  1 in Figure 30 w> re damaged
duri g the brazing process in a l l  three b its .  Therefore no tempir- 
a1ur re idings were made along th is  face o f  the bra. e jo in t. It was 
anu  ipated that th is  area o f  the braze would hive yielded higher 
t-':nperature values than the other two braze faces since th is  was the 
p osition  c lo se s t  to  the area o f heat generation, the b it  w earfla t.
Five t reverses o f the nock were made at a give, depth o f cut 
prior to  recording measurements o f temperat n • o” b it  f^rce.t. This 
procedure was followed not only to e sta b lish  an even depth o f cut 
along the length o f  the s lo t  (Section 5 .1 ) ,  but a lb - to ensun that 
steady conditions prevailed and that the cemperatun s measured wen
FIGURE 30 : Diagram il lu s tr a t in g  the p osition  o f thermocouples
mounted in the b it
repeated consistently on su ccess iv e  c u ts .
The resu lts  o f  th is  experiment ur^ e illu s tr a te d  in i igure 31.
This shows that when water was not used to  cool the b i t ,  temperatures 
were measured which approached 400 degrees Celsius at p osition  3 in  
Figure 30 and which were in excess of 300 degrees Celsius at 
p osition  2 in Figure 30. When the b it  was f l d with a large 
volume o f water, (2 litre s /se co n d ); the temperatures were at a.'.i 
times le s s  than 100 degrees C elsius and 60 degrees Celsius at p osition s  
3 and 2 in Figure 30, resp ectively .
Extracts from two chart recordings which were both made at a 
depth o f cut o f 2,8 mm are given in Figure 32. One of 
these recordings represents a cut where no water cooling war used anc 
the other where the water was applied to  the b it  during the cu tting  
operation. With no water cooling the temperature increased in a 
r e la t iv e ly  lin ea r  fashion over the complete length o f the cu t.
When water was d irected towards the b it  the tempera1 ure increased 
lin ea r ly  during the f ir s t  h a lf o f the c u t , equivalent to  a distance  
o f about 1 m. The temperature then reached a naxinum value and 
maintained th is  value for the remainder of the cut. These 
observations were consisten t a t both depths of cut and at both 
positions o f  the braze jo in t where measurements were made.
It was observed during these te s ts  that the amplitudes o f the 
o sc illa t io n s  o f  the b it  cutting force and the b it  penetrating force 
were reduced when water cooling was applied t , the b it  dm .rig the 
cutting  operation, (Figure 32). Thus i t  was anticipated that two 
b enefits would be derived by applying a continuous water je t  t_ the
mm o< m ^
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to  the b it  While cu tting  rock. The f ir s t  and most s ig n ifica n t
advantages was that adequate cooling was expect'd to  reduce the
thermal damage to  the b it s .  A second advantage was that a reduction
of the mean o f the peak forces for a given depth o f cut should
decrease the mechanical load on the b it and thereby enhance the b it  
l i f e .
6 .1 .2  Computer study
A computer ca lcu la tio n , using conventional non-steady-state  
heat transfer theory to  predict temperatures a t given points within 
the tungsten carbide in sert and s te e l b it  body, was carried out by 
W hillier (1974), in d iscussion  with the author.
ITas study enabled temperatures to be estimated at regions 
in  the b it  where thermocouples would be susceptib le  to  damage and 
therefore where d irect measurements were not fe a s ib le . The c a l­
cu lations wen" made using the two dimensional theory and a computer 
was used to so lve the standard f in i t e  d ifference approximation to  
the n- teady-state > .» t ccadution equation. The properties o f the 
braze metal wore not considered in th is  an alysis and estim ates o f the 
temperatures a t the braze jo in t were nude from the calculated  
temperatures at the in terface between the tungsten carbide and the 
s te e l .  A sim plified  b it  geometry was assumed, sim ilar  to that
i]lu stra ted  in Figure 8.
The in i t ia l  parameters used for th is  ca lcu lation  are given in 
Figure 33. This shows that a heat flu x  o f 5 kW was assumed to  pass 
in to  the tungsten carbide at the b it w earflat. The actual power
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applied to  the b i t ,  calcu lated  f r  the force applied to  the b it  
m ultiplied  by the cutting speed, shows that between 5 kW and 10 kW 
was applied during the cu ttin g  operation. The lower lim it of these  
two values was chosen for the heat input to the b it s in ce  some o f the 
applied energy, probably a small proportion, is  used in forming rock 
chips and the rem inder is  used to generate h ea t. Some of th is  boat 
w il l  be absorbed by the rock.
The b it  temperatures in the v ic in ity  o f tht tungsten irbide 
in sert a fte r  one second and two seconds are given in Figure 33. A 
representative time for the b it  to  be in contact with the re k during 
the cutting stroke o f  the rockcutting machine, in twelve t: th irteen  
seconds. The temperatures calculated  a fte r  th is  periexj ol im# are 
plotted  as isothermalR in Figuro 34. Thi. h-w tcmp-rMturf-: it ’ N*
in ter lace  between the tungsten carbide insert and the ;teel of bet­
ween 400 degrees C elsius and 500 degrees C elsius. These correspond 
c lo se ly  with the temperatures measured during the cu ttin g  operation 
(Section 6 .1 .1 ) ,  therefore giv ing credence to temperatures ca i-  
c .lat«d in other regions o f the b it .
Th« temperatures provided cause for concern since other 
experiments showed that the strength o f the s ilv -'r -sc ld er  riraze 
jo in t i s  reduced s ig n if ic a n tly  at temperatures in excess of ?0C 
degrees C elsiu s, (Section 6 .2 .? ) .  Braze temperatures considerably 
higher than- th is ,  were measured during these cu tting  experiments 
at poirts remote from the area o f heat input. Furthermore Roxborough 
(1971), showed that the hardness o f tungsten carbide f a l l s  off very 
rapidly with temperature, far more rapidly than the hardness of 
quartz, and he claimed that a t approximately 400 d eg iw s Celsius the
W eqrflcU
15mm
2000'C
. 60 x 40 mm Tungsten Carbide Insert
1000'C
Blade
500'C
- c-ilcuLitc l In funp;:ton carbide b it  in sert a f te r  
Is will) 5kW , ij-.plied to the b it  w earflat.
nCUkf 34. T npr .
tw e lv e  i
tungsten carbide becomes so fter  than quart... i’hi: figiare i s  almr.>st 
certa in ly  too low since the experiments described in Section 6 .1 .1  
together with the analysis in  th is  Sect Lor ini', ate that 'hr bit:, in 
serv ice at the underground t r ia ls  s i t e s  ccmmmly operate at temper­
atures in excess of th is  value. Nevertheless experiments where 
streak:, observed on the rock behind the b it  were analysed (beetion  
3 , 2 . 1 ) » showed t h a t  m e l t L n j  
place on occasions.
Therefore, major problems of thermal deterioration  ct both trie 
b it  braze jo in t and, to  a le sse r  extent o f  the tungsten carbide 
in se r t , were id en tif ied  as a resu lt o f cu tting  strong rock with no 
cooling water. From these r e su lts  i t  was considered imperative to  
reduce tliese temperatures during the ru ttin g  operation in ordt-r o 
prevent severe darrvige to  the tungsten carbide in:. ■: .
6.? Experiments designed to increase the strength of the_bij_
Considerable e ffo r t  had been devoted to  th is  to p i by other 
research workers, (Section 2 .3 ) . However i t  was considered that not 
a l l  ‘ the avenues had been fu lly  explored since new developments in 
tungsten viarbide manufacture had become availab le recently  and 
because the extent o f thermal damage to the b its  had not been 
apprec.i uted previously .
A description i s  given in th is bection , o f experiment . c^irried 
out where 1 srge numbers of b its  were tested  at the Doornfor.tein f ie ld  
s i t e .  These te s t s  were conducted over i long period, up to  three 
years during which time an -irea o f between 10 000 centares and 20 000
centares was mined by lockoutting machines.
The resu lts  o f  the experiment:,, which define the iverage l i f e  
of the b its  (expressed in terms of the area cut by each b i t  before 
i t  i s  d iscarded), a l l  show very high values ot the standard  deviation  
o f the mean. This r e f le c ts  the wide v a r ia t io n  in the c u tt in g  con­
d itio n s  as a resu lt o f  the ’fractured’ or 'solid* condition of the 
rock on the stope fa ce , (Section 3 .1 ). The b its  used fo r  these te s ts  
were distributed randomly to the rockcutting machines along the com­
p le te  length o f the face , and since the experiments took place over 
a long period o f tim e, i t  can be assumed th a t  sim ilar proportions of 
ttie b its  from the "arious 't e s t  groups' were employed in  the d ifferen t  
rock cond itions.
The ' t  t e s t ' was used in on lor to test for sla t ist. ioaJ 
sig n ifica n ce  when comparing th< mean value for  the l i f e  o f the b i t s  
from one group with the mean value from another group. Although the 
observations were not normally d istr ib u ted , the samp es  were 
su ff ic ie n t ly  large for  the d istr ib u tion  o f  their .s to  approach 
n x t it i l ity , and consequently the use o f the 't  v' was ju s t if ie d .
6 .2 .1  Tungsten ^arhiric grade
In an attempt to reduce the number ol b its  that were discarded 
because o f fracturing o f the tungsten carbide in se r t , t e s t s  were 
carried out using a grade of tungsten carbide with an increased 
toughness, measured in terms of greater traverse rupture st 'ength.
This strength value i s  derived from a three-point bending te s t  using  
oblong specimens o f tungsten carbide with a square cro ss-sectio n .
-  b? -
I t  i s  a standard te s t  conducted with tungsten cai'bide.
The properties o f tungsten arbide are a ffected  by two para­
m eters, the p a rtic le  grain s iz e  and the amount of the binder m aterial, 
cobalt. As the p a rtic le  grain s iz e  is  increased and as the percentage 
o f  cobalt i s  increased, the liardness o f the tungsten carbide product 
i s  reduced and the traverse rupture strength i s  increased, (Figure IS). 
The grade o f tungsten caroide t e s t s  ior  thi s  experiment Wu, a new 
development, using a larger gt a in i ze than norm.1  ^ lor  a given robait  
content to  contain an increase in * r  traverse ipture strength.
The resu lts  of th is  experiment, which was carried out underground 
using a large number o f b i t s ,  are presented in .ables 1 arti . The 
difference i*1 the average b it  l i f e  between the two groups, from i ’ 
centares to  S,J centares is  found to  be not s ig n ifica n t since :
t  = *1 -  x2
m nz
where * i s  the mean of the group
S i s  the standard deviation o f the mean
n i s  the number o f b its  in the group
Thus *i = 9,3 *2 = 8,9
Si = 13,4 Si = 10,9
ni % 425 n2 = 569
•
t  = 0,5
and, for a normal d istr ib u tion  a 5 per cent level of s ign ifican ce is  
rea lised  only when t > 1,98.
/I'
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A study o f  the d eta iled  breakdown of these resu lts  shows that 
the proportion o f  b its  which were c l  is s if ie d  as f t il in g  in i 
particu lar mode was approximately the sane for <-ach of the tw..> 
groups. For example, the b its  which went discarded because o f  
fracture o f the tungsten carbide in serts  accounted for 12,0 per 
cent o f the b its  with the orig in a l grade of tungsten carbide, and 
fo r  12,8 per cent o f the b its  with the t o .t  grade of tungsten carbide. 
The average l i f e  o f the b its  before they were discarded with fa ilu re  
o f  the tungsten carbide in serts  was 8,9 cent an?.', per bit ior bivS 
with the orig in a l tungsten carbide in se r ts , compared with 6 ,0  
centares per b its  for b its  with in serts  o f the t e s t  grade. However, 
the standard deviation o f the mean for the b its  with or ig in a l in serts  
was .6 ,5 ; th is  was much greater than the standard deviation of 6,2 
for -he b its  with t e s t  grade in ser ts .
The c la s s if ic a t io n  * unknown * accounted for tn* .arges sing-c  
category of fa ilu re  for both groups of b i t s , (.. tbles and 2).
Again the Percentage o f b its  that fa ile d  in thi. category was 
appr ■;imately the same for each group. The average Life of the b its  
before they wetv> discarded with th is  fa ilu re  c la s s if ic a t io n  was 
imilar a lso , the b its  with the o r ig in a l in serts -- .'raged 11,0  
centares per b it  ard the b its  with the t e s t  grudv in serts  averaged
11,8 centares per b it .  Thus, when b its  wen? discar led with a 
fa ilu re  c la s s if ic a t io n  'unknown1 the average l i f e  of the b its  was 
generally higher than in  other fa ilu re  categories Consequently, 
even i f  i t  were p racticab le , there was l i t t l e  point in d ir er iin g  
e ffo r ts  towards reducing the number o f b its  in th is  category, lor 
th is  reason, although i t  was not p ossib le  to  account for the cause 
o f  b it  fa ilu re  of a large proportion o f  the b i t s , th is  was rot
TABU: 1
ILLUSTRATING BIT LIFD AND M01T 01 BIT FA I LITRE TO! SINGL. :S'n J DF TWENTY Ttu.T.
MIL1JMCTRES AUUK BITg WITH ORIGINAL GRADT OF TUNtLSTLN CARBIIiF
TOTAL NLMi-FR 0! BIT., I FD = 425
AVTRAGL BIT LI Li HI OLE FAIL,RE = 9,3 CENTARES
STAN DAHL HE VT ATI ON = 13,4
...................................................
IX OF OF FAILURE 
1
HRvvLt.
II!' f:HT 
AND 
BRAZE
INSERT ' NIC.GUN
I to 
iAILUFE OTHERS
NllibCR OF PI rs 131 SO 51 133 18 42
IAGF. OF TOIAL BITS 30,8 H-* 00 12,0 31,3 4,2 9,9
AVERAGE BIT LIFE
fCcnttTTG/hir)
8,7 5,4 8,9 11,0 12,3 9,7
STANDARD DEVIATION 12,6 9,1 16,5 15,3 13,2 8,3
TABLE /
ILLUSTRATING PIT LIFE AND MO PC OF BIT FAILUkK LOR TIE SINGLE (^RBIDE IW4TY THREE MILLIMPTRLS 
THICK PT'T' WITH Ti'ST GR/UT OF TUNGSTEN CARETDF
TOTAL NIMHFR OF BIT ' USED = 569
AVLPvEH BIT I,lit. BliiOti. LAIUJFE = 8,9 CENTARES
STAN DARI' ['F.VIAT i ON = 10,9
-vvLE OF FAILURE BR/v'.F
k .v.i:
INSERT .KN . /N
I Jo 
A! LI IKE 'NlfLRS
::u<ber OF BITS 129 47 73 195 49 76
iAGF OF TOTAL BITS 22,7 8,3 12,8 , 34,3 8,6 13,4
AVFFAGi; BIT LIFE 
(Ceritares/Hir)
6,3 4,6 6,0 11,8 9,8 9,8
STANDARD DEVIATION | 7,6 7,6 6,2 13,7 11,4 10,4
considered to  be a serious p,obicm.
Three main conclusions werv drxiwii inm  tin result ol thi s  
experiment, f i r s t ly ,  that the strength o i the b it wa" not improved 
by su b stitu tin g  tungsten c a r b id e  in serts  of the te s t  grade fc r  those 
o f  the orig in a l grade. This re s ul t ,  together with the resu lts  from 
previous experiments (Section ? .3 ) ,  were, taker, a s  demons t: a t ing that 
the optimum grade o f tungsten carbide for use in th is  application  
was c lo se  to one o f these two grades and that probably l i t t l e  further  
poten tia l ex isted  for improving the l i f e  of the b its  by conducting 
additional experiments o f th is  kind.
Secondly, the fact th it  b its  with the te st  grade tungsten  
carbide in ser ts  had 1 wer values o f the standard d ev ia ti n o f the 
mean in a l l  o f  the fa ilu re  categories (Tables 1 and ? ) , indie ited 
that the resu lts  were more consisten t when th is  grade of tungsten 
carbide was used. Consequently th is  grade o f tungsten carbide was 
used when conducting other experiments in order to  minimise sca tter  
o f  the: re su lts . Thirdly, the largest number o f b its  in any s in g le  
fa ilu re  category, other tuan the c la s s if ic a t io n  'unknown', was the 
'braze' fa ilu re . This was true for both groups of b its  .md 'h is
t I
was taken as an inaication  that the braze jo in t was an area o f  the 
b it  which required further study.
6 .2 .2 . Braze jo in t
A problem had been id en tified  with heat from the cutting  
operation generating high temperatures in the b it braze jo in t which 
weakened th is  jo in t severely , (Section 3 .2 .2 ) . In order to t 'S t  the 
strength of the composite s ilv er -so ld e r  braze jo in t a t elevated
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tenperatures, experiments sim ilar to those described in  Section 3 .2 ./  
were conducted, where a press was used apply a sid e force to  the 
tungsten carbide b it insert and measurement:; were made o f the for ce 
required to  fracture the braze jo in t . When b its  a t room temperature 
were tested  in  th is  manner, a force o f between 100 kN and 150 kN 
caused the braze jo in t to  f a i ] . However, when the b its  were pre­
heated in a furnace to  about 200 degrees C elsiu s, the force required 
to  fracture the braze jo in t was reduced to between 70 kN and 90 kN.
Therefore these t e s t s  showed that the strength o f tne composite 
s ilv er -so ld er  braze jo in t dropped rapidly with increasing temperature 
and, in an attempt to increase the strength of the b it  braze jo in t ,  
the use o f a ltern ative  braze metals was considered. The cr iter io n  
used in  the se lec tio n  o f other braze m aterials was that they should 
have higher melting temperatures than the composite s ilv er -so ld er  
braze and that the strength of the braze jo in t at elevated temperatures 
should exceed that o f the ex is t in g  braze jo in t. The Company making 
the rockcutter b its  therefore was requested to manufacture a number 
o f  batches o f b i t s ,  each batch to be brazed with a d ifferen t braze 
m etal, and then to  te s t  the strength o f  the braze jo in t o f these b its  
in  the manner described above. Following these t e s t s  two a ltern ative  
braze metals were se lected  as warranting further in vestiga tion . These 
were, a manganese-copper a llo y  and a copper-zinc br s s .
The main d ifferences between these two test  braze metals and the 
composite s ilv er -so ld er  braze m etal, were :
vi) The m elting-point o f  the,two te s t  metals was about 780
degrees C elsius. This was approximately 100 degrees C elsius 
higher than the m elting-point o f the standard braze metal.
I
( i i )  Tests using a press to fracture the b it  braze jo in t showed 
th a t, when the b its  were pre-heated to  ?00 degrees C elsiu s, 
a force c r 90 kN to  105 kN was required to  shear the 
manganese*copper jo in t , and a force o f 110 kN to  130 kN was 
needed to shea: the joint wi1 h copper-zinc brass. Titese 
figures compare with a force of between 70 kN and 90 kN to  
fracture the braze jo in t o f b its  brazed with the composite 
s ilv er -so ld e r  a lloy  when tested  at the same temperature.
( i i i )  The braze jo in t thickness was 0,3tt.i for b its  brazed e ith er  
with the manganese-copper a llo y  or with the copper-zinc 
brass. This ccmpares with a jo in t thickness of 0,5mm for 
b its  brazed xth the composite s ilv e r -so ld er  a llo y . The 
maximum thickness o f a braze jo in t i s  determined by the
gap where ca p illia ry  flow of the braze metal can take p la c  . 
A thicker jo in t was achieved with the composite braze a llo y  
because the copper shim, before i t  d isso lved , enco’iraged 
th is  ca p illia ry  flow. Previous experiments (Section 2 .3 ) ,  
had demonstrated that a th ick  braze jo in t was desirab le. 
Stresses were induced in the tuhgsten carbide insert when 
heat was an n liej to the b it  because the c o e ffic ie n t o f  
thermal expans ion o f s te e l  i s  about three times that of 
tungsten carbide. A thick braze jo in t act'd  as a cushion, 
perm itting th is  d iffe re n tia l expansion to  tik e  p)a e without 
applying high compressive s tresses  to  the in sert.
I n it ia lly  tvx> batches o f b its  were manufacturer, to te s t  these. 
a ltern ative  braze m etals. The rhanganese-copper a llo y  was u t il is e d  in 
one o f  these batches and the cop p erzin c brass was used in the other.
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Problems in the use o f these braze metals were anticipated because 
of the d ifference in  the c o e ff ic ie n ts  of thermal expansion between 
cemented tungsten carbide end s t e e l . It Wws feared tlu t with the 
r e la t iv e ly  high brazing temperatures combined with the thin braze 
join^ , high compressive stresses  might remain in the tuiigsten carbide 
in sert a fter  the brazing process and th is  could cause premature 
fa ilu re  o f the b its  when cu tting  tne rock. To overcome these problems 
a th ird  batch o f b its  was manufactured using the copper-zinc brass as 
the braze metal. These b its  were 's tress-re liev ed ' a fte r  the brazing 
operation by reheating them to 4b0 degrees C elsius.
The tungsten carbide grade, described in the previous section  as 
having a higner transverse rupture strength , was used in the rikinufa' 
ure o f these throe te s t  batches of b its .  The resu lts  o f the experiment 
to  te s t  the a ltern ative  braze metals are given in Tables I , 4 anu 5. 
Figures from the ;e Tables should be compared with figures giver, in 
Table 2 wnich gives d e ta ils  o f the performance and mode o f  fa ilu re  o f  
b it s ,  with the same grade o f tungsten carbid" but with the composite 
s i lv e i- s c ld e r  braze metal.
b> s ig n ifica n t d iff*rence in  the average l i f e  o f the b its  was 
observed between the b it s  brazed with the composite s ilv e r -so ld er  
and the b i t s ,  in the non-stress relieved  ondition , brazed with the 
copperozinc brass, (Tables 2 and 3). Furthermore the b its  from these 
two groups fa ile d  in sindlar fash ions. In the control group, with the 
composite braze m etal, 22,7 per cent o f the b its  were discarded because 
o f fm cture o f the braz<' jo in t . The average l i f e  of these b its  before 
th is  fa ilu re  occurred w<.s 6,5 centares per b it .  By comparison,
28,3 per cent o f the t e s t  group Were discarded with th is
TABLE 3
ILLUSTRATING BIT LIFE AND MODE OF B IT  FAILURE ID R  THE SIN G LE CARBIDE TWENTY THREE 
MILLIMETRES THICK C IT S  BRAID'D U SING A CO R PER-ZIN C BRASS
TCTAIi N!TIBER OE B IT '.  USED 
A V T L r .c  b i t  L i n :  BE: 0 : 1: l m l u r e
ST/V:nr\RD  DEVIATION
MODE OE EAILURE 
1
BRAZE
IN SER T
AND
BLAZE
IN SER T ! INKNOWN
N i
1 Ai kL OllIERN
NUMBER OF BITS 26 12 16 33 1
4
lAGE OR TOTAL BITS 28,3 13,0 17,4 15,9 1,1 4,4
AVERAGE BIT LIFE 
(Cent.ires/Bit)
6,5 2,9 8 ,0 12,2 36,1 6,4
STANDARD DEVIATION 6,7 2,5 7 ,0 13,4 3,9
type of fa ilu re  and the average l i f e  o f  these b its  before they were 
discarded was a lso  6,5 nentares per b it .
In contrast, the average b it  l i f e  of the second t e s t  group o f  
b its  which were brazed with the nunganest-copper a llo y  was reduced 
markedly, (Table 4 ) . S ixty  b its  were tested  and the average b it l i f e  
was reduced from 8,9 cental'es per1 b it  with the control group (Table
2 ) , to  5,6 centares per b it  (Table 4 ) . The proportion o f b its  that 
were discarded because o f 'braze' fa ilu re s  was increased from 22,7 
pei' cent in  the contrca group to  31,9 per cent with th is  te s t  group 
and the average .irea cut before the b its  were discarded a s a  resu lt  
o f  th is  type of fa ilu re  was reduced a lso , from 6,5 centares per b it  
(Tab e 2 ) ,  to  3,7 centares per b i t ,  (Table 4 ).
The average l i f e  o f th, b its  in the th ird  test group, which 
were brazed with the eopper-zirn brass and then stress  re liev ed , was
11,8 centares per b i t ,  (Table 5). This .. higher "han the average 
l i f e  o f the b its  in  tlte control group, at ,9 centa e s  pei b it  
(Table 2 ) , but ca lcu lation  o f  the t  s t a t i s t i c  gives that t  = 1 ,96 , 
deror ?treating that the d ifferen ce in  th- ;e mean valuer i s  surely  
sigr-.fic<3nt. Tlte percentage o f b its  which fa ile d  at the braze 
jo in t was reduced from 22,7 per cent with the control gnx n to  15,9 
p-er ( 'nt with th is  te s t  group. The average hi l i b  he for' 'braze' 
fa ilu r e  o f  the b its  was increased a lso , from 6,5 ce..tares per b it  
with the control group to  8,1 centares per b it  with the te s t  group. 
The d ifference between these tvo mean values however is not 
s ig n ifica n t and, moreover, the proportion o f fa ilu res  in t i e  'unknown' 
category was increased from 34,3 per cent with the control gr up to
49,3 per cent with th is  te s t  group, (Table 2 and 3). Thus the
TABLE 4
IliAISTRATING BIT L in: AfJD MODE OF PIT FAILUM: FOR THE .'.iNCU: ('ARBIEl IWIJTV 'hlRlIE MILLIMFTKES 
THICK BITS BRAZED USING A MANGANESE-COPPER AUjOY
TOTAIv Nt TIBER OE PIT.; UGi:D = br)
AVI K^E BIT I.I i"  BEFORE EAI1.JRI. = 5,6 CENTARES
STA’iD/xRD DEVIATION = 6,6
MODE OF FAILURE 
1
|| BRAZE
J,.,.;- . -
AM . . ! :• INK MCI
\k
; ailuki: OTHI P ;
NLT-SLR OF BITS 20 6 11 18 1 3
IAGE OF TOTAL BITS 33,9 10,2 18,6 . 30,5 1,7 5,1
AVERAGE BIT LIFE 
(Centareo/Bit)
2,0 U,U 9,8 6,2 4,5
STANDARD DEVIATION U 3 , 1
2,0 5,2 9,7 3,2
[nifMir-------
TABLE 5
I LLUSTRATING BIT I TIT AND MODE OF' BIT FAILlJRi: FOR THE SINGLE CARBIDE TVENTY THREE MILLIMETRES
THICK BITS BRA/ED USING A COPPER-''INC BRASS .AND SI^ SEQlfENTLY STRESS RELIEVED
TOTAL Nl’ IH;'R OE BITS USED = 69
AV'KV'E BIT Lit. B! OBJ: FA!LURE. = 11,8
ST.AN^ XRI DEVIATION = 11,7
WDE OF FAIL. RL BKAXE
ISTRT
■\ND
BKTZE
INSL.’T "LKD' j.VN
No 
i ALLURE 01HER.S
MT'BER OF BITS 11 6 6 34 6 6
%AGE OF TOTAL BITS 15,9 8,7 8,7 49,3 8,7 8,7
AVERAGE. BIT LIFE
(Centart?c/Bir)
8,2 11,5 2,9 14,1 15,6 4,6
STANDARD DEVIATION | 6 , 11,6 2,2 13,3 15,7 3,6
percentage o f  the b its  in th is  te s t  group which fa ile d  at the braze 
jo in t possib ly  was sim ilar to  that o f the control group, but because 
evidence o f  th is  fa ilu re  had been destroyed, the bi?s were c la s ­
s if ie d  as ’unknown1 fa ilu r e s . Ne vert he It ;t;, th is  remains an impr ve- 
ment since the average b it l i f e  in the 1 unknown1 category in 1 ne 
standard group was x ,8 centares per b it  .and in the t e s t  group th is  
was increased to  14,1 centares per b i t .
Therefore experiments with d ifferen t braze metals did not 
succxed in increasing the l i f e  o f the b its  s ig n if ic a n tly . It was 
concluded that a l l  o f  the braze metals tested  were working c lo se  
to  the lim it o f che m aterials' strength and therefore that major 
improvements in the strength o f the b it s  would not be achieved by 
conducting further experiments. Consequently these t e s t s  were 
disci ntinued.
6 .2 .3  Bit geometry
X pititho'' to  enhance tl strvrngth o f  the b l l  i. jo in t , other  
than -hi.ngi the b n ze  m etal, is  to  increase the area o f  contact 
be*, r the s te e l  i i • t dy md t ie  tungsten carbide b it  in ser t. It  
w . cognised at \ i  the dimer,£.ions o f the in sert wen; increased in  
order to  strenf’,;h< i the b aze jo in t then the force requi.'ed to cut 
the rock would b in n  iscd a lso . How«-ver, Ricmann (1 "24), had shown 
that he in reas* in th<: f o r e  applied to the b it  wa r e la t iv e ly  sm all, 
for v large increase in th< thickness o f  th^ b i t s ,  (Section 2 .2 . . ) .  
Ctonse uently b its  o f a modified design , with a larger braze ar i, 
were anuiactured. Experiments using these b it s  wen conducted 
in i t ia l ly  in  thf labo ra to ry  to  measure the increase in the force
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necessary to  cut the rock, arid then subsequently underground to  
asse ;s any improvements in the l i f e  o f the b its .
No advantage, other than a larger braze area, was anticipated  
i f  the width o f the in sert was to  be increased. However, i f  the 
thickness o f the in sert and the s te e l  b it  body w. 3 iru 'eased , the 
p o ss ib ility  x isted  for increasing the thiruness o f  the blades a lso . 
This world enhance the la tera l s t if fn e s s  o f the blades which would be 
advantageous in the mining s itu a tio n , (Section 3 .1 ) . Therefore 
atten tion  was paid to  th is  aspect o f  the design. I t  i s  w ell known 
that the strength of a b r it t le  m aterial, jur.n is tungsten carbide, 
i s  a rraximm whei. a ll o f the dimensions o f  the m  e. -."! *r 
apprvximutely the same, tnuu a spr^.re or a cube i s  i strong hapo. 
Hence, the proposal To increase one dimen ion only o f  the tungsten 
carbide in se r t , the thickness o f  the in se r t , would weaken th is  
comp, nent o f the b it .  Foi th it  res ion two approximately equi-
dinensional piece; o f m gsten carbide, brazed adjacor to  eacn 
other, were used in  the construction o f the m odified, thicker b it  
(Figure 36).
1he tungsten carb. ie M*" insert which wes 23 m. thick in  the 
o rig in a l design (Figurt 9 ) ,  wa in< ^a-.ed to a thi< xness o f 35 .-rm.
The t ede t^.ckneus was increcs* d from 19 m  to 5 m . The
deflection  of a blade with a sideload applied to  the b it ‘ » pro­
portional to  tht blade thickness to  the th ird  pvwer. Thus, for  
che same blade width, th is  increase in t h  blade th ckness 
reprosents an increase in +he blade s t i f f  iess in th is  plane o f  
2,4 times.
FIGURE 36. Detachable rockcutter b it ,  35 mm thick
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The differences between the components o f b it  cu tting  force 
and b it  penetrating force which were me.isured in  th» abuvviLory using 
23 mn and 35 mn thick b it s ,  are given in Figures 3 7 to  40. I t  i s  
evident from these graphs that a substantial increase in b it force 
was required when the thicker b it  was used to  cut unfractured rock. 
However, the force cap ab ility  o f the ex is t in g  rockeutting nvichines 
was such that a reasonable depth of cut could s t i l l  be maintained 
using the th icker b i t .  The p oten tia l advantages o f a stronger b i t ,  
combined with the fa c t  that the majority o f the roc c in the gold 
mining stopes i s  fractured which allowed deeper cuts to  be made than 
was p ossib le  in  the unfractured n o r ite , resu lted  in  an expo; 'ment 
to  t e s t  the thicker b it s  underground.
The b its  us<d for the experiment con ju r ied  uiidcrgroun<j, employed 
a gr le c f tungsten caa >ide 1 >r the inserts which were in at ttie 
s ta r4 o f the p ilo t  pixxluc:ion t r ia ls .  These wrr> brazed into the 
s te e .  b it  body using *he conp ite  s ilv e r -  o ld er  braz* metal. In 
tc  study the d ifferent' in performance berwoer the iginal 
'tha; desigp1 and th is  ’thick design' o f b i t s ,  the e s u lts  o f th is  
t e s t  which are given in  Table 6 , should be compared with tne resu lts  
pres, nted in Table 1.
)ne ob jective o f  using the 'th ick ' b its  mounted on 'tr ick ’ 
bladt , was to enable the s lo t  to  be cut up against 4 he sto; » hang- 
ingw all, (Section 3 .1 ) . T iis  ob jective  was not achieved during 
thest t e s t s .  In some in stan ces, in tht mere highly stressed  ground, 
the machines succeeded in  cu ttin g  s lo ts  in  th is  p osition  up at the 
top o f  the stope fa c e , but in  general, the high v er tica l fc oe  which 
was superimposed on the b it  (Section 3 .1 ) , caused excessive
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d e fle c t  .ion of the blade and forced the cu tting  operation to  be 
carried out in the middle of the face. In addition , the b it  l i f e  
was reduced d ra stic a lly  when cutting in the stronger quartzite above 
the r e e f ,  'Section  3 .1 ). The resu lts  presented in Tables 1 and b 
r e f la c t  therefore, the d ifference in performance for two groups of 
b its  o f  d ifferen t design but which were used for cu ttin g  in sim ilar  
conditions on a stope face.
The overall avere e b it  l i f e  was increased from 9,3 centares 
per b it  to  11,6 centares per b it  by the use of the th icker b its ,  
(Tables 1 and 6). Calculation o f  the t  s t a t i s t i c  g ives that 
t  = 1,6 and therefore that th is  d ifferen ce is  not s ig n if ica n t.  
However a few s ig n if ic a n t d ifferen ces did emerge in the mode o f  
fa ilu re  between the two groups of b i t s ,  (Tables 1 and 6). Failure 
at the braze jo in t  with b its  o f  the 'th ick  design' occurred a fter  
cutting an average o f only 4,7 centares. Therefore, although the 
proportion o:: b its  that were c la s s if ie d  as 'braze' fa ilu res  was 
reduced from 30,8 per cent with the 'th in ' b its  to  20,9 per cent 
with the 'thick' b i t s ,  the braze jo in t remained a weak area o f the 
b it design. An encouraging feature o f the breakdown o f  the fa ilu re  
c la s s if ic a t io n  fo r  the 'th ick ' b its  was that tna proportion o f the 
b its  that were discarded due to excessive wear o f the tungsten  
carbide in se r ts , as opposed to  fa ilu re  o f the b i t s ,  was increased  
to 11,6 per cent from 4,2 per cent.
I t  was concluded from these t e s t s ,  which were designed to  
improve the strength o f the b its  by experimenting wi:h d ifferen t  
grades or tungsten carbide, differen t braze metals and d ifferen t b it  
geometries, that each o f these factors war important. From Tables 1
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and 2 i t  i s  evident that the 1 in se r t ' fa ilu re s  accounted for only 
about 12 per cent o f  the to ta l  number o f  o it s  used. Thus further  
experiments with other tungsten carbide g r a le i we.e  not continued.
The braze jo in t was established as a weak region o t  the b its  and 
experiments designed to  strengthen th is  jo in t showed that the use of  
a braze metal with a higher m elting temperature gave marginal improve­
ments in  the overa ll b it  l i f e .  in addition the te s ts  with the 'th ick  
design' o f b its  demonstrated that increasing the area o f  the braze 
joint reduced "he percentage o f 'braze' fa ilu res  and helped to  
inertase the overa ll b it  l i f e .  However, none of these te s t s  produced 
a dramatic improvement in  the l i f e  o f the b i t s .  The fundamental 
problem o f excessive heat being generated between the rock and the 
b it  and much o f  th is  heat being absorbed by the b it ,  had not L.en 
solved.
6.3 Experiments to  reduce the mean b t  force
6 .3 .1  B its with a narrow wearf it
In an e ffo r t  to  compromise and achieve strong braze jo in t with a 
.'^ educ d b it  force, the b it  design was modified again. A n mber o f  
b ite  were constructed using two in serts  to give on overa ll b it th ick -  
ness jf 35 mm. The w earflat width of thi ,t insert.u wi: reduced from 
6 mm, which was the standard with a l l  previous d< /n of b i t s , tc  
2 mm,, (Figiue 41).
How th is  design change affected  the! area o f the b it wearflat and 
the to ta l area o f the braze jo in t is  illu s tr a te d  in Table 7. This 
shows that the wearflat area was reduced markedly when compared with 
the b its  o f the two previous designs. The braze or  a was increased
FIGURE 41. Detachable 35 rrm ro ck cu tte r  b i t  w ith a 2 rrm w- a i 'f la t  w idth.
TABLE 7 : ILLUSTRATrNC, ID; ARI A: Of HKAZ! Jt'OIT: AN: WIAM'LAT. WITH THE DH'niWOT BIT DE.. ;I(«S.
bit r r n i; rmiCKNi:SS OF BITS 
vnfn)
WLAI HAT AH A 
(rr /)
ARIA 01’ BRAZI JOINT 
(rm:' )
Orif,iiic 1 Design 23 23 x ti = 138 798
’Thick 3 it ' ign 35 35 x 6 = 710 1317
’NrirTC* Wearf 1 it 1 
Itesigr 35 .35 x 7 = 7 0 1716
su b stan tia lly  compared with ttr  23 rnn th ick  b its  and reduced only 
s lig h t ly  compared with the 'th ick design' o f b its .
laboratory experiments wrrv conducted to invt r tigato  witethcr an 
apprt ciab le reduction o f the force acting on the h it  was achieved 
usinj b its  with the decreased wearflat area. Subsequently experiments 
were carried exit to  t e s t  these b its  underground.
Force measurements which were recorded during these experhnent:, 
were p lotted  against depth o f cut ifigu; es 42 to 4S). Reductd mean peak 
c u tt i  ig force and the mean cutting force values were measured when the 
narrow w earflat b its  were used. Tie depth o f cut was increased from 
a maximum of 4 ,5  rrm with the wider wearflat b its  to  a maximum of 
7,0  nn with the narrow w earflat b it s .  The b it penetrating force , 
both “he peak and the mean force values, was sub stan tia lly  reduced using 
the i irrow w earflat b i" s, (Fijnir'es 44 and 45).
Tests with these narrov w c ,r f'a t b its  were carried out a t the 
Doornfontein t r ia l  s i t e  to  in v e st- .^ 4 e whether the reduced b it  force 
would have a b en efic ia l e f fe c t  on the cutting operation in the under- 
grour, 1 s itu a tio n . Twenty b its  o f th is  design were tested ; a^l o f  
these were discarded a fte r  each one had been used to cut only a small 
area, on average ler- than one centare, o f the rxxrk face. The mode o f  
fa ilu re  of a l l  o f  these b its  was a shattering o f the tungsten carbide 
insei s . The cause o f th is  fa ilu re  with these b its  vas attributed to  
the in a b ility  of the narrow tungsten carbide in serts  to  withstand the 
bending stresse s  which were applied by the cutting force component 
of the b it  force. In the laboratory, when cutting an unfrartured 
block of rock the b it  penetrating force caused the b it  to indent the
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rock which resulted  in the formation o f ruck chips ah< id of the b it .  
Thus the b it  cu ttin g  force was always applied together with the b it  
penetrating force and the b it  resultant force was reacted along the 
base o f the tungsten carbide in serts  (Figure 5 b ) . Bit fa ilu res  
caused by fracturing o f the tungsten carbide did not occur during 
the laboratory experiments. Underground, : lo ts  wore cut in fractured  
rock which commonly broke away from in front o f the b i t .  In th is  
s itu a tio n , a load or cutting force was applied to  the leading face 
o f  the in serts  when no penetrating force was applied to  the b it .
This induced bending stre sses  in to  these in serts  and caused them to 
fracture.
Therefo'e although laboratory te s t s  had demonstrated that the 
components o f the peax and thr- mean forces were redw od, underground 
experiments had revealed a fundamental weakness in the design of such 
b it s .  Conser, .e t ly  experiments with narrow wear f la t  b its  were not 
continued.
6 .3 .2  Vibration of the bit
The princip le o f operation of a rockcutting machine u t i l i s e s  a ram 
to  move a saddle along a fixed s l id e ,  (Figure 2). It was anticipated  
that he vibration o f  the saddle during the cutting stroke o f the 
machine would be increased i f  the compliance o f the hydraulic drive 
to  the saddle was increased. Experiments were conducted using a 
' s t i f f *  and a 'compliant* machine drive in order to  measure any 
change in  the saddle vibration. A ttenti >n w p a i d  o the measurement 
o f the force components acting on the b it  with these tve mu chine 
d r iv es , to  in vestigate  whether these forces were a ffected  by the 
saddle v ibrations.
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Previous in vestigation s had shown that when an impacting action  
fronanexternal hammer, was superimposed on a drag b it while cu ttin g  
in  strong rock, a marked decrease in the bit force was observed ai 
the start o f the groove, (Hood 1973), ( I’owe 11 197U). This e ffec t  
was found to decrease as the groove w.is deepened, and in deep s lo t s  
the b it  force was found not to  be a ffected  s ig n if ic a n tly  by impacting 
o f the b it .  The experiments that were conducted for th is  p roject, 
using a compliant machine drive to introduce vibration through the 
saddle to  the b it ,  were designed to in v estig a te  whether the impacting 
action  superimposed on the b it  by th is  vibration was su ff ic ie n t  to  
a ffe c t  the forces acting on the b it .
A ca lcu lation  to  show how the s t if fn e s s  o f the hydraulic drive  
to  the rock utting machine was reduced,by increasing the operating 
pressure o f  the system and by reducing the flow rate o f the hydraulic 
f lu id , so that the machine was driven a t the same speed and with the 
same e ffe c tiv e  force, i s  given in Appendix ( i i i ) .
When the compli mce o f the hydraulic drive to  the rockcutting  
machine was increased a pronounced increase in the vibration o f the 
saddle was observed. This i s  best illu s tr a te d  by a study of two 
extracts from the chart recordings which were trade at the same depth 
o f cut with both a s t i f f  hydraulic drive (Figure 46) ,  and a compliant 
hydraulic drive,(F igure 47).  These traces represent measurements of 
the force components, fhe hydraulic pressure in the machine main 
cylinder and the instantaneous v e lo c ity  of the blade.
From these Figures i t  i s  evident that the frequency o f the 
insta:taneous blade v e lo c ity  trace was much higher when the compliant


hydraulic drive was used. This drive caused the frequerv y o f  the 
instantaneous v e lo c ity  trace to  be reduced tiom approximately 
10 Hz to  about 6 Hz and the o s c il l ia to r y  component to be increased  
from about 110 irm/sec to about 170 run/sec. A change in the mean 
value o f the instantaneous v e lo c ity  was observed a lso , the higher 
mean v e lo c ity  was recorded when the s t i f f  hydraulic drive war; used.
The use o f a s t i f f  or a compliant drive to  the nockcutting machine 
was found not to  a ffe c t  the b it  cutting force , (Figures us and 49).
The b it  penetrating force was found to  be somewhat lower when the 
compliant drive was used, (Figures 50 and 51). The reduction of  
th is  force component was attributed  to the higher frequency o f  
vibration o f  the b i t .  The amplitude o f  these vibrations remained 
constant, therefore the higher frequency caused the v e lo c ity  o f  
' imp ret' o f  the bit against the rock to tx increase
6.4.3 Pre-weakening the rock
It was considered that the quartzite country rock would be 
particu larly  su ited  to  a form o f thermal weakening, since quartz ha: 
a phase tra n sitio n  from a to 6 at a r e la t iv e ly  low temperature,
573 degrees C elsius. High stresses  are induced in the material 
fo llow ii^  change in volume which takes place as a resu lt o f th is  
phase tra n sitio n , ( Kanellopoulos and Ball ,  1975). In addition i t  was 
anticipated that cracks might be induced ' y the d iffe r e n t ia l thermal 
expansion and contraction due to  temperature gradients within  
p a rtic le s  o f  rock.
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A review o f  d ifferen t techniques avail able for theim.il weakening 
o f  rock was published by Lauriello and F ritsch , (1974). These author;, 
examined a wide variety  o f  equipment, including electron  beam guns, 
la sers  and flame toixdies. They concluded that 1tne je t  torch stXAvn 
the most promise for heat weakening h.ir>d rock in open excavations. 
Additional cost p en a lties would be incurred for1 v en tila tio n  in tunnel­
lin g  applications The advantages ol th is  method were, the low
cost o f the equipment and the low co st o f the fu e l. In addition , the 
rock breaking process i s  not one o f m elting, which is  r e la t iv e ly  
in e f f ic ie n t ,  instead rock chips are formec using th is  torch and these  
are removed from the heated zone by the high flame v e lo c ity .
Tnerefore, th is  equipment was se lected  for experiments to in vest­
igate  the f e a s ib i l i ty  o f pre-w akening the quartzitr country rock in  
the gold mires. Calculations were made prior to  conducting these  
experiments to  enable an estim ation o f the rate a t which heat i s  
generated using th is  equipment. These corrputatio is (Appendix i i i ) ,  
shewed that the amount o f  heat required to  cause the rock to  sp a ll and 
to  cut a s lo t ,  using je t  channeling equipment without the assistan ce  
o f  a it n ic a l to o l,  was unacceptably high for underground applications
f
in  deep-level mines. However, i t  was anticipated  that the rock might be 
weakened using far le s s  heat. Therefore experiments were conducted 
to  in vestiga te  the e f fe c t  o f  Lhemal rock weakening using a je t  
channeling torch, with sp ec ia l a tten tion  paid to th heat required 
to  cause damage to, the rock.
1
I
This experiment was carried out in an unused section  of a gold 
mine. The equipment was operated in a 'tra v e llin g  way' at about 
1 000 m belew surface. Tests were conducted to ascertain  how e f fe c t ­
iv e ly  the rock on the sid es o f  the ra ise  was we i^kened by the ame 
from the j e t  channeling torch. A petrographic a n a ly s i . s-lowed that
xock in  th is  ra ise  had a high quart.', content, up to  90 per ceiit.
th is  reason, because of the volume change associated with the 
phase oansition at a r e la t iv e ly  low temperature, thi: was considered 
to  be a good te s t  s i t e .
A cofimercidlly availab le rorch, o f th e  ty\>e used cormonly in 
quarrying ap p lica tion s, was usee for these t e s t s .  The princip le o f  
operation o f  the torch i s  to  ig n ite  a fin e  spray of the fu e l , 
keroi ene, with oxygen i t  a water cooled combustion barber. The 
hot gases pass through a divergent nozzle which increases the gas 
v e lo c ity  to about 1 500 m/sec. The temperature o f the flame at the 
nozzle e x it  i s  about 2 000 degi'ees C elsius. The resu ltin g  high 
v e lo c ity , high temperature gas stream is  directed against the rock, 
with the torch nozzle some 0 ,6  m from the rock surface.
Tne procedure followed was to  use a metal bar to  romove a l l  o f  
the v is ib ly  fractured rock from the face before ig n itin g  the torch. 
The torcn was then l i t  (Figure 52), and iirectod  towards the rock 
face for a given period o f tim e, fFigure 63). An estim ate was made 
o f  the amount o f rock that spalled  from the face when the heat was 
applied. The metal bar was then employed to remove rock from the 
face vhich had been weakened as a re su lt  o f thermal damage. This 
technique did not allow  accurate ca lcu la tion s of the energy required 
to  remove a given volume of rock, but i t  did enable an estim ate of 
the h 'at required to  sp a ll the rock and of the heat necessary to  
cause appreciable damage to  the rock.
/5
torch.
.
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The rate o f rock removal, in  term , of rock ch.ps o p a llin g  from 
the face during the heating o p e ra tio n , was f a r  Jower than had been 
a n t i c i p a t e d  in view of th e  high q u a rtz  con ten t of th e  rock . Phis 
was attributed  to the  rock ^n the  r a is e  t ing  f ra c tu re d , because of
the induced stresses  (S ection  3 .1 ) , and th e o ;for*' the conduction of
heat through the rock was redu< ed by a i r  ; in  the rock mass. 
Consequently the use o f t h i s  to rch  in  th is  s i tu a t io n  w<t not 
promising.
iiowever, i t  was showri that the application  o f heat to  the rock 
surface did resu lt in  a s ig n ifica n t weakening o f the rock, i t  was 
p ossib le  using a metal bar", to  remove large rock fragments about 
300 nrn in diameter and 100 mm th ick , from the face a fter  a few
traverses along the face with the torch. The heat required to c a u e
th is  type of damage to the rock only needed to  be applied in te r— 
m ittantly and i t  wa; estimated that when the overall heat applied was 
about 100 kW the rock could be broken from the face co n sisten tly  using 
the r ta l  bar.
It was concluded that th is  equipment could find an application  for  
weakening the rock ahead o f a drag b i t ,  provided that i t  was used 
only for short periods o f time to  minimise the heat input into the 
stope. However, environmental problems of noise and the formation of  
gases, as a resu lt o f  burning sulphides that are present in the rock, 
motivated the in vestigation  o f a ltern ative  techniques to reduce the 
b it  forces before proceeding further with 1 her mu J rock weakening 
experiments.
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6.3.4 Directing a 'flat-fan' water jet towards the bit
A previous experiment using a high volume, low pressure water 
je t  to  cool the b it  during the cu tting  operation, had shown that not 
only were the temperatures in  the b it reduced markedly by ha use o.t 
the water j e t ,  but the o s c il la t io n  amplitude o f the components < - the 
b it  force tvxi been reduced a lso , (Section 6 .1 .1 ) .  fhe p oten tia l .or 
providing adequate cooling to  the b it  and reducing the peak force by 
decreasing the amplitude o f the force components, prompted further  
experiments with a water je t  directed towards the b i t .
The pressure o f  the water je t  used for these experimen j was 
8 MPa. The object o f  using a 'high pressure' je t was an attempt to  
provide e f f ic ie n t  flushing o f rock chips from ahead o f  the b it .  
Because the higher pressure enabled the je t  to  be direct-'•d more
accu rite ly  at the in terface between the b it and the rock, i he watei
flow rate for these experiments was reduced to  0,6? i / s e c  per .econo
from 2 i / s e c  which had been used duriig  the e a r lie r  t e s t s ,  (Section
6 . 1 . 1 ).
The water was directed through a nozzle which consisted o f an 
o r if ic e  aimed at a curved p la te , (Figure 64). Tiie water tuoit re 
struck the p late and formed a 1f la t - fa n 1 water j e t .  The nozzle 
was mounted on a block Which, was f it t e d  to the buade, such r oi h< 
'fan* water je t  covered the fu ll  35 nm thickness o f the tungsten 
carbide b it  in se r ts , (Figure 55). The water je t  was directed along 
the leading face o f  the in ser ts  to  impinge on the rock surface 
iim ediately  ahead o f the b i t .  a
Nozzle for f la t-fa n  water je tFIGURE 54
*-----
Block welded onto 
blade
Not to scale
FtGUIiE 55 : Position o f  the nozzle r e la tiv e  to  the drag b it .
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A srrall reduction o f the mean peak b it cu ttin g  force (Figure 56), 
but no appreciable d ifference in the mean b it  cu tting  force (Figure 57), 
was measured when the fan je t  was directed  imnediately ahead o f  the 
b it .  This reduced amplitude in the o s c il l ia to r y  component o f the 
cutting for: trace was sim ilar to that measured using a high volume,
low pressure water j e t , (Section 6 .1 .1 ) .  The peak and a lso  the mean 
values o f  the b it  penetrating force showed s ig n ifica n t reductions when 
the water je t  was used, (Figures 58 and 59). This resu lt o iffered  
from those obtaineu during the other experiments with a water je t  
directed towaids the b it  during the machine cu ttin g  stroke (Section  
6 .1 .1 ) ,  in  that throughout th is  te s t  the mean b it  penetrating force 
was reduced markedly, ( Figure 59).
6.4 The use o f  'coherent* water je ts  to a s s is t  the cutting  
operation
The techniques used to reduce the mean values of the b+t force., 
in  some cases had shown inherent disadvantages. The f ie ld  te s t s  
using b its  with narrow w earflat tungsten carbide in serts  ad shown 
that the in se it s  had a tender.oy to fracture in  the mining situ a tio n .
The laboratory experiments using a machine with a compliant hydraulic 
drive had shown that the saddle vibration was increased and lower b it  
penetrating forces were measured with his system. N evertheless, the 
b.tsic problem o f them ul deterioration  of the b it  during the cutting  
operation was not solved. The resu lts  from the expe iment using a 
1 f la t -  an* water j e t  der, mstrated that the mean b it  :oi’ces ould be 
reduced using water je ts  directed ahead o f the b it .  In addition , 
previous experiments had shown that temperatures generated in the 
b it  during the cutting process were reduced considerably with water
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j e t s  directed towards the b i t ,  (Section 3 .1 ). ThereJore th is  
approach, using high pressure water je ts  to a s s is t  the cutting  
operation, was considered as holding the most pr muse for the 
deveiopment o f a system to reduce the force acting  on the h it ind 
to  improve the ovena 11 l i f e  o f the b it .  Consequently, further 
experiments were conducted.
In order to  obtain a nvaxinum tran sfer o f energy from the je ts  
to  the rock, 'coherent’ water je ts  were employed. Parameters re la tin g  
to  the water j at which were assumed to  he relevant to the decrease in 
the b it  force values were : the pressure of the water j e t s ,  the 
point o f impingement o f  the water j e t s ,  and the number o f je ts  
directed at the in terface between the rock and the b it . TTier e 
parameters were investigated  system atically  < 'ring th is  experimental 
in v estig a tio n .
A 1 of these experiments were carried out using 35 mm thick b its  
with a wearflat widtn o f 6 rrm. The use o f th ick er , 25 nm blades in  
cc.jjunc ion with these b its  made i t  p ossib le  to in sert a pipe along 
the .length of the blade in order to supply water to  the rock ahead o f  
the b i t ,  w 'licu t weakening the blade severely . A constant water flow  
rate > hruugh tre  nozzles o f 0,67 Z/ see was used for these t e s t s .  Thii 
was nc t *reated as a variable during these experiments since the 
constraints o f  the underground mining s itu a tio n  lim ited the volume 
o f water that i t  i s  practicable to  supply to  a stope. Therefore, the 
water . tiw rate was chosen to  conform with th is  requirement.
Another parameter which was not investigated  during th is  te st  
se r ie s  was the distance between the nozzle o r if ic e  and the rock.
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Prev ious experiments conducted by Leach and Walker (1966), had shown 
that he pressure behind a nozzle could be applied to  a target one 
hundiod nozzle diametcre«*wny witliout f»re»it Loese . Cot 
the ■ -periments conducted during th is  te s t  programme, at a l l  times 
had trie nozzles positioned c lo ser  than one hundred nozzle diameters 
from :he point o f  impingement o f  the je ts .
Tie design o f nozzle used to  form 1 coherent1 water je ts  i s
illu s tr a te d  in Figure '>0. In cro ss-sectio n  the nozzle had a con- '
vergert section  with a sma1l  included a>gle, followed by a short 
para' 12.1 o r if ic e  sec tio n . Previous workers (Nikonov and Shavlovskii 
1961), 'Leach at id Walker 1966), have shown, th is  to  be the optimum 
nozzle geometry for generating 1 coherent’ water j e ts .  The nozzles 
used for these experiments were screwed in to  a cy lin d rica l chamber
i;
which was brazed onto the end o f the pipe inserted in the blade,
(Figure 61). Therefore, the impingement point of the water je ts  
r e la t iv e  to the b it  was controlled  by varying the p osition  of the 
nozzle holes in the cy lin d rica l chamber.
6 .4 .1  Effort o f wat;r je t  pressure 
Experiments were conducted to in vestigate  the influence o f the
I
pressure o f the water je ts  on th< b it  forces. EViring these t e s t s  the 
je ts  v/ere directed past the outside o f the com ers of the tungsten 
carbide b it  in serts  to  impinge at the interface between the rock and 
the b i t ,  ( Figum 62a). This point o f  impingement of the je ts  re la tiv e  
to  the b it  was based on the findings by Ricmann (1974), re la tin g  to the 
mecha ism of fracture o f strong rocks us in,', drag b its .  Rierann claimed 
that •he leading face o f the b it  generally  was not i t  conta t  with 
the r  :k during the cu tting  operation, (Section 2 .2 . ). This implies
I
d = nozzle diameter
(a) Section through nozz le
Fitrur® 60 : Nozzle usedttir cohei’ent water je ts .
FIGURE 61. Method o f mounting nozzles in the blad> . White markers have been inserted _ 
in to the n to  indicate the position  o f the water je ts  r e la tiv e  to the b it,
(a)
J Z
h i
Two jets directed along leading face of the  
tun gsten  carbide inserts,  outs ide  the corners  
of the  inserts.
(b)
= 1
Two jets directed 2mm a h e a d  of the tungsten  
carbide inserts, inside the corners of the  
inser ts .
( 0
Two jets directed 10mm a h e a d  of the tu n g s te n  
carbide inserts ,  ins ide  the co rn er s  of the  
in ser ts .
(d)
\
I I
Single  jet directed 2mm a h e a d  of the tun gsten  
carbide inserts, in the centre of the inser ts .
i l i A ' 6.' : Diagram il lu s tr a t in g  the lif ie r e n t poritions o f  1 he
water je ts  r e la tiv e  to the b i t .
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that rock fracture is  in it ia te d  underneath the b it  w earflat which is  
equivalent to  the fracture mechanism employed by a flat-bottom ed  
indentor. I t  can be shown both mathematically and, by the use of  
p h otoelastic  techniques, experimentally (Frocht, I'J^S), that severe 
s tre ss  concentrations are induced in an e la s t ic  m aterial underneath 
the com en  o f a r ig id  punch, (Section 7 .4 ) . Therefore the water 
je ts  were directed towards the corners o f the bit to attack the areas 
o f  high s tr e s s .
Measurements o f  the b it  forces were recorded when water jo ts , 
with th is  nozzle configuration, were directed towards the bit it 
pressures o f both SO MPa and 10 MPa.
A comparison was made between components o f b it  cutting forces 
and b t penetrating fo rces , both with and without the assistance o f  
50 MPa water j e t s ,  (Figures 63 to  66). Figure 63 shows that the mean 
peak cutting force at 10,5 run depth of cut with these je ts  directed  
towards the b i t ,  was approximately the same as the mean pea) cutting  
force at 4 ,5  mm depth o f cut when no je ts  were used. The values
o f  the mean cutting force were alsr -ceased by a sim ilar amount when 
the water je ts  were used, (Figure ). The b it  penetrating force 
was reduced to a greater extent than the b it  cu tting  force by the use 
o f  these water j e ts .  With these je ts  directed immediately ahead of 
the b i t ,  values o f  the b it  penetrating force which were measured at 
j-0,5  mm depth o f  cu t, were about the same as those measured at 2 mm 
depth o f  cut when no water je t s  Were used. (Figures 65 and 66).
The resu lts  o f the second se r ie s  o f cu ts , which were carried out 
with the same nozzle configuration but with the pressure reduced to
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10 MPa, are presented in  Figures 67 to  70. The mean peak cutting  
force was halved when thesv je ts  were used, so that the maximum depth 
o f cut doubled from 4,5 mm using no water j e t s ,  to 9 rrcn, ( Figure 67). 
The mean cutting xorco was reducecj s ig n if ic a n tly  a lso  (Figure 68), 
but ot as e f fe c t iv e ly  as when the 50 MPa je ts  were used, (Figure 64).  
Values c f  both the mean peak and the me. m b it  penetrating force were 
somewhat decreased by the use o f the 10 MPa j e t s ,  (Figures 69 and 70). 
The reduction o f  th is  component o f b it  force was not nearly as marked 
as was observed when the 50 MPa water je ts  were used, (Figures 65 and 
66).
Therefore the b it  cu ttin g  force was decreased markedly when water 
je ts  were used to  a s s is t  the cu tting  operation and the reduction of 
th is  force component was not influenced by the pressure o f the 
watei j e t s .  On the other hand, the b it  penetrating force was 
reduced dramatically only when tne higher pressure je ts  w e r e  used.
6•u•2 E ffect o f d irection  of the v.’nter Jets r e la tiv e  t o
the com ers o f the tungsten carbide b it  in serts
In order to  determine the importance o f the d irection  o f the 
water je ts  re la tiv e  to  the b i t , an experiment was carried out with 
the nozzles aimed such that the je ts  struck the rock face approx­
imately 2 im ahead o f  the leading edge o f  the b it  in ser ts . The 
included angle between the two jd ts  was such that the je ts  struck 
the rock inside the com ers of the tungsten carbide b it  in se r t ,
( i igure 62b). Bit force measurements were recorded using water je ts  
at a pressure o f 10 MPa. These resu lts  were compared with b it  force 
measu ements using water je ts  at the same pressure directed outside
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the com ers o f  the tungsten carbide in ser ts , (Section 6 .4 .1 ) .
Measurements o f the components o f the b it  force which were made 
during these t e s t s  are p lotted  against depth o f cut in  Fig,ires 71 to  
74. These graphs show that only a small d ifference in the b it cu tting  
force values was observed between two nozzle configurations, (Figures 
62a and 62b). The b it  penetrating force values were con sisten tly  
lower with the je ts  directed in s -" de t ;-e_ com ers o f the b it  in serts  
in  the path of the b it  wearflat (Figures 73 and 74).
A further t e s t  was conducted to  ascertain  whether the p osition  
o f  the je t  r e la tiv e  to the com ers o f che b it  could a ffe c t  the s id e  
force acting on the b it .  The nozzles were ncunted to  d irect the je ts  
outside the com ers o f the tungsten carbide in se r ts , (Figure 62a).
The upper nozzle was blocked so that only one j e t , that which was 
directed towards the corner o f the lower tungsten carbide b it in s e r t , 
was used. The pressure of th is  je t  was 50 MPa and the flow rate o f  
the je t  was about 0,33 I / s e c .  Twenty cuts were made with the depth 
o f  cut a constant a t 6 mm. The v ertica l force on the b it  was measured 
during the cutting operation and following these te s t s  the condition  
o f  the b it  was examined. This experiment demonstrated e f fe c t iv e ly  
the pronounced e f fe c t  o f the water je ts  on the cu tting  a b ility  o f  the 
drag b it< . No marked d ifference to the v er tica l component of b it  
force was measured comparing the resu lts  o f th is  t e s t  using one je t  
only and the experiment at the same pressure with two je ts  directed  
outside the com ers of the b it  in se r ts , Section 6 .4 .1 . However, 
examination o f the b it  following th is  te s t  with the s in g le  jet showed 
that the tungsten carbide in se r t , which did not have the water je t  
directed towards i t ,  had been fractured and p la s t ic  flow o f the
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in s,'v1 nu1 ^  l'unvd dt tht' insert com er, ( figure 76). In < m trast
^  the bottom tur,gster, carbide innr-l- taken
place.
Hiin experiment pmvick*] dr-amti ic  evidence demonstrating the
mo lif im tio n  to  the utti,%  action  o f the b it us a m ou lt of the unc
o f  high pressure water jet: . Th, w a r  on the s te e l  body of the b it
when a Single j e t  was dire, vd Ait i d e  thi corner o f the lower
tungsten c.trbide in: ert t t-k  p ic o n the upper face o f  the ite e l
oncv. n .e  low,-r n tee . f a *  slewed no wen: , i fact the paint on trus
face was unscnatchcd, (Figure 76/.
explanation o f  th is  phenomenon is  shown in an exaggerated
diagramatic form in Figure 77. A ring], w„t( ie t  d i r e c d  :ts. ie
the om er of the lower tungsten carbide b:« , „  r t c u s e d  the upw, ,
vertica l force acting on the b it  to be reduced. Therefore, in e f f ,  .
a downward component o f v er tica l force was applied ro the b it . Thi.
cause! the blade to  bend downwards and the upper surface the b it
to  rub along the upper surface o f the s lo t ,  (Figure 7 7 ) .  This would
explain not only the marked wear pattern on the t e d  b it  but a lso  why
no increase in the downward v er tica l b it  force was cbeerved. The metho
measuring the force acting  on the b it  wa: by measuring tne n ,*  tiun
forces o f the b it  on the rock, (Section 4.1). with this experiment th,
e f fe c t iv e  downward v er tica l force applied tc th- tunp ten carbide
bit insert.s, (VI in Figure 77) was reacted by <r upward vut ic,i i
from the s te e l  b it  body, (V2 in Figure 7 7 ) ,  within t ■ r. > m  .
Consequently no s ig n ifica n t change in the vertiv e h it for w, 
measured.
FIGURE 75. Photograph showing damage to  a  tungsten carbide
b it  in sert when water je t  was not directed towards 
the insert during the cu ttin g  operation.
JRE 76.
photograph s^ w ir*  * a r  of s te e l  h it  body ^  a water je t  was not u se ,.
FIGURE 76. Photograph showing wear of s te e l  b it body when a water je t  was not used.
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Examination o f the .o jk  r'?h wan cut dur'inR th is rxpcrinrr.t 
uui.ig only i sit.g l wu'cr j. t to  a: the diwg b it  •]«• , n: i rated
tin t  the pr« lie  to  downward carve o f ttx ulol during "tie cut 
(Fig.ire 77), d ia v u .
Ttr; fracturing of the upixir ; unguteri ■ irfi i' irv.crt dui"":ig th i: 
test was attributed  to overloading white cu ttin g , ’ r was :;h- wn 
previously (Section 6 .4 .1 ) , that the maximum depth of cut p ibi, 
in norite for a given availabli machine force i f afxxit 150 kN, w
4,5 mm. With a s in g le  water je t  the b it foi <. was reducea so th  t 
the depth o f cut was increased to t mm. However, since th i je t  wa: 
p referantia l ly  orientated towards tht 1 wer tungsten carbide bi* 
in ser t, a higher force was applied t th<; upper l it insert wfiicfi 
caused i t  to  fracture. Thus th is  experiment dem.mrtrvitu i t in t  bit-, 
of th is  design were operating c lo se  to  the lim it f thcii strength 
at 150 kM cu ttin g  force. The p la s t ic  flow o f the tungsten carbide at 
the com ers o f tne b it  ipper in sert showed that a water jem with a 
flow rate o f 0,33 4 /sec  which was not applied d ir e c t ly  into the 
in sert was in su ffic ien t to  cool the tungsten carbide adequately 
during the cu ttin g  operation.
This experiment was repeated cutting a seco;d lot in the inc 
block o f rock with the bottom nor.kle blocked and -nlv tht top jet 
operating. Result:; o f a sim ilar nature were of 'a ired , idem  
damage t o  the b it  was observed, only th is  time to the lower t . t- ,t. . 
carbide in ser t . Wear took place only on the lower fa c  of the ..te- i 
b it  body. The s lo t  in the rock was observed to uiv- upward .
>:< vy >< . : <*-■ : . . t
I
It was concluded therefore that tlie p osition  o f the jet., r e la tiv e  
to  the b it  corners influenced s i^ iif ic a n t ly  t i e  side forces act in,, 
on f-hu b :t . 1 hi:* was ot ojnjwtance at the underground te st  s i t e  
where one of the ob jectives was to cut up against the stope i. viging- 
w all, (Section 3 .1 ).
6 . . 3  Point ot impin/.an^nt of the j e t s
It was observed during the t e s t  progranme that the water j e t s ,  at 
the pressures used for th  sc experiments, did no v is ib le  damage to  the 
r o c k  when traversed across the ro« k face without a b it .  Although the 
meckiniom o f cutting rock with high p ressi^  water je ts  i s  not w ell 
undei-stcxxj, empirical methods ivo kb wn hat in  order to  cause 
appreciable damage to the ro:.'k with continuous, non-cavitating water 
j e t s ,  the pressure o f the je ts  should exceed the uniaxial compres ivc 
ntrcngth o f  the rock, (Labus 1976). I t  i s  to  be expected therefore  
that uhe water je ts  at pressures o f 50 PiPa and le s s ,  would not cause 
damage to the norite rock used during the laboratory experiments, 
tin ce  the norite has a uniaxial compressive strength o f  ah ut 300 MPa.
I the dramatic reduction o f th* b it  forces when these r e la t iv e ly  low 
pi assure water je weix* diixicttvl ahead of the b it was not attributable 
to  preweakening o f the rock by the j e t s ,  th is  must have been caused 
by an in teraction  between the je ts  and the fractured zone of rock 
adjacent to  the b it .  In order to  discover the extent c f  th< area 
ahead o f the b it  where the je ts  were e f fe c t iv e  in  reducing the b it  
fo rces , an experiment was conducted with two jet d in  'te  ; 10 un 
ahead o f the leading edge o f  the b it ,  (Figure h2c). The 
je ts  were directed onto the rock In the path o f the w a r  f la t  the  
b it  in ser t. The pressure o f the water ju ts for t h i s  te s t  was I 1 MPa.
— til  —
Measurements o f the components o f the b it  force wire recorded 
during th is  t e s t  with water je ts  d irected onto the rock race. Ihene 
are p lo tte d  together with force measurements mad*- in the s.ame block 
o f rock without using water j e t s ,  (Figures '3 to  81).  A d i f f e r e n t , 
block o f norite with a somewhat higher u e -..ixial compressive strength , 
was used for these t e s t s ,  for thi s  reason the maximum depth of cut 
when no w ater je t s  were used was founi to  be reduced from t, mm, 
which had been the typ ica l maxtmum depth of cut in ether ru i i 1* 
b locks, to  3 trn, (Figure 78).  These re su lts  show tnat maximum :■ pth 
o f cu t was increased to 4 ,5  rrm as a resu lt o f  a r e la t iv e ly  snriil 
reduction  in  the values of the b it  cu ttin g  force when the water je ts  
were used to  r s s i s t  the cu ttin g  operation, (Figures '8 and / *). Tne 
b i t  p en e tra tin g  force was reduced a ls i (liguref 80 and 81), although 
not to  the same extent as when the j e t s  were positioned c lo ser  to 
the  lead ing  edge o f the b i t ,  (Figure: hi and /(>).
An experiment was conducted ti ascertain  whether the optimum 
p o s itio n  o f the  w ater je ts  was adjacent to  the b it  corners. A sin g le  
w ater j e t  w ith a flow the  same as the combined flow from the two je ts  
used fo r  the  previous t e s t s ,  0,67 £ /se r , was d irected  at a pressure 
o f 50 MFa towards the rock face along the centre o f the b it in se r ts .  
The j e t  was d ire c te d  2 nrn ahead ol the leading edge o f the in se r ts ,  
(Figure 6?d). The force measurements obtained during th is  experiment 
were compared w ith  the measurements o f b it forces when t wd water je ts  
were d ire c te d , a ls o  a t  50 MPa pressure, towards the corners < i he 
carbide in s e r ts .
The r e s u l ts  o f  th is  experiment a re  p resented  g rap h ica lly  in  
Figures 82 to  85. The b i t  c u ttin g  force  was shown to  be reduced
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tqnally  w ell with both je ts  configuration: , T ig t^ e  ; 82 ,y: 1 83). 
However, the b it  penetrating force which was decreased s ig n if ic a n tly  
with the je ts  directed towar’dc the b it corners, was not much affected  
with a s in g le  je t  directed along, the centre o f  the tungsten carbide 
b it  in ser ts , (Figures 84 and 85).
Therefore the forces acting on the b it  wore found to be part­
icu la r ly  sen s it iv e  to  the point o f impingement o f  the water j e t s .
The most important resu lt showed th a t, in. order to be e f fe c t iv e  in 
reducing the b it  force , the je ts  should tx d irected  as c lo se  as 
possib le to  the leading edge o f the b it .  The most s ig n ifica n t  
reduction of the b it  force occurred when two je ts  were directed  
towards the corners o f the tungsten carbide b it  in serts  at tlie 
in terface between the b it and the rock. The exact position ing o f  
tht -e je ts  r e la tiv e  to  the b it corner vwr. .Ivwn to  if feet the 
d ifferen t corponents o f the b it forces s ig n if ic a n tly . With the 
je ts  directed outcide the b it  coiners the v e r tica l component of  
the b it  force was reduced, wh-^reas with the je la  directed in sid e  
these com ers the b it  penetrating for»:e was decreas'd.
6.6 Testing water je ts  a t the underground s it e
Five o f  the rockcutting machines at the Doomfontnin tr ia l  s i t e  
were f it te d  wi^h the necessary equipment to  d irect high pressure 
water je ts  ahead o f the b it  during the cutting operation. The 
nozzle configuration chosen for these te s ts  used two jet . in -n  •: 
imnediately ahead o f  the b i t ,  towards the b it  corners. Th w iter  
pressure was adjusted to 40 MPa and the water flow rate through the 
nozzles was 0,67 I / s e c .
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Detailed observations were made in order to  a ssess  how the use of 
these water je ts  influenced the cutting operation in the d ifferen t  
rock conditions.
The maximum depth of cut without water je ts  was ty p ica lly  7 nm to  
3 mm cu ttin g  r e la t iv e ly  unfractured quartzite at the Doomfontein te s t  
s i t e .  When water je ts  were d irected towards the b it  th is  was increased 
to  between 10 mm arid 15 rmi. In h igh ly -stressed , fractured ground the 
maximum depth of cut without water je ts  was between 8 rim and 10 mm 
which was increased to  more than 40 mm when the water je ts  were used. 
Tnus an average f iv e fo ld  gain in depth of cut anc therefore in  the 
.instantaneous cu ttin g  ra te , was achieved with the assistan ce  of high 
pressure water je t s  during the underground te s t s .
Excessive f le c tio n  of the blade caused by the high v ertica l  
force acting  on the b i t , which normally prevented s lo t s  from being cut 
up a g iin st the stope hangingwall, was shown to  be greatly  reduced when 
high pressure water je ts  directed towards the b it  com ers were used to  
a s s is t  th rutting operation. TT. application  of these je ts  made i t  
,> jss io le  to  e sta b lish  a mining system whereby the machines were always 
se t up to  cut in the stope face against the hangingwall, thus achieving  
a s ig n ifica n t mining advantage, (Section 3 .1 ).
The tendency for the uppermost tungsten carbide in sert o f the b it  
to  shatter when a s lo t  was cut up against the hangingwall was found to  
be greatly  a ffected  by the p osition  o f the water je t  re la tiv e  to  the 
corner o f the b it  in se r t . Laboratory t e s t s  had shown that the b it  
side force was influenced by the p osition  o f the je t  re la tiv e  t< the 
b it  corner (Section 6 .4 .2 ) ,  and the underground experiments confirmed
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th is  re su lt . A t e s t  was carried out using s ix ty  b its  to cut up 
against the stope hangingwall. Thirty o f  these b its  had je ts  
directed outside the com ers o f  the tungsten carbide b it  in serts  
( illu s tr a te d  in Figure 62a), .and the remaining th ir ty  b its  had the 
je t s  directed inside the com ers o f the b it  in se r ts , (Figure 62b). 
Twenty three o f the b its  with the je ts  d irected inside the in nt 
com ers were removed from the machine with the top tungsten carbide 
in sert shattered , a fte r  cu tting  an average o f only 3,8 centares. In 
con trast, only fiv e  o f  the b its  with the j e t s  d irected outside the 
in sert com ers were removed from the machine with damaged tungsten 
carbi ie in se r t , the remaining twenty f iv e  were discarded because o f  
wear o f  the in ser ts . The average l i f e  o f  these b its  was 6,4 centares 
per b it .
The more d i f f ic u l t  rock conditions when cu tting  up against the 
hang- \gw all, caused the average l i f e  o f the b its  to  be reduced from 
11,£ "entares (Table 7 ) , to  6,4 centare j. Nevertheless the mining 
system was changed so that the machines were set up always to  cut 
against the hangingwall. Using th is  system i t  was shown that the 
e ffo r t required for secondary breaking was halved and, as a r e su lt ,  
two men p^r machine panel were no longer needed in the stope. In 
addition to  th is  substantial improvement in  labour productivity, 
the smooth cut hangingwall created safer working conditions in the 
stope. These substantia l advantages ju s t if ie d  the higher cost o f  
the b its .
The wear and fa ilu re  pattern o f che b it s  used for  the te s ts  
underground a lso  changed markedly when water je ts  were usee. With no 
water je ts  tlie majority o f  the h its  were removed from service because 
o f  fa ilu re  of the braze jo in t or fracture o f  the tungsten carbide
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in se r ts , (Section 6 .2 ) .  The mechanism causing these fa ilu re s  was 
in it ia te d  both by a high rate o f heat transfer to  the b it causing 
them e 1 deterioration  o f  the braze jo in t tnd the tungsten carbide 
(Section 6 .1 ) ,  and by excess loading which caused shattering o f the 
tungsten carbide during the cut. The appreciable cooling e f fe c t  o f  
the water j e t s , combined with the reduced b it  forces decreased the 
b it braze and b it  in ser t fa ilu re s  to  the extent that the b its  were 
ultim ately  discarded because o f excessive wear o f the tungsten 
carbide in se r ts .
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CHAPTTR 7
7. INVESTIGATION OF THE MKTHANISM OF FAILURE OF HARD ROCK,
USING DRAG BITS ASSISTED BY WATER JET:;
The reductions in the h it  fon  es t -ought .about when high pressure 
water je ts  were d irected  ahead ot a drag b it  were greater than had 
been expected in the lig h t o f e x is t in g  knowledge that water je ts  by 
themselves in the pressure range at which these experiments were 
conducted, would not cause damage to the rock (Labus, l cJ/6).  Also, 
the e f fe c t  was much greater than could be anticipated  from improvements 
derived only as a resu lt of b etter  cooling of the b i t ,o r  better  
lubrication  between the b it  and the nock.
In orxier to  in vestiga te  th is  phenomenon, work was directed towards
e s ta b lish in g .d e ta ils  o f the in teraction  between the wafer jet:; and the
rock adjacent to the b i t .  An in terestin g  aspect of th is  reduction in
the b it forces was tliat the b it  penetrating force was more se n s it iv e  to
a change in  the parameters re la tin g  to  the water j e t s ,  such as pressure
or the p osition  o f  the je ts  r e la tiv e  to the b i t .  than was the b it  cut-
' ,
t ing force , (Chapter 6). An explanation of th is  behaviour was sought 
during these in v estig a tio n s.
7.1 The mechanism of fracture ol strong, nock using a drag bit 
with no water j e ts
In order to  understand how water je ts  a s s is t  a drag b it when cut­
tin g  in hard rock, i t  i s  necessary to  examine the mechanism of rock 
fracture caused by a drag b it  without water j e t s .
Riemann (1974), proposed that a drag b it  cu tting  in strong rock 
a cts  in a sim ilar fashion to  a f la t  indentor moving through ' he rock.
He suggested that the rock spoiled  ahead o f the leading face of the 
b it  and that th is  leading face therefore did not a f fec t  the rock 
breaking process, (Chapter 2). This theory i s  supported by experiments 
conducted by Cook (1973), in which the d irection  of the resu ltant 
force acting on the b it  during the cut was measured. I f ,  during cut­
t in g , the leading face o f the b it  was in  continuous contact with the 
rock, or i f  th is  leading face was never in contact with the rock, then 
the d irection  o f the resu ltant force would be expected to  remain 
constant. However, i f  rock chips were formed ahead o f the b it  by indent­
ing the rock surface with the b it  wear f la t  and th1- forward motion o f  
the b it  frequently caused the leading face o f  the b it to  impact against 
the rock, then large variations in  the d irection  o f the resu ltant force  
would be expected. Cook found that the d irection  o f th is  force 
remained constant. He concluded th erefore, that the rock was net 
broken as a resu lt o f  the leading face o f  the b it  impacting against the 
rock.
I.vidence has been c o lle c te d , during work carried out for th is  
th e s i ;, which supports the argument that the leading face of the b it  
i s  no" in contact with the rock during the cutting process. A se r ie s  
of high-speed film s was made o f  a b it  cu ttin g  in a block o f Witwaters- 
rand quartzite in order to study, in a slow motion, the method o f  
fracture o f the rock adjacent to  the b i t .  These f ilm s, which were 
taken at 3 000 frames a second using a revolving-prism  type camera 
(Figure 86),  showed that in i t ia l  fracture was caused by indentation  
o f  the rock by the b it  wearflat which produced a minor explosion
FIGURE 86 : High-spe^d (met
o f  the rock. A rock chip was formed ahead o f  the b it  and th is  was 
observed to  rotate w hilst being ejected  at a high ve o c ity  in  the 
cu ttin g  d irection . A fter the formation of the rock chip a large 
volume o f crushed, powdered rock was v is ib le  ahead o f the leading face  
o f  the b it .  This powdered rock covered the bottom o f the s lo t  that 
was being cu t, and became trapped under the b it  wearflat as the b it  
advanced through the rock. This process o f  discontinuous chip  
formation, which i s  illu s tr a te d  diagrammatically in Figure 87, 
continued along the length o f the cut.
The p la s t ic  deformation o f the tungsten carbide b it  in serts  
during the cu ttin g  operation, described in  Section 3 .2 .1 , provided a 
further indication that the leading face of the b it  did not a ffec t  
the rock breaking process. The p la s t ic  flow of these in serts  
occurred in the d irection  ahead o f the leading face o f the b it .  I f  
th is  -eadmg face had been used as a cu tting  surface, i t  would not 
have been possib le for p la s t ic  deformation o f the tungsten carbide 
to  occur by flowing ahead o f the b it .  I t  was concluded therefore that 
the leading face o f the b it  was not in contact with the rock during 
the cu ttin g  operation.
As a consequence o f the apparent validation  by thest experiments 
of the theory that the medianism o f rock breakage using a r r to  
cut strong ^ock is  s im ilar to  thut o f an indentor, i t  is  possiL u o 
apply two valuable techniques which can oe used to  study the fracture 
o f  rock adjacent to an indentor. F ir s t ly , i t  should be p ossib le  to  
sim ulate the rock breaking process by a se r ie s  o f q u a s i-s ta tic  indent­
ation  t e s t s ,  using a press to indent the b it  against the rook surface. 
Secondly, the s tresses  generated within an e la s t ic  medium when a punch
Penetrating force
Cutting force
Rock powder
Rock chip rotates about 
point A which initiates spinning
a) A rock chip forms in front o f the leading face of the b it  with a minor
■ .
i s  ejected  in  tht d irection  o f  the applied cu tting  force , rotating about 
point A.
Direction of cutting
Powdered rock loose,not compacted 
up against rock ir front of bit.
Powdered rock trapped underneath  
bit wearflat.
b) As the b it  advances through the r  ek, powdered rock ir trapjed undeitie .th 
the w earflat.
c) CycJe i s  then repeated ,.nd another chip forms ahead of the leading face 
o f the b it .
FIGURE 87 : Diagramstic representation o f discontinuous chip 
formation during the cu ttin g  process.
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i s  used to  indent the surface o f the medium, can be calcu lated.
This problem was analysed o r ig in a lly  by Bousinesque in a se r ie s  Oi 
papers (Comptes Rendus 1878-1883), and more recently  by Hun ing and 
Sneddon (1945). The r e su lts  of such analysis can be compared with 
the known stresse s  and fracture patterns in rock fa ilu re .
7.2 Indentation t e s t s  - using a drag b it  to indent a rock
surface
The ob jectives o f these experiments were f ir s t ly  to  find out 
whether the rock chip that was formed when a q u a si-s ta tic  indentation  
force was applied to  a rock specimen,using a drag b it as the indentor, 
resembled the rock chips that were formed during the cutting operation. 
I t  was considered that i f  rock chips o f a sim ilar geometry could be 
produced by these two d ifferen t methods then th is  would be a strong 
indication  that rock fracture during the cu ttin g  process could be 
simulated, in  a controlled  fashion, by conducting a su ite  o f indent­
ation te s t s .
I f  th is  f ir s t  ob jective  was achieveu, a technique was to be develop­
ed to  enable the fractured rock zone '-n the v ic in ity  o f the b it  to  be
studied with d ifferen t applied indentation forces. In addition a shear 
force , equivalent to  the b it  cu ttin g  force, was to be superimposed on 
the normal force in  a q u a si-s ta tic  t e s t .  The influence o f these 
combined forces on the rock breaking process to be observed.
A s t i f f ,  2 MN compression te s t in g  machine (Figure 88),waj used as 
the press for applying known loads to  the rock specimens throughout 
th is  t e s t  s e r ie s . This ' ig id  te s t in g  machine was used in  order to
FIGURE 88 : S t i f f  compression test ing machine.
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measure accurately the force required to cause the specimen to  f a i l  
and a lso  to  enable the p cst-fa ilu r e  ch a ra cter istics  o f the rock to  be 
.Ludied. A d eta iled  description  o f th is  machine is  given in a paper 
/ Hoiem, e t a l (1975).
Cylindrical rock specimens, approximately 100 mm in diameter and 
100 rm in  length , were prepared. These were encased in a s te e l  ring  
that was shrunk onto the specimens in order to  confine the rock to  
prevent i t  from s p lit t in g  when the load was applied. Samples o f both 
quartzite and norite were prepared in th ic  way.
The procedure, followed was to  place the rock on a fixed platen in 
the r ig id -te s t in g  machine, with the b it  inserted between the machine 
loading piston and the rock surface, (Figure 89). The b it  was mounted 
in the machine with the en tire  b it  wearflat in contact with the rock. 
Force was applied to  the rock specimen using a fixed  rate o f  d isp lace­
ment o f  tne machine loading piston o f 1,25 x 10~ nm/sec. Curves of 
the applied force against penetration o f the b it  wet>e plotted  con­
tinuously during the loading operation using the instrumentation 
b u ilt  in to  the te st in g  machine, (Hojem, et a l , 1975).
7 .2 .1  Rock chips form " by an indentation force applied  
normal to the mck surface
Eight rock samples, four o f  n orite and four ol a strong, i l i o  us 
q u artz ite , were prepared. An indentation force was applieu t th 1 A 
using the r ig id  te st in g  machine, u n til a rock chip was form d adjacent 
to  the b i t ,  (Figure 90).
Bit
Machine loading 
piston
Rock specimen
Base platen of 
testing machine
FToURE 89 : Method of mounting the bit and the rxx:k in the
testin g  machine for indentation experiments.
Tungsten carbide 
bit insert
Leading face of 
the bit.
Crushed zone
Crack forming the
rock chip a h e a d  of 
the bit.
FtGURK 10 : Diu%r im illu s tr a tin g  f aTnaii' n of a rock chip during indentation t e s t s .
XTungsten carbide 
bit insert
Leading face of 
the bit. Steel bit body
Crushed zone  
of rockCrack forming the 
rock chip a h e a d  of 
the bit.
FIGURE 90 : D i.iy .on illu s tr a tin g  formation ol <1 rock chip during indentation te s t s .
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It can be shown th eo re tica lly  that when a r ig id  punch i s  applied 
to  an e la s t ic  medium, s tr e ss  concentrations are induced in the e la s t ic  
medium beneath the corners o f  the punch, (Section 7 .4 ) .  This was 
supported by observations made during these compression te s t s  with 
both the norite and the q uartzite specimens. Small rock chips about 
2 ™  in diameter and 0 ,5  mm th ick , were observed to  form next to  the 
com ers o f  the b it  when che force applied was between 100 kN and 
150 kN. This load was increased up to  a point where a major rock 
chip was formed immediately ahead o f  the leading face o f  the b it .
No other damage to  the specimen in the form o f  cracking, other than 
th is  minor chipping in  the v ic in ity  o f the b it  corners, was v is ib le  
u n til th is  major chip was formed. This large chip in front o f  the 
b it  extended across the fu ll  35 mn thickness of the b i t ,  and for some 
10 mm to  15 mm ahead o f  the b it .  The force inquired to  form th is  
rock ch ip , in both the norite and the qu artzite  specimens, was 
between 250 kN and 350 kN. Examples o f curves showing the applied 
load p lotted  against b it  penetration for the n orite  and quartzite  
samples are given in  Figures 91 and 92 respecti-vely.
Rock chips would be expected to form symmetrically on e ith er  
sid e  o f a flat-bottomed rectangular punch which was pressed against 
a f la t  rock surface. However, with a l l  o f  the specimens tested during 
th is  experimental programme, the large rock chips were formed always 
on one sid e o f  the b i t ,  ahead o f  the leading face. The reason for  
th is  p referen tia l cracking ahead o f the b it  i s  given by the 
asymmetrical b it  geometry. The s te e l b it  body behind the rear face 
o f the tungsten carbide insert was pressed against the rock during the 
indentation process. To support th is  argument, i t  was observed that 
J*int was transferred from the s te e l  b it  body to the rock surface in
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FIGURE 91 : Indentation f o r e  required  to  form a r  ck chip  in n o r i t e ,  plotted  against penetration o f  the b it .
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92 : Indentation force required to form r  k chip in q u artz itc , p lotted  against penetration
o f the h i t .
th is  region during these t e s t s .  Therefore, the s te e l  applied a 
confining force to th is  area o f the rock surface and inhibited the 
propagation o f cracks.
In order to estim ate the extent o f th is  p referen tia l cracking 
caused by the geometry o f the b i t ,  a t e s t  was carried o u t ,using a 
q uartzite specimen ,where the application  o f  the load was continued 
a fte r  the formation o f the lari rock chip ahead o f  the b it .  When 
the applied force reached ^50 kN, approximately one and a h a lf times 
the force required to  form i rock chip ahead o f the b i t ,  a major rock 
fracture occurred behind the b it .  The p lot o f  load against 
penetration for th is  t e s t  i s  given in Figure 93. A d iscussion  on 
the rock fracture in the v ic in ity  o f  the b it  is  given in Section 7.3.
Examination o f  the rock chips formed ahead o f the b it during 
these q u a s i-s ta tic  indentation t e s t s ,  showed that geom etrically  
they resembled very c lo se ly  the rock chips that were formed during 
the cutting process, (Figure 94). From th is  resu lt i t  was concluded 
that q u a si-s ta tic  indentation te s t s  could be used to  study the process 
o f rock fracture during the .utting  operation.
7.2.2  Indentation te s ts  with i shear force superimposed 
between the b it  and tin rock
\
The most apparent d ifference in re su lts  between the indentation  
t e s t s  (Section 7 .2 .1 ) ,and the cu tting  experiments (Chapter ) .in  terms 
o f  the rock breaking process, was that during the indentation te s t s  
much higher values o f the normal, or penetrating, force were required 
to  break the rock. Typical penetrating force values when cu ttin g  in
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FIGURE 94 : Geometric s im ila r ity  betwe- n T>c! chips formed during the cutting
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norite with a 35 mm th ick  drag b it  were 100 kN to  250 kKl. Results 
from the indentation t e s t s ,  using a h it  o f  the same design as an 
indentor, showed that in order to fonn a large rock chip in q uartzite  
ahead o f  the leading face o f the b it a force of between 250 kN and 
350 kN was required and in norite a higher .force o f  400 kN to  500 kN 
was needed.
In order to  account for th is  d ifference in iorce values i t  is  
necessary to  examine d ifferen ces between the cutting operation and the 
q u a si-sta tic  indentation experiments. Two major factors which a ffe c t  
the force required to break the rock and which were not simulated by 
these indentation te s ts  are, the absence o f the shear force component, 
which is  equivalent to  the b it  cu ttin g  fo rce , and a lso  thf lack o f  
impacting by the b it  against the rock. This impacting normally is  
introduced during the cu tting  process by compliance o f the hydraulic 
drive to  the rockcutting nuchine, (Section o . 3. 3).
In an attempt to  simulate one o f these fa c to r s , apparatus was 
constructed which enabled a shear force to  be applied between the b it  
and the rock during an indentation t e s t .  This apparatus comprised a 
b i t ,  mounted in sid e a right-angled frame which was positioned inside 
the te s t in g  machine, ( Figure 95). The bit  was applied normal to  the
rock surface in  the usual manner, with the b it  w earflat in contact
with the rock. A s te e l  ring was f it t e d  over the rock specimen and, 
attached to  th is  ring was a thi'eaded bar which passed through tre
frame containing the b i t ,  (Figure 95). A 300 kN cen tre-h ole,
hydraulic jack was mounted onto the threaded bar and held with i 
retain ing nut. This jack, was arranged to  bear again: t the r igh t-  
angled frame so that when pressure wa, applied to  the jack, the
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te n s ile  force which was induced in the threaded bar was reacted by 
th is  Therefore, when a nonrul force wa:'; acting on the b it
and the jack was pressurized , a shear force would be applied to  the 
rock by the b i t ,  (Figure 95).
In order to ensur'e that a couple was not generated between the 
b it  and the rock, the apparatus was arranged so that the s te e l  ring, 
by means o f which the ’p u lling  fo rce’ was applied to  the rock, was 
mounted at the top o f the rock specimen in the lin e  with the b it .
A lso, the rock specimen was mounted on a ’r o llin g  bed’ , which con­
s is ted  o f two f la t  p la tes  with small diameter ro lle r s  trapped between 
them. This prevented a fr ic t io n  force from causing the rock specimen 
to  t ip  up when pressure was applied to  the jack.
The experimental procedure followed was to  apply the force normal 
to  the rock surface .using the loading piston of the te s t in g  machine, 
in the usual manner, (Section 7 .2 .1 ) .  As th is  force was increased, the 
hydraulic jack was pressurized in a controlled  fashion using a hand 
pump, thereby applying a shear force to  the rock. This shear force  
was measured by monitoring the pressure in the jack and then using the 
ca lib ration  which had been made previously with th is  jack, (Section  
4 .2 .1 ) .  A d ia l indicator was placed against the rock specimen in order 
to  monitor accurately r e la tiv e  movement between the b it and the rock 
specimen. The shear force was applied using the wck u n til small 
movements o f the rock, le s s  than 2,5 x 10 ' mm. wrre observed to  take 
place. When th is  occurred, pressurization  o f the jack was stopped 
u n til the nonrul force , which was applied continuously, had increased. 
The shear force was applied in th is  discontinuous manner tc ensure tha , 
at any given time, the shear force on the rock was a maximum for a
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given normal force. The norma. and the shear forces were recorded 
u n til a large rock chip fomed ahead o f the b i t .
Four specimens o f n orite  were tested  in  th is  manner and the rock
chips that were formed were geom etrically s im ilar  to those produced
during the cu tting  operation. Measurements recorded during these
experiments showed that the force normal to  the rock surface which
was required to  form a rock chip ahead o f  the b it  varied between 250 kN
and 350 kN. This compared with values o f  380 kN to  450 kN of th is
component o f force , which had been measured when no shear force was
superimposed on the rock (Section 7 .2 .1 ) .  Typical maximum values of
the b it penetrating force which were measured during the cu tting
operation when water je t s  were not directed ahead o f the b i t ,  were
in the range 200 kN to  250 kN. These experiments showeo diat the
indentation force applied normal to  the rock surface which was
required to form a large rock ch ip , was only s l ig h t ly  higher than was
measured during the cu ttin g  operation. This discrepancy in  force
values between **e indentation te s t s  and the cu tting  t e s t s ,  probably
is  due to  impactir^ o f  the b it  'uring the cu ttin g  operation. I t was
shown previously that compliance o f  the hydraulic system introduced
vibration o f  the b it  i nich a ffected  the forces applied to the b i t ,  
(Section 6 .3 .3 ) .
Therefore, i t  was concluded that the mechanism o f rock fracture
wh^n a blunt design o f drag b it  i s  used to  cut strong rock, could be
studied by performing a su ite  o f  q u a si-s ta tic  indentation t e s t s ,  using
the b it  to  indent the rock surface and then subsequently examining the 
rock.
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7.3 The propagation o f  fracture in rock caused by a b it
indentin g  the rock surface vdth. the force applied nonrui 
to the surface
The ob jective  o f th is  experiment was to  study in d e ta il the mode 
of rock fracture caused by indentation,usi-.g a drag b it  applied normal 
to  the rock surface. I t  was anticipated that the resu lts  t-f these 
t e s t s  would .indicate how high pros jure water je ts  directed inmediately 
ahead o f  the b it  during the cu tting  operation, could a s s is t  the rock 
fract' 'ring process.
A su ite  oi indentation t e s t s  was carried out using specimens o f  
both norite and q u artzite . These specimens were made using the same 
core section s from which the rock samples fo r  the previous t e s t s  had 
been prepared, (Section 7 .2 .1 ) .  In order to  examine cracks as they 
developed in  the rock when the load was applied , the compression was 
stopped at predetenruned points along the curve of load against 
penetration, with specia l a tten tion  paid to  points immediately prior  
to  the pe^k o f th is  curve. The rock speciments were then sectioned  
with a diamond saw and the fractured zone adjacent to  the b it  was 
studied. A scanning electron  microscope was used to  obtain a large 
depth o f  f ie ld  in a magnified section  o f thL fractured region.
A section  througl one o f the quartzite specimens from the indent­
ation te s t s  (Figure )6),  shows that the rock immediately underneath 
the b it  wearf la t  was in ten sely  crushed to  a depth oi several m il l i ­
metres. The crack which ind icates the formation o f a major rock chip  
ahead o f  the leading edge o f the b i t ,  is  murked "A" in  Figure 96.
Other major cracks, marked "3"' and "C" in Figure 96 , extended from the
FIGURE 96 : Secti.cn through rock s p v c i j T K ' n ,  i l lu s tr a t in g  the position  of
chip re la tiv e  tc  the; b i t .
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crushed rock zone to  the sid es o f the specimen, (Figure 97). A 
cr^ck once in it ia te d  develops towards a free surface to form a rock 
chip. Therefore the prominence o f  the cracks marked "B" and "C" 
was attributed to  the lim ited s iz e  o f  the specimen. In a massive 
block o f rock the only ava ilab le  free surface would be the face in  
contact with the b it  wearflat and consequently, the crack marked "A" 
wculd be expected to  develop in preference to the crocks "B" and "C".
A more d eta iled  study of the propagation o f the crocks adjacent to  
the b it  was carried out using four rock specimens, two o f  norite and 
tvo of q u artzite . A b it  was used to  indent the rock surface and the 
applied load was removed at se lected  points along the curve o f  load 
plotted  against penetrotion. The graphs from these t e s t s  are given in 
. igures 98 to 101. The rock specimens were sectioned in a sim ilar  
manner to  that illu s tr a te d  in  Figure 96 and the region o f in te r e s t , 
immediately underneath the b it  w earflat and in  front o f the leading  
edge of the b i t , was mounted on a scanning electron  microscope 
specimen holder. Photographs were taken o f the cracks nude v is ib le  
when the rock was examined using th is  microscope.
Figure 102 shows the fractures which developed in one o f  the 
n orite  samples as a r  su lt  o f indentation by the b i t .  The curve o f  
load p lotted  against penetration made during th is  te s t  i s  given in 
Figure 98. The most c lea r ly  defined fracture i.i Figure 102 is  that 
c lo se st  to  the rock surface. I f  the force applied to  the indentor 
had not been removed, th is  crack would have extended to form, a large 
rock chip. The shape o f th is  rock chip is  defined b, the crack, and 
the geometric s im ila r ity  between th is  chip and those from other 
indentation and cu ttin g  experiments (Figure 9 4 ) ,  i s  apparent.
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The rock imnedlately underneath the b it w earflat was in tensely  
crushed. This i s  shown by the d ifferen t appearance o f the rock adjacent 
to  the b it comparet to  that o f surrounding rock, ( Figure 102). This 
region of crushed, powdered rock extends ahead of the leading, face o f  
the b it by some 4 ran.
The graph o f applied load p lotted  against penetration f c -  the 
second norite specimen shows that the force applied 'was somewhat lower
than was used for the f ir s t  t e s t ,  (Figure 99). Consequently the extent
o f  rock fracturing i s  le s s  marxed, (Figure 103). N evertheless, the 
crack near to  the free surface, which ind icates the formation o f a
rock chip, i s  c learly  v i s ib l e  and is  marked "A” in Figure 103.
A magnified section  o f the crack in the f i r s t  quartzite specimen 
which was lotded c lo se  to  fa i lure  o f  the rock (Figure 100), i s  
given in Figure 104. This shows two cracks in the roc spt imen 
jTmediately in front of the b i t .  These cracks have an orientation  
sim ilar to  those found in  the norite specimens (Figures 10? and 103). 
although the major fracture c lo se  to the free surface is  considerably 
longer and further be.], w ch* i». 'f toa than those observed in  norite .
The load applied to  the second quartzite spec'-en  was removed at 
approximately h a lf o f the force necessary to  form a rock chip ahead 
o f  t i e  b i t ,  (Figure 101). This was done in order to discover whether 
cracks in the rock could be detected at th is  force leve l .  Figure 105 
shows a section  through the specimen; no marked crushing or cracking 
of the rock i s  evident in th is  Figure.
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FIGURE 102 : Photo-ndcrograph of section  through second norite specimen.
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^ ■ 14 Calculation of the stress distribution in the rock adjacent 
to the b it
Experiment's had shown hat the indentation force necessary to  form 
a rock chip ahead o f a drag b it was reduced markedly when a shear force , 
applied p ara lle l to  the rock surface, was superimposed on the b i t ,  
(Section 7 .2 .3 ) . In an endeavour to find an explanation for th is  and 
other related  phenomena, use was made o f  mathematical an a lysis . The 
stress  d istr ib u tio n  in the rock adjacent to  the b it  was calculated by 
making the follow ing assumptions :
*ne rock behaves as a lin e a r , iso tro p ic , e la s t ic  m aterial.
( i i )  The b it app lies a uniformly d istributed  load to  the surface 
o f he rock, which i s  taken to  be a sem i-in fin ite  mass.
I t has been shown that most hard rocks exh ib it ideal e la s t ic  
behaviour up to a c r it ic a l  s tr e ss  lev e l (Wagner and Schumann, 1971), 
and therefore the f i r s t  o f these assumptions i s  va lid .
it can be shown that the s tr e sse s  applied in an e la s t ic  material 
ur.ce neath a punch are lependci, on the assumptions made about the 
nature o f the punch. I f  the punch i s  assumed to be r ig id  then, 
in thf region- unuemeath the com ers o f the punch, the stresses  tend 
to in f in ity . On the other hand, f in i t e  s tr e s -  values in the material 
are calculated i f  the s tress  along the contact area between the punch 
and the e la s t ic  body is  taken to  be uniformly applied. The 
application  of the load when a blunt drag b it  i s  used to cut hard rock, 
probably i s  a compromise between these two extreme methods o f loading.
Away from the contact area the s tr e ss  f ie ld s  induced by these two
- 100 -
loading conditions becoma v ir tu a lly  id en tia l (Wagner and Scnumann, 
1971), for th is  reason one condition only, the la t te r  condition was 
considered in th is  an alysis.
A two dimensional an alysis  was used and the plane in which the 
rock stresses  were calculated is  illu str a ted  d ia g ra m tica lly  in  
Figure 7. Two separate loading conditions were considered :
( i )  with a normal force only applied to  the punch
( i i )  with both a normal force and a shear fo r c e  applied to the punch
Contours o f s tresses  p a ra lle l to  the. x axis and the y ax is were 
ca lcu la ted , together with the shear s tr e s se s . From these the 
principal s tr e sse s  were ca lcu lated . The Mohr fa ilu re  cr iter io n  was 
used to  define a zone o f excess s tress  underneath the punch. From 
a s e i ie s  o f  n  iax ia l te s ts  with norite specimens, the Moiir envelope 
for  th is  rock type was p lo tted , (figure 106). The radius of the 
Mohr c ir c le  i s  given by h a lf the d ifference o f the principal s tre sses  
and the distance from the y a x is  to  the centre o f the c ir c le  i s  given 
by h a lf the sum o f  the principal s tr e s se s , that i s  :
R = } (Oj * Oi)
and A = J (oi + Oj)
where R and A ore defined in  Figure 107.
I f  the intercept o f  the Mohr envelope i s  given by S0 and the angle 
that the lin ear portion o f th is  curve makes with the x ax is i s  given  
by $ (Figure 107), then lin ea r  extrapolation o f  th is  curve g ives  
that the intercept on the x ax is  i s
tan 0
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Now, i f  the principal s tr e sse s  are calculated at a point in the rock 
underneath a punch and the Mohr c ir c le  i s  p lotted then the :xx?k is  
defined as fa iled  i f  the c ir c le  touches or * rose o the Mohr envelope. 
From Figure 107 the intercept on the x ax is rrom 1 he Mohr c i r c l e  it. 
given by
x 2 - j  ( q i  -  03 ) -  3 (o, + a 3 )
sin  4*
i f  x2 < xi then rock has not fa ile d .
But i f  x2 > xi the rock has fa ile d .
This criterion  was used to  define the regions of fa iled  rock under­
neath the punch.
T^ ie mechanism by which fractures propagate in b r it t le  rock is  
a subject which is  not well understood. Investigations have been 
carried out by the sta ff  o f  the Chamber o f  Mines to  study reck 
fiact are in the v ic in i ty o f underground c -avatiens on the deep level
I
gold mines of the Witwatersrand, (Van Proctor, 1977). These studies  
have shown that fractures propagate along the lin e  o f thr maximum 
principal stress. It has been found, for example, that rock fractun  
occurs parallel to  the stope face for a considerable distance ahead 
of the face on a section  of a lorigwall whicl is  mined by machines, and 
thei-efore where the fracture pattern i s  not confuse- by bb .ting ,
(Figure 10) Another example of b r it t le  rock fracturing in the d irection  
of the maximum principal s tr e ss , i s  the 'slabbing' on the side w alls  
of a tunnel, (Figure 108). This phenomenon, which was discussed by 
Fairhurst and Cook (1966), but which otherwise is  not documented in the
cr,
'Slabbing' of tunnel 
sidewalls
FlbURT 108 : Ev.idenct o f r ',cl fracturv p a ra lle l to  the d irection
o f the maximum principal s tre ss  illu s tr a te d  by slabbing 
or the sidew alls o f  a t u n n e l .
6 1
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lite r a tu r e , i s  so pervasive that research is  being conducted by 
personnel at the Chamber o f Mines to in vestiga te  i t  further. In order 
to  in vestigate  whether the cracks which developed in the rock adjacent 
to  a drag b it  followed in the d irection  o f the maximum principal s tr e s s ,  
the s tress  tra jec to r ies  we^f calculated and p lotted  for both loading 
cond itions.
7 .4 .1  Calculation of s tress  contours
A cross-section  view o f a punch applied to  the surface o f an 
e la s t ic  body i s  given in  Figure 109. This shows a normal force P and 
a shear force T applied to  the surface o f  a body by a punch with a 
contact length 2 L. A number o f authors have developed the so lution  
for the components o f s tre ss  within the body when the normal force,
P in  Figure 109, i s  applied .o  the surface, (Love, 1929), (Harding and 
Sneddon, 1945). The stresses  produced in the body when a shear force ,
T in  Figure 109, i s  applied to the surface was calculated by Sneddon 
(1951 , using Fourier transforms.
A cross-section  view o f a drag b it  cutting in strong rock (Figure 
7 ), shows that the penetrating force is  equivalent to  the normal force  
P in Figure 109, and that the cutting force is  equivalent to  the shear 
rcrce I in th is Figure. Because a drag b it  cuts hard rock by an 
indentation process (Section 7 .1 ) ,  the b it  cutting force i s  developed 
only as a resu lt o f  the b it  penetrating force. Therefore the stresses  
produced in an e la s t ic  body have been calculated for two separate cases. 
F irstly  when only the normal force P i s  applied to  the punch, and 
secondly whan both the normal force P and the shear force T are applied  
simultaneously.
\
fForce P I uni t  a rea
F rce T I unit area
FIGURE 109 : Nomoncluturt. for ca lcu lation s o f  the stros.. induced in an e la s t ic  body when
a punch i s  applied to  the surface of the body.
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The lim itirg  values o f the s tr e ss  components, at a given point A, 
which do not vanish when the narTiHl lorce P only i s  applied by the 
punch and when the appropriate boundary conditions are applied are :-
{ a + s in  a cos (a +26 ) } CD
IT
J,yy = P ( a  -  sin  a cos (a +26 ) } (2)
t  ' = P s in  a sin  (a+ 2 6) (3)xy -----
TT
where p = force per unit area (a fte r  Jorgenson, 1934)
I t  can be shown that the principal s tresses  are given by :
° i  = »<0«  ♦ V  ♦ ( T xy ‘  i ‘°xx " ""
°* = i (°xx * °yy > -(T’xy # 1 <0«  " 0yy) ' Y‘ (b)
(Jaeger and Cook, 1969)
Substituting < ations (1 ) ,  (2) and (3) in to  equations (4) and (5) 
gives
Oj * (a + sin  a } (6)
TT
o , = (a -  a in a } (7)
n
From Mohr's c ir c le  the maximum shear1 stress
Tnwx '  i  < " 0 >)
* sin  a (8)
rr
S cott, (1963) developed a so lution  for the s tresses  underneath a punch 
when a shear force i s  applied to  the punch. Combining the str'ess
components to  give the s tress  values when both a normal force and a : hear
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'  #
force i s  applied to  the punch giv?s
°xx = ( & + sin  a cos (a + 2t )}+ sin  a s in  (a+ 2d)} (9)
w '  77
°yv -  ( a "Sin “ COS <a * ?6). } * -  f lo r .  A ,  -  s in „ s ir .(a * 2«)) (10,
i  "■ 77 2
I R,
• T = P . .
xy —  sin  a  sin  (a + 26) + (l {a -  s in  a cos ( a >26) }
77 IT
where q is  the shear force per unit area.
I e principal s tr e s se s , where these two forces were applied to  the 
punch, were calculated by su b stitu tin g  rhe values from equations (9 ), 
(10) and (11) into equations (4) and (5 ).
A computer program was developed to  ca lcu la te  these d ifferent
stress  components for the two load conditions at a large number o f
points underneath the punch. A fata General Nova 3 mini c mputer
with a iektronix 4014 -  1 Graphic Display was used for th is  purpose.
The s tre ss  contours were p lotted  by se lec tin g  :
1 . |
( i )  the load condition and values o f the applied lo a d (s).
. ( i i )  th>’ length of the contact area between the punch and the
surface. }
( i i i )  the s iz e  o f the window to  be Studied.
( iv )  the s tr e ss  component o f in te r e st .
(v) a minimum and a maximum value o f th is  s tress  component with
an increment defined between these va lu es.
Phe s tresse s  within the window were calculated by the computer at
I
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chosen pcints in  the x -  y plane. When a point was reached where a 
value wai calcu lated  which exceeded the rv\ . r. s tr e s s , the program 
calculated  the coordinates o f  the point w .n corresponded to  th is  
str e ss  by in terpolating lin ea rly  between p oin ts. These coordinates 
were marked by p lo ttin g  a symbol on the graphic d isp lay. The program 
continued in th is  manner, p lo ttin g  a number o f symbols which indicated
points o f known, constant s tr e s s . The se lected  s tre ss  values, up to
the required maximum s tr e s s , were plotted in a sim ilar fashion, using  
d ifferen t symbols to  mark d ifferen t s tr e ss  values. This program, 
together with an example o f  the output, i s  given in Appendix ( iv ) .
Values o f the loads applied to  the punch were taken from the actual 
forces measured during the laboratory experiments cutting rock and 
from the indentation te s t s  where a drag b it  was pressed against the 
rock surface. Since a l l  o f the loads applied by the punch arc 
expressed in terms o f force per unit area, the force values must be 
divided by the area o f the b it  w earflat, which for rt now b it  is
35 mm x 6 mm = 210 n r/.
F'rom Chapter 6, the maximum cu ttin g  force applied to the b it  
= 150 kN.
• • Maximum shear force per unit area = 714 MPa.
Also from Chapter 6, the maximum b it  penetrating force when water 
]e ts  were not used to a s s is t  the cutting operation was about 220 kN.
• i
. . Maximum normal force per unit area = 1048 MPa
When 50 water je ts  were used the b it  penetrating force was reduced
I
to about 160 kN.
. . Maximum normal force pgr unit area = 762 MPa.
-
-  1QG -
The force applied normal to  the rock surface required to  forrr: a rock 
chip during the indentation te s tr  was about 4?0 IdJ in norite and 
300 kN in q u artz ite , (Section 7 . . .  1). These correspond to p ivssures  
o f  2 000 MPa and 1 429 MPa resp ectiv e ly . When a shear force was applied  
together with the normal force during the indentation te s t s  (Section
7 .2 .2 ) ,  the foi ve normal to the surface oi the norite specimen was 
reduced to  about 30v kN with a shear force o f about 50 kN. These 
correspond to  pressures o f 238 MPa from the shear force and 1 429 MPa 
from the noma) force.
A complete su ite  o f  graphs, giving values o f : o ^ ,  rxy , o, ,o 3 
and i nax for the conditions both where the normal force only i s  
applied , and where the normal and shear forces are applied to the 
punch, are presented in Figures 110 to  121. The applied normal s tre ss  
has 1 -on taken as 1 050 MPa and the applied horizontal s tress  has 
been aken as 700 MPa. These graphs show that the s tre ss  d istr ib u tion s, 
which are symmetrical about tlte x ax is when the normal force only is  
appli d , are skewed over when the shear force is  applied a lso . This 
has tl e e f fe c t  o f  inducing higher s tresses  c lo ser  to the free surface 
ahead of the punch.
T ie ca lcu lation s show that a zone e x is ts  behind the punch where 
the stresses  p a ra lle l to  the y axis are negative, when both the 
normal and shear forces are applied , (Figure 117). This ind icates  
that 'e n s ile  s tre sse s  are indiced at the rock surface in th is  region  
and, rince most rocks are much weaker in tension than in compression, 
i t  wa considered that te n s ile  cracks might be devel ped be: ind the 
b it  during the cu ttin g  operation. This i s  discussed furthe in 
Section 7 .5 .1 .
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When d ifferen t forces .ir'C applied to the punch, the e ffec t  on 
the rock is  illu s tr a te d  by p lo ts  o f the maximum principal s tress  •-ind 
the maximum shear s tr e s s ,  (Figures 1?2 to 127). These show that :-
( i )  When a constant shear s tress  o f 700 MPa i s  applied to  the rock 
by the punch, the s tresses  induced c lo se  to  the surface of the 
rock ahead o f  the leading face o f the punch are s im ilar , whether 
the applied normal s tre ss  is  high (1 050 MPa), or low (760 !iPa), 
(Figures 119, 121 and 122, 123).  From these Figures is  can be 
seen that higher s tresses  ire induced in  the rock at shallower 
depths oelow the ;unch as the applied norrw -ress i s  increased.
(■') When no shear force was applied to the punch then, in order to  
cause the rock to fractu re, experiments had demonstrated that the 
applied s tress  normal to the rock surface had to be increased 
su b sta n tia lly , (Sections 7.2.1 and 7 . 2 . 2 ) .  ihese ca lcu lation s  
show that th is  high applied s tre ss  causes high stresses  to  be 
induced in the rock both near to  the rock surface and at depth 
below the punch ( Figures 129 and 125).
( i i i )  When a re la t iv e ly  snwll shear s tress  (240 MPa),was applied to  
the rock surface by the punch the applied normal stress  
required to  cause the rock to  t iii was 1 4 30 MPa, (Section
7 . 2 . 2 ) .  The ca lcu lation s show that when these stresses  are 
applied to  the rock surface, the maximum principal s tress  and 
the maximum shear strc: -nduced in the rock c lo se  to  the su rface,
ahead of the leading face of the punch, are at a l l  tim es, the 
same as or greater than the stresnet induced in the rock when 
the contact pressure underneath the punch applied normal to  the 
surface, i s  2 000 MPa, (Figures 126 and 127).
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7.4.2 Regions of excess stress
The variations in the s iz e s  o f these zones, when d ifferen t loads 
are applied to  the rock su rface, are given in Figures 128 to  131. i t  
i s  evident from these Figures that these regions of excess s tre ss  
extend a fixed  d ista n ce , between 8 mm and 10 mm, ahead o f the leading  
face o f the punch, no matter which load condition i s  applied. On the 
other hand, underneath the punch, these zones extend from 11 rrirt to  
28 im below the contact area, depending on the load(s) applied. This 
im plies that the mechanism o f rock fracture leading to  the formation 
o f  rock chip may be related  to a given area o f ' fa ile d  rock* anead of  
the b it .
The regions o f crushed rock underneath the b it wearflat and 
ahead of the leading face of the b i t ,  that were observed when the 
rock samples used for the indentation t e s t s  (Section 7 .3 ) , were 
examined under the microscope, were smaller than these calculated  
zones o f excess s tr e s s . For1 example, the specimen illu s tra te d  in 
Figure .102, shows that the crushed rock extenovu for some 4 nm ahead 
o f the leading face o f the b it  and for about 8 mm beneath the contact 
rva. This ind icates that the rock is  damaged to  a greater extent 
than is  evident by inspection o f the v i s ib le , crushed region.
7 .4 .3  S tress tra jec to r ie s
I t  can be readily  shown that i f  the principal ^xes make an angle 
0 with the e x is t in g  Oxy axes then
tan 2 6 = 2  txy Q2)
oxx -  oyy
(Section 2 .3 , Jaeger and Cook, 1969).
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Values o f cftoc, oyy and Txy were taken from the ca lcu la tion s given in
7.U.1 and substituted  into equation 12. Therefore these s tre ss  
tra jec to r ie s  apply when a uniform s tr e ss  is  applied to  the surface 
o f  an e la s t ic  body by a punch.
When the normaj. force P only i s  applied the values o f oxx, oyy and 
txy are given by equations 1, 2 and 3 resp ectively . Substituting  
from these equations in to  equation 12, gives
tan 20 = tan (a ♦ 2<S )
0 = 3 (a + 26) (13)
From th is  equation i t  can be shown that the s tr e ss  tra jec to r ies  are 
confocal e l l ip s e s  and hyperbolae, with fo c i a t the com ers o f  the 
punch, (Figure 132).
The s tre ss  tra jecto r ies  when the normal force P only was applied  
and when the combined forces P + T were applied were calculated from 
equation 12. The d irections o f the principal stresses  a t a large 
nunber of points c lo se  to  the surface o f the body, adjacent to  the 
punch, were computed using programs developed for a Hewlett-Packard 
9830a ca lcu lator. These programs, together with extracts from the 
tabled r e s u lt s , are given in Appendix ( iv ) .
A comparison of the s tress  trajectory  p lots for the twc loading 
situ a tio n s (Figures 132 and 133), shows that an area nehind ihe punch, 
along the 'y' ax is in the negative d irec tio n , i s  d istorted  when the 
shear force T i s  superimposed. Ahead o f  the punch, along the 'y' ax is  
in  the p o sitiv e  d irec tio n , the s tress  tra jec to r ie s  a ie  not altered
'Mrtu  lra |»<iefi«i
FIGURE 13? : S tress tra jecto r ies  when a normal pressure only is applied to  the surface
of tlvi body.
nUMMMHI
-o
HGURT. 133 : S tress tra jecto r ies  when both a normal pressure rnd a shear pressure are
applied to  th»- surface o f  the holy .
pm~
s ig n if ic a n tly  by the superimposition o f  the shear force T.
Therefore, the predicted crack orien tation  and node o f fa ilu re  o f  
the rock would be the same, whether a normal force only was applied  
to  the rock surface, or whether- both a normal and a shear force wa 
applied, however, since the stresses  near to the free surface ahead 
o f the piinch are calculated to  be higher when the shear force is  
added (Section 7 . 4 , 1 ) ,  cracks w_uld be expected to  develop at lower 
values o f the normal force in  th is  s itu a tio n .
Thus the theory conforms to  the experimental r e s u lts ,  since  
indentation t e s t s  with a shear force superimposed on the normal 
force caused the major ixx-k chip ahead o f  the b it  to  be formed at 
reduced values o f the indentation force , (Section 7 . 2 . 3 ) .  In
add ition , the geometry o f the cracks was shown to  be similar- during
indentation te s t s  with a normal force only applied to  the rock and 
when a shear force combined with a normal force was applied to  the 
rock, (Section 7 . 2 .3 ) .
7 •5 Experiments to  study the e f fe c t  o f high pressure water- je ts
on the rock breaking process
7 .5 .1  Examination o f hypotheses
The nathematic analysis (Section 7 . 4 ) ,  indicated that during the 
cu ttin g  operation te n s ile  s tresse s  were induced in the rock c lo se  to  
the surface behind the b i t .  I f  these s tr e sse s  were large enough tc  
cause cracks to  develop in the rock surface then on the next cu tting  
stroke, i f  the b it  w earflat caused water to  be trapped in these cracks, 
very high water pressures would be generated as a re su lt  o f the high 
contact pressure between the b it  and the rock, fh is  could cause
-  I l l  -
'hydraulic fracturing* o f the rock which would resu lt in rock chips 
being formed with r e la t iv e ly  low forces applied to the bi t .  Hydraulic 
fracturing i s  a technique often  used by rock mechanics sp e c ia lis ts  for  
determining s tresses  in -s itu  in a rock mass and involves pressurizing a 
hole u n til a te n s ile  fracture is  induced in the rock, (Zolack e t a l , 
1977).
An a ltern ative  hypothesis to explain the e f f e c t  o f water je ts  on 
the cutting operation was that the very high temperatures generated 
at the b it w earflat (Section 6.1.1),  caused water injected  into th is  
region to be converted to  steam. Rock fracture ahead of rhe b it mighc 
then take place by a process o f steam shattering and th is  could resu lt  
in  a reduction o f  the b it  forces during the cu ttin g  operation.
Experiments were conducted to  test these two hypotheses. F irst 
an examination o f rock samples was made for crack., which might hrve 
developed behind the b i t .  Rock specimens used for the indentation te s t s  
where both a normal force and a shear fo r;e  were applied for the b it  
(Section 7.2.2) ,  were used for these in vestiga tion s. The rocks were 
sectioned and the region of in te r e s t , irrmvdiately behind the b i t ,  was 
examined using a scanning electron  microscope. No evidence of cracks 
was found.
before s ta tin g  ca teg o r ica lly  that cracks beh'.nd the b it  did not 
e x is t  and that the mechanism described in the f i r s t  hypothesis therefore  
was not app licab le, an additional experiment was conducted. Tests 
were made cu ttin g  in a norite block in the test r ig.  Several cuts were 
taken without water jet! to e s ta b lish  a s lo t  in the rock. The blade 
feed was then increased to take a depth of cut o f  6 mm. It lias been
J u 2  -
shown prfrviousl t.iat the power o f th is  machine lim ited the depth of 
cut to  U,5 run when water je ts  were not used. However, a blade feed 
o f  6 run did not cause the machine to  s t a l l  irunediutely, and the saddle 
travelled  approximately 0,5 m in a jerky fashion nefore the s t a l l  
condition. Once the machine had s ta lle d  an equilibrium p osition  was 
reached and the saddle rrwde no further motion. At th is  po in t, with 
f u l l  force s t i l l  applied to  drive the machine, two coherent water iets  
a t 40 MPa pressure were d irected towards the com ers o f the tungsten 
carbide b it  in ser ts . This had the e f fe c t  o f iiunedLately breaking the 
s ta lle d  condition o f the machine, and the b i t ,  a ss isted  by the water 
j e t s ,  continued to  cut smoothly unt i l  the end o f  the s lo t .  This 
experiment was repeated a large number o f times cu ttin g  in d ifferen t  
n orite  blocks and th is  resu lt was achieved co n sisten tly .
These experiments demonstrated that i t  was not necessary to have 
water pre-injected  in to  e x istin g  cracks in order to  benefit the cutting  
operation. In addition the t e s t s  showed that the machine could be le f t  
in  the s ta lle d  condition for a long period o f tim e, allowing the b it to  
c o o l, and that when the water je ts  were applied the cut was continued 
immediately. Therefore, the second hypothesis, which proposed shatter­
ing o f the rock by steam, was discounted a lso .
7 . 5 .2 .  Indentation t e s t s  using high pressure water je ts
A ser ie s  o f  indentation t e s t s  was conducted to  in vestiga te  whether, 
when high pressure water je ts  were directed irunediutely ahead o f  the 
b i t ,  the force necessary to form a rock chip ahead of the b it was 
decreased.
The s t i f f - t e s t in g  machine (Figure 88) ,did not provide su ff ic ie n t  
space to  enable a b it connected to  a high pressure water supply, to  be 
mounted in  th is  machine. Therefore, an a ltern a tiv e  press comprising 
a s te e l  frame with a 6 MN hydraulic jack, was used for these t e s t s ,  
(Figure 134). The b its  used for these experiments were o f a modified 
design , in that the nozzles were incorporates in the s te e l  body o f the 
b i t ,  (Figure 3 35). The nozzles were positioned so that the je ts  were 
directed tcwaixlo the corners o f the tungsten carbide in serts  in the 
b i t ,  approximately 2 rrm ahead of the leading face o f the b i t .  The b it  
was .mounted or*, a foreshortened blade which was connected to  -he high 
pressure water pump. C ylindrical roc)' specimens o f both n orite  and 
quartzite were prepared in  the usual way, ( Sec: ion 7.2) .
The 6 MN jack was pressurized using a hand pump, ( Figure 134).
The relationsh ip  between the pressure of the hydraulic f lu id  in the 
jack and the force applied by the jack wa:, found using a pro-calibrated  
stra in -g  *,e instrumented load c e l l  to  measure the force. The hydraulic 
pressu: , measured using a calibrated pressure gauge. The calibra­
tio n  curve obtained i s  given in Appendix ( i i i ) .
The rock specimen was placed on the base platen ol .. press and 
the b it  with the attached blade section  was inserted between the jack 
and the rock in  the usual way. (Figure 136). The procedure followed 
was to  apply the load slow ly to a value approximately half that 
required to  form a rock chip  ahead o f the b i t ,  that i s  between 150 kN 
and 200 kN. The stre ss  in  the rock at the corners o f the b it  with 
th is  applied force was su ff ic ie n t  to  form small chips in t h i s  region, 
(Section 7 . 2 .1 ) .  A t th is  j u n c t u r e  the water je ts  were applied at 
40 MPa pressure with a flow r ite  o f  0 ,5  4 /sec . When these je ts  struck
FIGURE 134 : Press used for indentation te s ts  with high
pressure water ]e+s.
FIGURE 135 : Drag b its  with nozzles for high pressure water je ts  b u ilt  in to the
s te e l b it  body.
FIGURE 136 : Method o f  m
■
the rock surface the rock chip iormed ahead o f  the h it a ln cst
immediately. The rock chip formation vtis noted by recording a f a l l
in  pressure o f  the hydraulic f lu id  in the jack since the water spray
prevented d irect observations. I t  was observed a lso  that powtierol
rock ahead o f  the leading face o f  the b i t ,  underneath the rock chip
(Section 7 . 2 . 1 ) ,  was flushed awry when water j e ts  were used. The
crushed rock beneath the b it  w earflat however was not removed by the 
j e t s .
This experiment was repeated ten times using d ifferen t specimens 
or both n orite  and q u a rtz ite . The re su lts  wero con sisten t in
Un ^  thdt when Wdter l e t s  were used only about h a lf o f  the
normal indentation force was required to  form a rock chip ahead o f the
h i t .  I t  was not p o ss ib le , using h is  apparatus, to  correlate  
d iffe r en t combinations o f the pressure of the water je t s  with the 
applied load necessary to  form the rock chip. Ibe lim ita tio n s o f the 
apparatus which prevented th is  correlation  were the compliance o f the 
frame and the hydraulic system and the inexact method used to  measure 
appi force. N evertheless, i t  was demonstrated th a t, when 
-a te r  je ts  were used to  a s s i s t  the rock breaking operation, the foroe 
'tji mar to the rock surface required to  form, a rock chip ahead o f the 
b i t ,  was reduced su b sta n tia lly .
Previous experiments had shown that cracks were in it ia te d  c lo se  to  
the leading face o f  the b it  and that as the applied load was increased, 
these cracks propagated and a rock chip was formed, (Section 7 .3) .
These experiments using water je ts  during the indentation process had 
shown that these je ts  reduced the force rcquirod to  form a rock chip.
^  mechanism proposed to  explain th is  force reduction was t ta t  cracks
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were in it ia te d  ahead o f  the b it  with a r e la t iv e ly  low applied force; 
when the je ts  were applied water was forced in to  these cracks causing 
them to  propagate and form a rock chip.
"''•6 A mode] to  explain how high pressure water je ts  a ffe c t  the
cutting operation
Experiments conducted to in vestiga te  the mechanism o f fracture o f  
strong roc) using blunt drag b its  showed that the b it  penetrating  
force caused th? b it  to  indent the rock and form rock chips ahead o f  
the leading face o f the b i t ,  (Section 7 . 1) .  In addition , i t  was shown 
that the leading face o f  the b it  is  not in contact with the rock during 
the cu ttin g  operation (Section 7 .1 ) ,  which ind icates that the b it  cut­
tin g  force i s  required largely  to overcome fr ic t io n  between the b it  and 
the rock. Further t e s t s  together with calculations,dum nstrated  that 
the b it  cu tting  force a s s is t s  the rock breaking operation by increasing  
the s tre ss  in  the rock ahead o f the b i t ,  (Sections 7.2.  and 7 .4) .
The a b il i ty  o f water je ts  to  reduce the forces acting on the b it  
during the cutting operation was found not to  depend on cracks pre­
ex is t in g  in the rock Or on the heat o f the b it  reacting with the water 
and generating s tn  am which shattered the rock, (Section 7 .5 .1 ) .  Instead, 
a se r ie s  o f indentation te s ts  showed that when 40 MPa water je ts  were 
directed immediately ahead o f the b i t ,  the force required tc  form a 
rock chip was reduced by a factor of a t le a s t  two, (Section 7 . 5 .2 ) .
The experiments cu ttin g  rock (Chapter 6 ) ,  had shown that the most 
e f fe c t iv e  point o f impingement o f  the je ts  was immediately ahead o f  
the leading force o f  the b i t ,  (Section 6 . 4 . 3 ) .  I t  was in th is  region  
that cracks were in it ia te d  in the rock, (Section 7.3) .  Taken together
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were in it ia te d  ahead o f  the b it  with a r e la t iv e ly  low applied force;  
when the j e t s  were applied water was forced into these cracks causing 
them to  propagate and form a rock chip.
7 *G A model to  explain how high pressure wate je ts  a ffe c t  the
cutting  operation
Experiments conduct ?d to in vestiga te  the mechanism o f fracture o f  
strong rook using blunt drag b its  showed that the b it penetrating 
force caused the b it to  indent the rock and form rock chips ahead o f  
the leading face of the b i t ,  (Section 7 . 1) .  m  addition , i t  was shown 
that the leading face o f  the b it  i s  not in contact with the rock during 
the cu tting  operation (Section 7 . 1 ) ,  which indicates that the b it  cut­
tin g  force i s  required largely  to  overcome fr ic t io n  between the b it  and 
the rock. Further te s t s  together with calculations,dem onstrated that 
the b it  cutting force a s s is t s  the rock breaking operation by increasing  
the s tr e ss  in  the rock ahead of the b i t ,  (Sections 7.2.  and 7 .4) .
The a b i l i t y  o f water je ts  to  reduce the forces acting on the b it  
during the cu tting  operatidr. wej found rot to  depend on cracks pre­
e x is t in g  in the rocx t r  on the heat o f the b it  reacting with the water 
and generating s tn  tin which shattered the m ck, (Section 7 . 0 . 1 ), Instead, 
a s e r ie s  o f indentation te s t s  showed that when 40 MPa water je ts  were 
directed  inmecuately ahead o f the b i t ,  the force required tc  form a 
rock chip was reduced by a factor o f at le a st  two, (Section 7 . 5 .2 ) .
The experiments cutting rock (Chapter 6 ) , had shown that the most 
e f fe c t i v e  point o f impingement o f  the je ts  was immediately ahead o f  
the leading force of the b i t ,  (Section 6 . 4 .3 ) .  It  was in th is  region  
that cracks were in itia te d  in the rock, (Section 7.3,'. Taken together
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these experiments indicated that the mechanism by which the water 
je ts  a ss isted  the rock breaking process was by penetrating and then 
propagating the cracks which developed ahead o f the bi t .
This proposition has an in terestin g  consequence. It was found 
during laboratory experiments cu tting  rock (Cnapter 6 ) , that the b it  
penetrating force was reduced progressively as the pressure o f  the 
water je ts  was increased. This implies that the crack ahead o f the 
b it  propagated gradually in a stab le  manner to  cause a rock chip to  
form. In the f ie ld  o f hydraulic fracturing i t  i s  normally assumed 
that because large s tre ss  concentrations are induced at the t ip  of a 
fracture, the crack propagates rapidly in  an unstable manner even when 
only moderate f lu id  pressure is  applied to the fracture, (Zoback 
et a l , 1977).
In order to  explain th is  apparent contradiction between the 
experimental resu lts  and the ex istin g  theory i t  i s  suggested that in  
the situ a tion  where two d iscre te  je ts  are d irected tcwards the edges 
o f a crack having a width o f the order o f the b it  thickness (35 mm), 
the water pressure within the fracture is  r e la t iv e ly  lew. This is  
because water i s  free to escape continuously from the crack. 
Consequently the s tress  in ten s ity  a t the t ip  o f the fracture decreases 
as the crack length increases. This represents the case o f stab le  
crack growth, requiring an increase in the je t  pressure to  produce an 
increase in the crack length.
Stable crack propagation Y js been observed during other experiments 
using hydraulic fracturing techniques to  break rock. Observations 
reported by Zoback e t a l ,  (1977) shewed that when a viscous flu id  was
pressurized in a borehole, the cracks emanating from the borehole were 
extended in a stab le  fashion. The hypothesis proposed by the authors 
to  explain th is  phenomenon noted that with a viscous flu id  the pressure 
drop along the crack would be la rg e , and consequently the s tress  
concentration at the t ip  o f  the crack was l ik e ly  to  be in su ffic ien t  to  
cause unstable crack growth. Therefore, i t  has been shown that crack 
growth in b r it t le  m aterials is  a stab le phenomenon under certain  
conditions. This subject has not been pursued further since the top ic  
o f fracture propagation i s  complex and the development of cracks in  
the ; ituations described aoovw "^quires sp ec ia l study. It i s  re con mended 
that th is  subject should be investigated  in  d e ta il in future work.
The propagation of cracks by water je ts  ahead of the b it was taken 
to  be the major influence a ffec tin g  the reduction of the b it penetrating  
force during the cutting operation. Another factor , which was con­
sidered to  exert a secondary in fluence, was the flushing of the powdered 
rock from ahead o f the leading face o f the b i t ,  (Section 7 . : . 2 ) .  I t  was 
shewn during the indentation t e s t s  that the crushed rock underneath the 
b it  wearflat was not removed by water je ts  (Section 7. 5.2) ,  and there­
fore that the substantial reduction o f the b it  indentation force during 
these q u a si-s ta tic  te s ts  was a re su lt  o f  je t-a s s is te d  crock propagation. 
Consequently in the dynamic, cu tting  s itu a tio n , i t  was assumed that 
th is  could be the major influence a lso .
The b it cutting force was reduced su b stan tia lly  when water je ts  
were used to a s s is t  the cutting operation, almost irresp ective o f the 
pressure or point o f impingement o f the j e t s ,  (Section 6.4) .  It  was 
concluded that the water acted as a lubricant between the b it and the 
rock which caused the coeffic ien t o f  fr ic t io n  between these two bodies
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to  be reduced. Thus, provided the water je ts  were directed  c lo se  to  
the b i t ,  the b it  cu ttin g  force was reduced. I t  was_shown that when 
the je ts  were directed  10 nni ahead of the leading face of the h i t , the 
b it  utting force was not reduced markedly, (Section &. 4. 3). 11 w'-1  ^
concluded that with th is  je t  configuration , the volume of water a . the 
point o f contact between the b it  <ind the rock wac in su ffic ien t to 
decrease the fr ic t io n  force e f fe c t i v e l y .
- v .
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CHAPTER 8
8. S’fNMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
Experiments designed to in vestiga te  the causes o f b it  fa ilu re  and 
to  improve the strength o f drag b its  used for cutting in hard rock 
had shown that very nigh temperatures werv generated at the in terface  
between the to o l and the rock. It was estab lished  that the major 
reason for discarding b its  from serv ice a t the underground te s t  s i t e  
was themv deteriorat n o f the b it  braze j o i n t . E fforts to  strengthen 
t h ' s  joi .t by using a braze metal with a higher remelt temperate 
and by increasing the area ol contact between the braze jo in t and the 
tungsten carbide in se r ts , did improve the overa ll b it  l i f e .  In addition  
i t  was shewn during the course o f  laboratory te s ts  that the temp­
eratures at the b it  braze jo in t could be controlled  to  an acceptable 
le v e l i f  a large volume o f  water was used to  flood the b it  during the 
cu ttin g  operation.
Three d ifferen t exper -rental techniques were a ted in an attempt 
to  reduce the mean force acting on the b it  during the cutting operation. 
Bit# with a reduced wearflat area were shown to  decrease the components 
o f force acting on the h i t , but the tungsten carbide b it  in serts were 
weakened su b stan tia lly  by reducing this  .area. Therefore, thi s  lin e  o f  
experimentation was not continued. A second experiment whereby the 
vibration  o f the b it  was increased during the cutting stroke o f the 
machine, demonstrated that th is  caused the mean peak values o f the 
penetrating force to be reduced. S ig n ifica n tly  lower values o f  the 
b it  penetrating force were measured a lso  in the course o f a third  
experiment using a ’f l a t -  f an’ water je t  d irected ahead of the b it
f
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during the machine cutting stroke.
As a resu lt o f these preliminary t e s t s  a comprehensive in vestiga tion  
was carried out to study the p oten tia l for  reducing the components o f  
the b it  force using coherent high pressure water je ts  directed ahead 
o f the b it  uuring the cu tting  operation. The use o f water je t s  to  
a s s is t  the rock breaking operation was se lected  as the most promising 
approach since the previous experiment had shown that,  with th is  
technique, i t  was possib le not only to  reduce the mean b it  force but 
a lso  to  provide adequate cooling to  the bi t .
I t  was demonstrated that when su itab le  high pressure water je ts  
were used in combination with drag b its  to  cut hard rock, the force 
on the bi ts  was reduced s ig n if ic a n tly  allowing deeper cuts to  be taken. 
Also,  in general, bluntness caused by wear became the overriding  
criter io n  for b it  discard compared with the s itu a tio n  where water je ts  
wei'e itot used, when fa ilu re  o f e ith er  the tungsten carbide in serts  or 
the b it braze jo in t were the usual reason for b it  discard.
It i s  possib le that the use o f drng b its  in combination with water 
j e t s ,  w i l l  spread to  hard rock applications in the f i e l d  o f rock cut­
ting  sin ce these b its  are more e f f ic ie n t  cutting to o ls  than the 
various types o f  r o lle r  cu tter  in current general use. However, in 
order to  promote a widespread use o f drug b i t s ,  high values o f b it  
l i f e  are necessary. I t  has been shown that in a s itu a tio n  where drag 
b its  were used to  cut into a corner in very strong highly abrasive 
quai t^i te  the majority o f  the b its  were discarded because o f wear of  
the b it  in ser ts . I t  i s  encouraging that the b its  did not break in th is  
application but a high rate o f  wear o f the tungsten carbide b it  in serts
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was observed. Further work is  necessary to  study the wear mechanism 
and to  help to  minimise i t .
The resu lts  o f  the in vestigation  into the mechanism by which a 
drag b it  cuts hard rock and into the e f f e c t s  of  high pressure water 
je t s  on t . i is  rock breaking process, have important im plications. It 
was shewn that the b it  fractures the rock in a sim ilar manner to  an 
indentor. The water i s  in jected  into cracks which form adjacent to  
the b it  and the water pressure helps to  propagate the cracks. Thus 
i t  i s  probable that water je ts  at sim ilar pressures could be used to  
a s s is t  other methods o f rock cutting where the meclianism of rock break 
ing i s  a lso  an indentation process. For example, evaluation o f any 
b en efits  to  be derived by using high pressure water je ts  in  con­
junction with d isc ro lle r  cu tters in tunnel boring and raise boring 
applications i s  a potentia l d irection  for future in vestiga tion s.
t '
APPENDIX ( i)
Circuit a,id connection diagi^ams for te s t  rip, instrumentation.
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Calibration curves
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A comparison o f thr power required to cut a  ur.it area o f s lo t  in rock
u sing : -  a) A je t  channeling torch
b) A rockcuttiiig machine
A ca lcu la tion  o f the rate a t which heat i s  generated using a je t  
channeling torch gives :
Fuel used i s  kerosene.
Assuming a fu e l density  = 800 kg/m'
and sp e c if ic  heat o f  fuel = 4? 000 kj/kg.
From the manufacturers sp e c if ic a tio n s , the fu el consumption o f  
the torch using a standard nozzle = 40 I/h r .
40 l i t r e s  o f  fu e l/h r  = 32 kg o f fu e l/h r .
. . Rate at which heat i s  generated = 373 kW.
It  has been shown, using sim ilar torches in  quarries, that the
rate o f cu ttin g  s lo ts  varies between one square metre an hour and
three square metres an hour, depending on the type o f rock being cu t, 
(Union Carbide equipment sp e c if ic a tio n , form '■!-£ 910-C). The
same rate o f  cutting i s  achieved using rockcutting machines, however, 
the power required to  drive these machines i s  30 kW.
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A calcu lation  to  show the change in the ’s t i f f r  o f the hydraulic 
machine drive using d ifferen t operating prt.s - 1 and flow mates.
Hie hydraulic flu id  operating the rockcutting machine main ram i s  
supplied through f le x ib le  hoses. The e la s t ic i t y  o f  these hoses and 
the com pressib ility  o f the hydraulic flu id  causes the hydraulic drive 
to  act as a spring pulling a mass, the saddle, across a surface. 
Reducing the s t if fn e s s  o f the spring in th is  system, has the e f fe c t  
o f reducing the vibrational frequency and increasing the amplitude 
o f  vibration o f the mass.
The th eoretica l variation  in the s t if fn e s s  in the hydraulic 
machine i s  calculated for two d ifferen t system pressures and flow 
rates.
S tiffn e ss  i s  defined as the force F required to  defctm a spring 
by a distance Ax.
. . R = F
Ax (1)
Fxperiments were conducted at two system pressures. The power to  
the machine was the sane for both of these te s t  conditions, therefore 
the main cylinder diameter was reduced using the higher operating 
pressure, so that the available b it  force remained constant. The 
cutting speed was kept constant a lso .
The hydraulic f lu id  used was an emulsion o f 95 per cent water and 
5 per cent aoluable o i l .  Therefore the bulk modulus o f the flu id  was
taken to be that o f  water. The main cylinder was assumed to be r ig id  
and thus the amount of f lu id  compressed in the cy linder was calculated  
from the bulk modulus o f water only. The bulk modulus o f the f lu id  
in  the hoses was calculated from an experiment whereby a hose was 
pressurized to  a given value and the increased volume o f the f lu id  in  
the hose was measured and compared with the volume occupied by the 
flu id  at atmospheric pressure.
By d e f in it io n , Bulk modulus 6 = V £P (?)
~ST
The s t if fn e s s  o f the hydraulic drive can he calculated using the 
bulk modulus to obtain the increased volume of flu id  in  the hoses 
( AV^), and in cylinder (AVc), for a given change in pressure. Then, 
the to ta l increase in volume o f the hydraulic flu id  at a given pressure
AVt  = AVh * AVC (3)
I f  the system pressure i s  now reduced to  atmospheric pressure, tn is  
increased volume o f hydraulic flu id  w il l  cause the piston to  be 
displaced by a distance Ax.
. . Ax = AVc
"ST * (4)
where Ac = the cro ss-sectio n  area o f the main cylinder.
The force applied to  the cylinder AF = AP (5)
Ac
Thus the s t if fn e s s  k can be calculated using equation 1. The
to ta l volume o f the main cylinder Vc war, calculated with the p iston
in  the middle o f the cy linder, that i s ,  two metres from the cylinder end.
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. . Vc = 2 x Ac (m)
The experiment (Section 4 .3 .3 .)  was carr led out using ;yf;tem 
pressures of 14 MPa .and 25,5 MPa. The ca lcu la tion s o f the respective  
drive s t if fn e s s  a t these pressures show :-
Experiment 1 Experiment 2
Pressure AP 14 MPa 27,5 MPa
Cross-Section area o f Ah
-4 23,14 X 10 m 23,14 X  10 m
hose
Length o f hose Ih 20m 20m
Volume of hose Vh 6,28 x 10"3m3 6,28 x 10"Jm:
C ross-section area of _ 0 —3 2
cylinder Ac 1,21 x 10 m 6,19 x 10 m
Volume o f  cylinder Vc -2 22,42 x 10 m
-2 21,24 x 10 m
Bulk Modulus o f  hose o 2 2 2
and f lu id  Bh 6,08 x 10"M?J/m 6,08 x 10 MM/m
Bulk Mlxjulus o f  cylinder 3 2 3 2
and flu id  Be 2,25 x 10 MN/m * 2,25 x 10 MN/m
Sinea AV = V APr
AVh 1,45 x K f V
-4 37,84 x 10 m
AVc
-4 3
1,S1 x 10 m
-4 31,5? x 10 m
. . AVt 2,96 x 10*4m3 4,36 x 10"4mJ
Ax 2,45 x 10 7,04 x 10 ‘m
AF 169 kN 170 kN
. . S tiffn ess  < 6,9 MK/n 2,4 MN/m
APPENDIX (iv )
Computer programs used for p lo ttin g  s tr e ss  contours 
OMd-lwt' ca lcu lation  o f zunes o f excess s tress
M I C  P R I N T
p v i n t
00 33 PRINT At.Clrt.OT ION t f PPINCIPAt. STSCS'Cj*
0*«,A PRINT " W H I C H  ST PC 55 00 Y O U  WANT ? '
P R I N T  ' X | . t . V | . g . Z 1 . 1 . K t . 4 . K , '  S . T | . 6 . '
O.  0  P R I N T  " N O P r i A t . * S H E A R  E O R l C S ; "
e o m a  P R I N T  " X 4 . 7 . v 4 . 8 . Z 4 . S . r < . i e . K S " t 1 , T 2 . 1 2 . "
00'iA INPUT 0
0 1 1 9  I N P U T  " P E N T T f i A T I N G  F O R C E "  ' . P
0 1 2 0  I N P U T  " H O R I Z O N T A L  F O R C E ' " . 0  
0 1 4 O  I N P U T  " U E - . P F L A T  L E N G T H ' 2 ■ " , L  
0 1 5 0  I N P U T  " L E N G T H  A t O N G  V A X I S "  " . C
O l f i A  I N P U T  " L E N G T H  A L O N G  X A X I S "  " , 0
0 1 7 0  I N P U T  " S T E P  I N C R E M E N T  A L O N G  X A X I S "  " , 5
O i s e  I N P U T  " S T E P  I N C R E M E N T  A L O N G  V A X I S "  " , T
0 1 9 0  I M P V T  " 1 S T  S T R E S S  L I H E " 1’ " . S 3
0 2 . 0 0  I N P U T  " L A S T  S T R E S S  I I N E * ’ " . S 2
0 2 1 8  I N P U T  " I N  S T E P S  O F R ' . M
6 2 2 0  I N P U T  " HO OF F U R T H E R  D I V S  O F  V " " , G
0 2 2 5  I N I  U T  " N O  OF F U R T H E R  D I V S  OF X " " . H
0 2 3 0  G O T O  1 3 0 0
0 2 4 6  F O R  N * S 3  TO 5 2  S T E P  M
0 2 5 0 LET S t ■N
0 2 7 6 FOR J " - C  TO C STEP T / ( G * 1  1
02 36 LET V . J
0 3 1 0 LET k. '3-O
0 3 2 0 F v R  1 * 0  TO D STEP S / ( H » | »
03 36 LET X- I
63 35 IE I " P  THEN LET X" . 1
03-10 LET R 1 " ( ( V « L ) * 2 » X  2 ) •  . 5
0 3 5 6 LET R 2 . t < V - L  l - 2 " X » 2 »» . 5
0 3S6 IF V>L T h e n  GOTO 0 4 5 6
0 39 6 I f  V < - l  THEN GOTO 6 4 3 0
6 42 0 LET r i " A T N (  I L - V l / X )
64 30 LET A 1 . A T N ( ( L « V ) / X U D 3
04 40 GOTO P S Z0
04 50 LET P 3 " A T N t ( V - L W X >
0 4 0 0 LET A | " A T M ( ( V » L L ) ' X 1 - D 3
0 4 7 0 GOTO 0 5 2 0
0 4 8 0 LET D 3 " A T N ( ( L - V ) / X )
04 90 LET A L " D 3 - A T N ( l - V - L ) / X >
0 5 0 0 GOTO 0 5 2 0
0 5 1 0 IF ( Y - 2  ) * . S " L  THEN LET A J . A T N < 2 « L / X 1
0 5 2 0 v t T  P I « 3 . 14159
0 5 2 5 IF V (L  THEN LET D 3 - - D "
0 5 3 0 LET X I " ' P / P i  H( A' , » S | N<A1  i k C O S l A t  X 2 > l > 3  1 1 >
0 5 4 0 LET X 4 " X | 4 ( 0 ' P I  I I S  IM( At  l « S I N ( A | " 2 » 0 : . -
6 5 5 0 l e t  v w p / p i  i n a i - s i n i a i  n r c s < a i » c o m m
0 5 6 0 LET Y 4 " Y t  ♦ 1 QxPI  I K L O G l  I R I - 2  l / l R ? ‘ 2 n - S I N ( A t  H S I N 1  A |  ♦ ( 2 I D 3  ) H
0570 LET Z)  " I P / P I  l I S I N i  A M I S  INI  Al  " < 2 t D 3 )  >
0 6 8 6 LET Z 4 . I 0 / P 1  H I I A l - S I N l A l  I t C O S l A W m i V Z l
0690 LET < l " ( 0 / P t  l H A l t S I N I A I  ) )
C600 LET K 4 . . $ l t X 4 « V 4 ) " ( ( 2 4 l " 2 » , 2 S I (  I X 4 - V 4 ) » 2 ) ) » . S
0 6 1 6 LET I 2 " I 0 / P | I I I A I  S I M I A 1 I »
0 F 7 0 LET * 5 " . S I I X 4 » Y 4  ) - < ( 2 4  l > e 4 . 2 S « <  ( X 4 - V 4  i . ? l  ) a . 5
0 6 2 5 LET T l " ( P / P l  I I S 1 N I A I )
6 6 2 7 LET 1 d " ( X 4 - C S > / 2
0630 I F  0 " !  THEN LET X t " X |
0 6 4 0 IF 0 * 2  THEN LET I t " V Iesse IF 0 * 3  THEN LET r t " Z I
0 6 6 6 IF 0 - S  THEN LET Kl  F2
0670 I F  0 - 6  THEM LET r i - T l
6 6 8 # IF 0 - 7  TF1CN LET K t « X 4
1 K 1'' K 11.1 . (ri) • ! rnpAini n.srd for ulrrxiriii contour plotn.
2694 I F  O ' *  T H E N  1L E T  K I ­ V 4
0 7 2 0 I F  0 "9  T H F N  1LE T K l " Z 4
0 7 1 0 I F  0 - 1 0  T H E N L E T  6 1 • K 4
4720 I F  0 " l I THEM L E T  K l •KS
0 7  33 I F  O ' 1 2  1 MEN L E T  K l • T 2
# 7 4 0 GOSUR I I I #0750 N E X T  10779 N E X T  J
0790 N F y T  N
0781 M O V E . 0 , - 3 5 #
P R 0 O E N D
0110 G O T O  1 1 1 0
0820 F O R  J . - C  TO C S T E P T
9 3 3 0  h 0 U E , J « 4 = ; 0 / C , a
P3 4 9  I L I N F . O . c0959 in ivl, -10,6
0 9 6 0  p e l  NT J  
eg:o next J
0 3 3 6  FOB K - 5  TO D S T EP  3 
6 3 9 9  n o v E . o . - m s e - ' n
P360 I L I M F , S . 0  
0310 I L I N E . - 1 0 . 0
6 3 2 8  i n 0 V E , - 9 . 3
0 9 3 0  PBIMT K 
0940 NEXT K 
09S0 f iOUE.1 0 6 , 2 4 6  
0966  1L1ME, 6 , - 2 0 0  
6376 IE I N C , 1 0 , 3 6  
0990  IE I M E . - 2 0 . 0  
6990 l E t M F , 1 6 , - 3 0
1666 m o v F . o ,  ISO 
l o i o  p e l nt  0 '  nort*
1620  IE O" 0  Th e n  GOTO 0, 246
1 0 3 0  M O V E , - 1 6 6 , 4 0
1040 I L I N E , - 3 0 , 1 6
1 650  I L I N E . 0 , - 2 0
100 6  I L I N E . 3 0 . 1 0
1070 I L I N E , - 2 0 6 , 0
1 63 0  i n  - U E , 1 6 9 . 1 6
, ' .690 PBIMT 0 '  MPA‘
1100  GOTO 0 2 4 0
1 1 1 0  IF r i ’ S I  Th e n  GOTO 1 62 6
1 1 2 6  I F  K V . S t  THEN GOTO 1 1 5 0
113 0  I F  U > S 1  THEN GOTO 1 1 7 0
1 1 4 0  GOTO 1 2 5 0
1150 I F  K3>51 THEN GOTO 1 2 4 0
1160 GOTO 1280
1 1 7 0  I F  K 3 - 0  THEN GOTO 1 2 8 0
1180 I F K 3 < S I  THEN COTC 1 2 0 0
1190 GOTO 1280
1200 LET E - K I - K 3
1210 LET F . r i - S t
1220 LET X - X - ( F x E ) S S
1230 GOTO 1620
1240 LET E-K3  Kl
1250 LET F - S l - K l
1260 LET X * X - ( f / £  »*5
1270 GOTO 1620
1220 LET K3»K1
1290 BETLtON
1360 ERASE
1301 PRINT
1302 PRINT
1 3 1 #  I F  0 - 1  TI CN P R I N T "SIGMA X . STRESS IN X PLANE"
1 3 2 0  l r  0*2 Th e n  POINT "SIGMA / . S T R E S S  IN V P 
1 3 3 6  IF O ' 3 THEM PRI NT ' T aiJ XV, S H O P  STRESS  
1 3 4 0  | F  0 * 4  THEN P R I N T  ' S I GMA f
1 3 '  0 I '  f>'S THEN PRINT " S I O - A  ? •
1 3 6 6  IF 0 * 6  TmFN PRI NT ' TAU MAX'
1 3 7 0  | F  0 - 7  T H I N  I P I  tT ' S I GMA X'
1 3 9 6  P  O ' f  THIN POINT ' S I GMA V
1 3 9 0  | F  0 •  9 t h i n  p o i n t  ' TAU XV"
I 4 0 6  IF 0 * 1 0  TMf N P R I N T  ' S I GMA 1 '
1 4 1 0  | F  0 " ! I TMfN POINT ' SIGMA g '
1 4 1 5  IF O '  1 c  THEN P O I N T  • 1 A!J MAX'
1 4 2 0  p o i n t  ' F P 0 M ' S 3 ' M I A  T O ' 5 2 ' M P A  I N  S T E P S  OF
14 30 U  T X * 0 
1 4 4 9  LET 7 * 0
1 4 5 6  U M t e r . X . V
1 4 6 0  JMOL'F.,  ■ X,  -V
1470 O R I G I N
1 4 9 0  M r V E , 5 0 0 , 4 0 8
I 4 9 0  ORIGIN
1 5 0 0  L I N E . 5 0 9 , 0
1 6 1 0  L I N E , - 5 0 0 , 0
1 5 2 0  Ffifl V• 2 5 0  TO - 3 5 0  STEP - 2 0
15 36  MOUE.O. V 
1 5 4 6  I L I N E , 0 , 1 0  
1 6 5 0  NEXT /
1 6 6 0  M O V E , I * 4 5 0 / C , 0  
1 6 7 0  I L I ' H  0 . 1 2 5  
1 5 3 0  Mr E , - L I 4 S 0 / C . C  
1 5 9 0  I L I N E . 6 . 1 2 5  
1 6 0 0  M ' E . 0 . 0
IF 10  G ’ 0820
1 6 2 0  MO I , ( V S 4 r  0 , ( .  > , - v t  J SO P 
1 6 3 0  IF N " 5 3 THIN GOTO 1 7 1 0  
1 6 4 0  IF M.<3»M THIN Gr-TG 1 7 7 0  
1 6 5 0  IF M . S 3 4 2 I M  "HFN GOTO 1 8 2 0  
1 6 6 6  1f  N ' S 3 ‘ 5>M THEN GOTO 1 7 1 0  
1 C60  I L I N E . - 3 . - 5  
1 6 7 0  I L I N E , 6 , 0  
1 6 0 0  I L I N E , - J , 5
1 6 8 5  IF N ' 5 3 *  4 4M THEN GOTO H I O
1 6 9 6  GOTO 1 2 8 0
V’ OO RETURN
1 7 | 0  I L I N E , 3 . 9
1 7 2 0  I L I N E , - 6 , 0
1 7 3 0  I I 1 N E . 3 , 0
1 7 4 0  ILINE . 0 . 3
1 7 5 0  I L I N E . 0 ,  6
1 7 5 5  I I  N ' S 3 " ' « -  THEN GOTO 1 8 2 0
1 7 6 0  GOTO I 2 F 6
1 7 7 0  I L I N E . 4 . 6
1 7 * 0  I L I N E . 0 . - 4
1 7 0 0  I L I N E . - 4 . 0
1 8 0 0  I L I N f  . 0 . 4
1 8 1 4  GOTO 1 2 3 0
1 0 2 #  I m o v e , 3 . 3
19 38 I L I N E . - 6 , - S
1 * 4 0  I MO'.’E , 0 , 6
1 6 '  0  I L I N E , 6 , - 6
I 8 6 0  GOTO 1 2 9 0
I
i IV'Ui’J U . l .  (1>) : i'Txx-Txan u..;c<i ' <v r; I it  : c irVcur ilot,;..
LPNF '
I N  XV P L A N E "
- M P A . "
si CIO r
Feon i c e w o  t o  4<>ow»o in s u p s  of le o m #
I0S0 MPA
i Ik; fier i1 •uto>.’ l o t
**10 *3:0 
0 0 3*  
00 40
e o r o
0 3 b 0
•  0 7 0  
0 0 8 0
•  090 
01*0 
0110 •izo 
61 3 0  
01 4 0  
01 5 0  
O H O  
01 7 *  
0180  
0 1 3 0  
0200 
0210 
0220 
0270  
0290  
0 2 9 0  
0 3 0 0  
0310  
0320 0730 
0340  
0 3 5 0  
0760  
0 3 7 0  
039*  
033 0  
0400  
041*  
042 0  
0430 
0440 
0 456  
* 466  
0 470  
0 480  
043 0  
0 5 0 0  
057 0  
058 0  
0 5 3 0  
0 6 0 0  
0 6 1 0  
0 6 7 0  
068* 
0 6 3 0  
0700 
*7(0 
0720
•  730 
* 7 4 0  
* 7 5 0  
* 7 6 0  
* 7 7 0  
* 7 8 0
• c o i e u i m o N  Of
" N C P P A L  AND 5 H f
• F T M t r P A T l N G  f 0 ‘  E , 8  
• h c p i z o h t i  . r o s e  • , . 0
" U E A P f L A T  1 1  N C " H  - 2  • • ,  L 
•LENuTH AI-7NG V A X I S .  ' , C  
• L l M f . T H  At  ON- ,  X A C S -  " . D  
■ S T E P  I M C P F M K N T  ALONG X A X I S '  * , 5  
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